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1. CAVITI DESIGN

S. W. Litehee 
UCRL

a "fingl" drift tube table has been prepared for all but the first 
30 Mev of A-12, (see DCAL-1859) based upon the design parameters given la the 
last quarterly report (UCRI-172)- The table la fimal only La the sense that 
Lt contains all the informntion that emn bo obtafned from half cell studies. 
31 nee both the final adjustment of drift tube lengths required for intial 
field flattening and the determination of the stem positions muat be done on 
a complete mode, the table was presented in terms of a tenth scale model.
mhe r data mecessary to complete the table for the first 30 Mev is
being obtaned.

The measurements locating the positions of the whole drift tube 
stem asd the gap splitter were completed for the high P (long drift tube) 
test. (URL~1848.) The final genus 1p in the tenth scale model is shown la 
Fig. 1.

As there vas some doubt as to the mocuracy of the Mark X calibra- 
tion during this period, the ratio of the ■ field along the wall to the av- 
erage axial E on the mris, as well as the ratio of the peak axial E to the 
averege was determined b the BB technique. (See Figs. 2 and 3.) The re- 
sults agreed with the former field measurements by the probe teoh=que to
vithin five percent, the probable error of the
axial E also agreed well with the distribution previously ealeulmted bp the 
Theortical Oroup. (See Fig- 4-) Xt should be emphesized that this axial 
distribution of I does not represent the * distribution between drift tube 
surfusee.

The chang from thick cylindrical drrt tubes to bulbous ppes La
A-12 required not only new res
sensitivity of a-12 reso 
The rsults shovn la Fig

onence data. but also a new caleulation of the 
to dimensional deviations. (See UCRL-114.) 

5 1 art lee be the she ago la frequncy if a cell were 
to be isolated, not of ik-12 as a whole. This data is of interest bee ewes 
the axial field distribution la determined by the ell stine offsets of the 
individunl resonant frequencies of each ooll.

Since largo eurrents affect the rsonmnt frequency of a envity, 
the detuning was re-investigated by Nyron Good, with consequnt field de- 
flattening errect, of a 0.5 amp bee a (URL-1817)- It was eoneluded that 
the mazimum offset of the eocelereted beam could be mgrester than 3 pereent, 
vhich will not affect scoelerstor performance. The beam loot la the first 
few gape might, however, have a moticeable effect.

i
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€ Erperience la Mark X mqy indiaate that it will be advantageous to 
operate A-12 as a serios of olectrically short sections rather than aa a 
single long resonant cavity- Xa a mhort-section machine, there la no flat- 
tealag problem- Instead the problem la that of keeping the various sectioms

This phasing can presumably be done in the ab of beam by a
mechanical eerea eye tea, but if the small frquency mhift cmused by the beam 
causes miseable rapid phase shirts, they must be tumed eat electronieally.

effects of the accelerated Good found that the
shft wns 200 * 4° with a ai r1 ■■ rate of phas shift of 3 10-3 degrees 
per cyele. (UaL-1858.) Um mhift due to the lost beam «1U be la the op- 
posite direction and may be much larger.

Investgation of the beam mcceptance la A-12 vhen parapeters are 
varied has continued aa the dirferentia analyser- Xa addition to the work 
reported la the last qumrter, the studies of the effect of varying the beam
injection enere has been completed. 
energy by A 20 percent altered the a

It was found that varying the injection
pt by less than 5 pereent. The

* effects of fluctumting rf- level and varying the magnetie focusing are cur- 
rently bo lag ezamined.

During thia 
Cummings, K. L. Good, 
Schelberg.

1od, the group consisted of 8. A. Colgate, D. B. 
V. 1111, 8. W. KItchen, D. B. Moore andA.D.
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{ 2. SPARKING AND I-RAIS II A TWIT PUMPED VACUUM SXSTMI

Wallace Kilpatriek 
UCRL

Szarkine

atmict, a erf—e t.ohzin
comelusion about 200 M sparking la that it fella— 
and does not depend upon total voltago. la ewdar

to arrive at this conolusion, a qumntitatin — ■ far peasuring tho probabil- 
ty of sparking had to be constructed, ala— it aaa elearly evident that the

d.c. —tl— of sparking was 1—dag—to. Counting equipment previoumly de-
seri was to establish that, at constant gradient

K1?>0 (l)

where K4sa constant, a la the number of aparks accumlated prior to tl— 
t, aad n/dt la the sparking rata. Hhen sperks occurred using topper elee 
trodes, there aaa no exception to equation (1) far all surface gradients ap 
to 0.82 Mv/em, where 3.3 la. < gap < 8.75 la. Higher gradients — not 
available haea—e of rf power limitation. When dn/dt dearaaaed a few orders 
to —e spark la fifteen minutes, the corresponding a vas defined as 1. I 
was then interpreted to he the lahar—t number of sparks required before 
sparking ceased to ezist at that gredient. It vas th— fo—d, by using var- 
ious turf aaa aad gap geo— tries, that I could he calculated for copper — a . 
gradient basis for IOC 10,000, using the expression.

- (,)2 • « * 4-9

whore E is murface gredient in Mv/cm, Eo 1m defined aa the thrwhoK or sur- 
face gradient at vhich sparking first ocurs.

If * varies over an electrode surface, Bq. (2) takes the form.

1 - Ee )
AA, a = 4.9 (3)

l. Surface gradien ta were moasured by A. Schelbrg, using the BB teahalg—.

2. H. K11patriek, UCRL~1573, 5, (1951).
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vhere A la the area affected by Eo for sparking, and the llalta for ntegre- 
tlaa are governed by the eeteat of B 2 Eo- The «<wwt. of the caleulated 
B with maasured V la shovm la Fig. I- Four of various copper geometries wed 
for fleld configuratiom are given la Table X.

Table X

"^Ba*

Case
Sutne
Curvature

zll1ptical 
Stove-pive 
Eem • phe re 
Stove-pipe

0.021"
0.300*
0.031*

Electrode 
M—iter
7.5-
5-5"
1.0m
1.0m

8.75"
8.75•
3.30"
3.W

Reco 
B
0.20 
0.37 
0,82 
0.53

Bed Recom 
T
2.73 
2.1 
2.45
1.7

0.097
0.068
0.187
0.119

B
C
B

vhere B and B« are la Mw/ez, end V la la Ur. It eh wol d aa emphasized that 
Eo ia all cases vas mad aa bich aa possible by eareful cleamine, V 
phosphorie acid deplating, end avoiding dust. To aatahllab Bq. (1) 

the use of

dent only on the number of mccumulated sparks, aa overvoltag technqu waa 
umed.3 At constant gredient, the opartlag rate waa allowed to diminish; the 
gredient waa inereased in o rde r to s park mo re rap 1 d ly 3 then the grad 1 e n t was 
decrensed to the original valun. The mubsequent sparking rate wns predieted 
precisely by Bq. (1).

Exrpressing Bq. (1) la teras of time predicte that

dt (4)

This zlation was verified experimentally, as far aa the statsties of law 
sparking rates would allov.

Since sparking waa greient dependient, and alaae wry high a—ray 
intensities (pwrwMy eloetroaie la origin) to raft the sparking, it 

waa not surprising to find that the charg) treaeyert for dischargng the 
majority of stored energy waa electronic. To lafer thia. z-reyr ntensity 
waa oal iterated against aa auriliary electrom ■ errant directed aeross the 
gap. and the amplitule of the z-ray bursts during a spark waa masured. The 
data ndicated that electromio treaepert waa suficient for discharge of the
stored energy. The gap at the tlaa of these

3. Thia proceure waa previously used to redone sparking, W. Eilpatrick, 
UCAL-1573, 5 (1951)-

4. The name concluslon waa inferred for B1. C. S. Wunan, UaL~1573, 12. 
(1951).
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c gap voltag was 1.5 Mv; and tuo rf cyeles were apparently th* mnin tlaa ■— 
. poment of Um z-ray barat* Oarlag a apart.

Triara
A correlntton (uppmrently independont or voltege ar gradtont) by- 

twnon z-zay beckground and initial sperking rat* was previommly reported. 
Ia addtion, it baa been found that minmum measurable a-ruy intensities 
(about 0.5 er/hr) oceur at the a partial threshold, Eo- I-ry bmckgrou 
intensit at oomrtant vail taga seems to require th* aaaa rlatiom aa sperkinc 
at constant voltage, nmmely

4 =z“*2 (5)
• - 1

ahara Io ia a constent, B la the aocumulated roentegns, and dR/dt la the 
rate.- 2 far z-rags vhs less thea K, far sparking (order of 1s1000). Mod- 
erate baa flag of th* electrodes (rf heating for ezample) apparently affests 
Eq. (5) slightly. Iba effoot was not measured, but a suggested modifiention 
la that a ■ l ♦ f(T), wher T la th* elestrode ta*paratara. At thia atag* 
la th* experimonts, it appnred that z-ruys and apart! ag were alallar ph* 
nomena — dirfering only la mgnitude of elestronie aharpa transport- At 
praaaat» it la fait that a* eontradiete "vdenee to thia stetement baa boen

( Mi H»r'H

Various —tala ware ued for elestrodes- Each mtal indicated a 
fietto number of inherent sparks. For comparison only, th approximte ra- 
tiua are summarised la order la Table XX for samples having Um aam gra- 

dlent on a one ineh dinmeter hemdspherical surface.

Mmterial

c«(<nc) 
Cu

Cr

Imvar 
Cu-O 
Al

Graphite

0.39 
0.27 
0.18 
0.28 
0.25
0.25

(.20 
0.26 
0.20 
0.25 
0.08

Sparta
400
250

1290
1300 
1600
2300
2900

>2000 
5*000 
8000)

UOOCO*

Table II
Initial Spark

151
30 

350 
1M 
127 
306

80
455
121

>5000•

Initial I-ray 
Intenmity

0.02 
0.5
2.0
3.0 
0.5

14-0 
4-0 
0.8 
2.0
1.5

20.0*

5. *. 1patrick, UaL-1680, 7, (1991)
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me voltage for z-rag and spark data listed ws 2.3 » across • gmp of 3-3 in- 
far *11 casos exsept graphite. The voltage for grephite® was 1.0 Mr and cculd

d, apparently becaune of eztreme "electron losding".

Bhodium seemod to be the most desirable motal for few sparka and
z-zey beckground, The semple Meted abase w 
inches of te on a plmting of about 0.1 x 10-

ing of about 0-1 2 10 
of mom molid coppr.

It la felt teat if a thicker coating of te maJd hams been obtafned, tea 1n- 
herent sparking would hmve been less than one copper. Mo had a very hich !•“
itial z-ray bnokeround vhich 4 d fairly rapidly leva rd th level of cop-

van need,

for er chromiu- Mo hovover, was easily recomtaminated by air—just relievinc 
tee vacu vlte air and then pumping deva immediately menaibly returmed every 
inherent spark teat had been previously removed. Mo vas the enly astel seed 
vhich vas eo e nap lately reeoetal sated by air. MItea ozidised ecp.ed 
tee initial sparkine rate and x-ray level van lev. Ten rev si eg tee voltag, hov- 
ever, te approximtely 2.1 M (corresponding syrface gradient 0.72 M/em) ap- 
parently broke away parte of the axide seating and a large nereese la syarkine 
rate ensud. Invar becam cherry-red as a result of energy dissipmton. Al 
shoved cleen-up tendencies above thresbold spnrking, but at eve pmrticular gra
dient, an wnumunlly large number of oparks occurred--smilar te aappar wide, 
junt described. After tee large number of spmrks had been run out free one 
mmm1l spot, tee Al behaved normally like Cu er Cr, and cleaned up. The total 
..... ..  i i of sperks in tee Al van 56,000; of this total, approzmmtely 53,00 eave 
from tee avail spat. An behaved lite Al. Carbon la tee form of graphite vas 
a prolific eeel t ter aven vtea outgassed, bet exhibited tee save temdenoy te elew 
up as did tee metale.

In order to inolude the sparking bebavior of Sn and Al as well as to 
antieipate a simlar behavior for eopper, Bq. (1) atevld be modfied La sumh a 
way that the eenetant K is unmffested by the ateerval flurry of sparks at a 
eritical gredient- An erpression vhich neems to apply isr

(6)

vher no la tea unusumlly large number of sparks (er flurry) vhich depend on 
a erital gradient and/or eritical aren- Far all obeervatioms t-ag copper, 
it should be emphasized teat Mo(E,A) a 0 for gradienta up to 0.83 Mv/em.

A "damnge" exprimet vnm condupted using So-comted electrodes.
(tee melting point of Sn la 231° C.) tee goomtry of these elegtrodes was es- 
nymgtrie--a blunt point facing a marly plane surfmze. It was demonstrated 
that tee electron emitting surface was damnged during tee an teal spark, and 
teat an visible damge oocurred to tee electrom bombarded side, te clarfy 
tee coomtry, ten electron emissiom emme from tea point, tee z-regs ease from 
tee plane, and tee pot van damaged.

6. Previously deseribed. V. Klpmtrick, UAL-1680, 7, (1951)-

►
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A spoctrographic a—lye4 a of the ■—that a* light see—total alto a 
apart vas attempted. A wry mharp, ponted copper electrode was obeerwd 
through the bore of a stove-pipe elestrode. The approximte comdition for 
sperking wamz surfape eurvature 0.1 mm, 0.4 Mv, 4 in. gap, ear fee a gradient 
20 Mv/em. The results of tola erperiwont were —t a —1 t—t useful la in- 
terpreting —al spurking- Bowover, four clear observations — madez Spec 
trai analysis of "eathode" light la possible; capper speetra aas praaaat and 
originated at, er wry mar, the point electrode; gl — 11—tory uning air pre- 
mented a molecular spectrum; the "eathode" light was probably associated alto 
electron eased — effects and not alto ions er— dag the —tire gap. the 
argument far le— not crossing the —tire gap la based — divergent field —ar 
the point, transit tl— for ions, and the fact that visble light are restrieted 
to a wry small region about the point.

Ito gone nd problem concerning rf and <•«. sparking is to obtan a 
1a1— sparking rato. In order to accomplish this, an ezact knouledge of 
the initintion mechanism seems reqaired, and events vhich are subeequent to 
Initiation should to relatively unmportent. Eventa leading up to end 1^10^ 
leg the —Jwr charge transport are ■ a—1 to red here as spnrk imitiatom. There 
meems to to an edvantag le —lag rf for such an Lar— tigatiom because Lom 
tr—elt tim is a eaall contributing factor. It la felt that ther la mch 
Informatlon» both rf sad d.e., vhch could to umed to eonstrumt an edequnte 
lai tie tl— —to cal —, hat that it la not sufficient at present. The folloine 
facta are latcartel to clarify the lap art amt points a—aerate tola lai tie tl—

1. There la a definite threshold grail—t. (Eo) for sparking a given —tai 
la a prao tical vacuum mystem.

a. D.C- - J. V. Beams» Fhy»- Rev- 44 
liqufd —wry cathode and 803, (1933). Using a 

■tai al— steel mnode;
the brenkdoum witage was eritical and could he 
changed slightly with the parity of the mereury.

200 Me - First part of this 
hypothesis, an

Uaine • threshold 
of the sparking could to

2. Higher electron ead eel— currents are prcd—el during spark initiation 
than can he — created for by field emfssion al—.

- W. F. Dyke, Field tort eel— toed—r Abstrecte, 
LAmfield College, Oregon, (1952). the th— 
retieally derived relation of Toler and herd 
heu for field emission was confirmed gzperi- 
■—tally over a uldie range of grudient (up to 
about 300 Mv/em).

a

C
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b- D.C- - J. W. Bems, Fhye- Rev 
eulations shov that 
aloe tamale e Ties to 
will allow 1 electn

•03, (1953). Cal- 
oceurs uith 1TW 

the surface t.
/ec.

c. - J. F. Blevett, Fhys. Rev. 
An ol-like Malter lmyer i

305(4), (1951)-
allov

electron current et 10 - 300 Ev/cm.
bble

200 Ms - First part of this report- Sparkine emn ma 
at a surface gredient of less than 100 Iv/em,
and large electrom currents

3. The major charge trensport is electromie.

- a«u and Berger, Fhys. Rev. 31, 1121(4) , (1928)- 
ry effectaElectrons are emitted first and d

imvolving ions apparently depend upon low voltag 
after the major electron discharg.

D.c- - H. M- > arte rer a, la. last. Um. Eng- 54, 1315, 
(1935). A frection sT the total condustion is 
attributable to Iowa, and their principle offost 
ms to inorease electron emission at suboqumnt 
lower gredient.

a. 12 - C. ». Bia Ilin, UaL-1573, 12, (1951). The imfer- 
ence from wort with the 12 M cavit was that the 
mjor charge trangport for sparking was electromie. 
There also seema to he supporting evidence from 
"crovbar" ezperimenta.

200 Mb - First part of this report. The inference is made 
from x-rey intensities, that the transport is 
electronic.

I-rgs, sparite, and "drain" are a similar if mot identical ph 
far as imitiation is conoerned.

D. - W. 1. Bennett, Phys. Rev. 37, M2 (1931). 
merved relatively large eurrent

Ob-

breskdovn muggsting the possi 
distribution of "drain".

wtw to 
ty of time

- /6
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1315, 
eur-

D.c. -.W. iaSo—, la. Inst. Elec. Eng- 
(1935). It waa shoum that pre-bresk
renta (drain) required the smme "total voltage 
effect for varying gmp as previeum Investiga- 
cions found for sparking-

)

200 Mb - First part of this report. Sparta and I-raya 
appear tdantpent "eeP* la the "eitude of

Th eleetron emittime surface can be damaged by sparkmg-

D.c. - R- Hmefer, Z- Physik 116, 604, (1910), Ob—r ■ 
ratio— with — electron microscope laSi— tod 
that for ezperiments ia a residuai gas atgos- 
phase of argon at a pro—ore of about 10-5 —» 
the sharpmess of emtting points mny ba in- 
ereased — pre-breskom ears—t flovus. Seefor 
w— able to —It Hheee pointe by 1—— aaaf field

200 M- First part of this report. Sn(M. = 231 C ) vms 
uned.

Ions are not required to eross the entire gap for spnrk initiation.

a- D.c. — W. Bennett, Phys. Rev- 37, 582, (1931)- 
Uaing a mgnetie field it waa ahoim that 
positives from the anode hare questieaable 
influence — the initial cathode eat aal —.

b. 12 Mb - C. S. Nunen, OMV-1573, 12, 11951)- A theo- 
retical analysis of 1— trajectories showed 
that it la imposs ble for la— to mgrate 
toward the higher field electrode of the 12 
Mb cavity.

F

200 M - First part of thia report. Sparta occurred 
from —all radius of eurvature murfaces, and 
the theoretical 1— trajectory ar*——t of 
12 Me holds.

7. The sparking rate at a given voltnte dmnshes with tms and/or the 
number of sparks.

A. Thia neems to be generally a beer—l at all frequeneies An- 
eluding d.c.» with the provision that the —aw— mystem be 
moderately free of contamination 1neluding oil.

—

/70-- / 7 
=ua-— 

—
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► Localsed gas ^e—WTB cem Induce sprking-

- H. Heard and E. Lofgren, URL1680, 22, (1952). 
il an wymrf—t una not describid that

tiona
>

200 Mo - W- E1pstrick,,UaL-1774, 9, C1952)- Igaate 
hole (dfaaat ar a .040 la.) In car elaatrada. 

Mithout ragard to the kind of gas uned, a laaal
P •m wes required.

9. Gradient and not V* Is the eriterion for rf spmrking-

D-C. - U Cramnberg» Jour- 4pp- Fhysies, 23. 518 (1952).
Thia article pre---ta 1iteratuz and evidence far 
VE - eonst., ar the fact that a "total voltage 
effect" exists for d.c.

b- 200 Mb - First part of this report. Gredlent la of prime 
importance, ndicstinc that the "total voltige

darg to fmittatiem-effect of d.c. la

•• 2800 M - Halperm, et e.» Pys. Rew_ _ _ _ • 62, 688(4), (196).
2-0 W was mupported acrons a 2.0 la. cap, re-
sultne la a hicher VE produet than would 1m 
■ary tad ft'aa d.c. experiense.

10.

0. Beard andE-J- Lofgren, URL-1680, 22, (1951)- A 
field cad a ri — ad a re—age 1ad1—ted aa emission current 
with a tim distribation.

1U Local pln-point gn-dlenta la aa inadequte arg a—at far enough jrlaaay 
electron field emisslon current to dismipate the stored eneras la a 
spark.

a. Refer are suilar to 1tem 2.

—
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Different base metals do not cianze the sparking threshold nor the sub 
esq—nt sparking rate radically.

X. Corollary. Glemnng befere installation in the vacum 
systen la moro noticeable than changing base 
metals.

XI. Cnollary- Metallurgtonlly or ahasg rally purs metals de- 
ereasa ths sparking rata slightly as anaps red 
with comme re l ally available metals.

Visible Light 13 msnoclated with the electrow emittne surface during 
a spark.

- No evidence.
b- 200 Mb - First part of this report- Iba visible light is 

capmble of speotrogrphie analysis.

An electrostaticmlly bimsed gnp-eplitter can change the z-ray beckground.

D.e. - Mo evidence.
b. 200 M-M- Kilpatrick, UaI-1600, 7, (1951). This obser- 

ration is interpreted to naan that ions not eros 
sing the gap can arfect x-rays and spark initiation.

Spark in’tiation is not affeoted b the temperature of ths electrodes up 
to thermonic emisaion.

D.c. - A- J. Ahearn, ny». Bev. 50. 238, (19M). Exper- 
mente inicate that on elemn surfaces of Mo. W. and 
thoriate tungsten there is no field current ten 
peratwre erfect nor temperature effeot on voltnge 
breekdoyn. Alao, anode hea t-comditi oning In m 
•salad tube indicated no arfect on voltage break- 
down.

b- 200 Me-W. Kilpntriok, URL-1573, 5,/1061). Heating 
copper eleotrodes to sbou* 8000 C or severa 
hours did not change th* z-rey anuensity back- 
ground merkedly.

Lons can be produced in the Immediate nelghborhood of the electron 
emitting surfmoe.

D.e. Trup and Van de Graarf, Jour. -pp. Phys. 18 . 327, 
(1947)- The evidence is not onclumive, but it way 
be inrerred that —aid—l gas my be ionzed with 
nbout 2 Tv eleetron energs at the rets of 9 positive 
ions to one eleotren.

wmmem
— was— „-3
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b- 200 Mb — Mo evidence, but stroney mumpected ar a phase la 
the construetion of a 1cenl Maltor layuu on tne 
cathode.

17. I2a hestnc occws la the electron emitting surface due to electron Bad a- 
aion.

- V. V. Dolan, Tield Elsmion Seminar Abstracte, 
Linfield College, Oregon, 1952.

b. 200 Me - evidence.

1M. Sparks are not spontameous, and requre • finite tm for the nitimtion

A.
O

b. 10 Mb - R. Hrge, E. Lauer and E. Lofgren, UaL-1680, 19 
(1951). X-ragys appmrently built up la B-1 for 
at least 3 cyeles m a preluds to a sperk.

d
the author wishes to thank the folloine pople for their assistance 

inp i Lxipebtaenhaumsam‘Ezm2 c‘e.2 
periments at 200 Mb । l. A. Ahrens and K- M. Mhlers for th»lr ezperimental 
techniques and assistance; V. MeIntosh mnd D. Parmentier.
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3. DRIFT TUM GIEANING TESHNIQU

J. E. Grirrith 
URL

General
The necessity for cleanng the surfaces of all Mark I drift tub— 

was establshed as a result of data taken from the 200 Mb cavities (B-2, B-3, 
B-4) and the 12 Mb cavity (B-1) during the course of an investigation of field 
—1 — Ine,* Electrons eritted due to the radiofrequency electric field at the 
drift tube surface are knonm as field emission electrons. These stray elec- 
trees produce the follong effects:

d- Electron loading which wastes oscillator power in 
accelerating the electrons across the gap.

I-rys, vhich are produced vhhen the accelerated eleo- 
trona strike a suface.

Sporks, vhich are initiated by the electrons.

> Various cleanng techniques were tried on scale model drift tubes 
in the 200 Mb cavities, and one guiding principle was estahlished: That one 
cannot cut a eufficiently clean copper surface without removing a thin layer 
of copper from the surface itself. This implies that the impurities remain- 
ing on a vorked copper surface cannot be wholly or satsfactorily removei by 
external —e. Thus, it is necessary to remove a thin layer of copper from 
a given surface in order to re novi the contaminanta adhering to it. This 
reduces the problem to the design of a method to renew the ouler (centam- 
an tad) layer of copper without introducing new contaminants to the underlyins 
surface.

Innsmuch — pre—nt theory is inadequate to predict the results of 
any given surface treatment, the final authority must rest with the —suite 
of rf tests. The 200 Mb cavities we— —ad at Berkeley for tests of most of 
the clennng methods, but a 13 Mb cavity is preferable in order to elminate 
possible frequency dependencies. This a—ns that no further research on 
leanine methods can take place, nor can any changes be made in the present 

method, —til such rf testing equipment is a—liable.
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Technicves
Several methods are available for the removal of a thin layer of

2. Muchancal.copper from a eurfaces 1. Glow discharge and sparking.
3. Chemical. 4. Electrochemical.

a/ Mathod. this method is not
fully understood, and in any case is too slow to use as a preliminary tech- 
nqu prior to the initial installation of the drift tubes. At present, 

rking la considered to be a desirable treatmentglow discharging and/or spa —
after the vacuum is estabiished, and the machine is reedy for operation.

2. Mechanical Method. Mechanical methods, involving the wo 
of abrnsives orseraping. Leaves an amorphous copper surface vhich is porous. 
The porosity of the surface is not desirable because it serves as a potential 
collector of oil, dust, etc., some of which will probably outgas in vacuum 
and be difficult to remove in the future. Also, surface conteminants orig- 
inally present way be covored by the emsarert metal and hence bo wry diffi
cult to renove.

3. ThadhemicalMathoda The chemical method consists in treating 
the copper with a strong oxidizing solution and washing away the acid and 
water soluble oxidation products with clean water.. The best solution for 
this treatment seems to be a mixture of conoentrated nitric and glacial noetic 
acids in the ratio of 1 part nitric to 2 parts acetic by vol—. This should 
be used on a dry surface but sometimes works better on a wet surface, depending 
upon the history of the surface. A 90 percent (by vol—} solution of nitric 
acid and water works almost as well, but the resulting surface seems to haw 
more copper oxide upon it.

After treatment with either molutlon, the surface la washed with an 
excess amout of water and then treated with aboolute other or absolute ethyl 
alcohol (95 percent) to dry the surface without excosnive oxidation. Chemical 
drying la necessary because the surfane will oxidize if allowed to dry in the 
presence of water.

The use of either solution will produce a clean copper surface in 
vhich an occlusions present will be voided of all resiun. The surface pro- 
duced will oxidize rapidly unless protected from the atmospher.

This mothod has one disadvantage vhich makes its use difricult on 
large surfaces. Large anounta of noxous f—e (Kb) are given off, end

mee= "

unless controlled, will pass over 
and produce a heavy oxide coatin 
these funes on a large scale must

previously C 
on such clea

ed arena in the vicinity 
surfaces. The control of

be very good, becaupe they are strongly
oxidizing with respect to copper, and —11 conoen* ratione in the atmosphere 
will easily oxidine any clean surface with vhich they came in contact.
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Copper oxide is not known to be electrically hararul, but since it 
io porous, it io not desireble from a vacuum vievpoint.

This method consints of placing
the surface to be cleaned la M • cireuit such that it is an anode
with respeot to another electrode and filling the interleotrode ops on with 
a sul table electrolyte to carry the current wanna ry for the elsealng ectlom- 
The cleaning nation consists of depleting a thin layer of copper from the 
surface to be cleaned. The depleted natal ia deposited upon the cathode in 
the fore of higher oxides of copper.

This method is slower than the chemloal method, but it is much 
easier to control, and nose at the perameters er critical, beano the reason 
for its cholce in this case.

The sequence of the different phases at the cleaning cyole was ns 
foil own: 1. Trinodi unphoepha to (TSP) vhsh. 2. HNO3 burn. 3. H3PO, 
deplete. 4. H20 wash. 5- Alcohol rinse. 6 Drying period. 7- Wrapping.
Each of thene will be described in detail.

The couplets cycle of cleanne and wrapping teak pinna la a special 
wash house erected la Bldg. $1. This vsh house was built large ssaagh for
a drift tube to bang completely inside it. Movable soaffolding allowed ao-
eoss to any portion of the drift tube ns it hung inside the wash house. The
aala purpose of the wash haw wan to allow the drift tube to be cleaned la 
a olean atmosphere. Erperience has shown that the air in Bldg. 51 was a an 
tend as ted by oil fanes and that a elemn surface could not be produoed la the
P of such air. The waab house was supplied with its own filtered air
supply mystem much that the intake and exhaust of the nystem «u vented to
the outside of Bldg* 51. The air was ch 
The walls of the vsh house were node of

tely tuice per mimute. 
pmnels, and all senms

were taped to prevent mixing of the vm s h ouse air with BldG- 51 air*

Durne the entre eleanng procedu, the drift tubes were peon 
surized vith 3 pei of filtered air to prevent possible ecid seepege to the 
drift tube interior.

1. TPHash- The drift tubes were de li re rod with an abraded 
finish prod wood by andine wheels- The purpose of the Dr wash was to m- 
asow exbess tree os and dirt from the sanded surface. The whole drift tubs 
surface was se rubbed with cellulose sponge mope sonked with a saturated 
solution of TJP. The dr|ft tube was then vashed well with tap water. This 
phons required about 45 minutes for Wo. 8 trft tube. The TP must be 
technicni grade or better.

• Mnnufactured b the Johne-Mnsville Compnmy.
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The purpsae or the HNO3 "burm" mm to remove the 
lert hr the rinat mandine operation. A molution or 

patch of surfnce vth mn 
#3 had stood for 1 er

90 peroent (by volume) inch mm sprayed on • wet 
atomizer oonstrueted for the purpose- After the . , 
2 minutes, the surface MM rlumhed vth wnter mnd inspected to nee af *11 or 
the amorghous eopper had beeu rmoved end if ell the oil spote wre zovede 
Oil mpotn can be detocted by the premence of water breaks vhile the wmter 
standp on the surface. This process mm repeated unt1l all of the nurnce 
mm free of mmenred copper, and ther were no water hraaka present-

At the finsh or thin operntion, the surface is covered vith dark 
brovm and bLaok copper ozide uhich Mill be removed durine the deplatne

Thia phase required about one boar for bo. • drift tube. The HN03 
must be rengent or C.P. grade.

3. Be plate. The purpose of the phosphorie Mid deplete is
to produne the nnal el caned surface. The depleting netion nccomplishes two 
thinga. It rounds off the aharp edges of the copper erystals which are ez- 
posed by the HNO3 bum, and it removes a very thin layer of copper free the 
surface. The dark copper oxide stans are removed in preoMS. It is safe 
to leave the H3PO, Me on the murface mince H3rO, not attaek copper.

Great ears east be taken to insure that no oil spots are left on 
the drift tube before beginning the deplating- it is imposalble to deplate 
copper th mesh an ell file on a surface unlens it is eztremely thia. This 
is the prinafpnl reason for trestle the drift tabs surface with TJP as a

The deplating la nocomplshed by the neo of a special hollow Coppe 
. This probe (ue Fig. 1) mm construoted with man mmnll (1/16 la.) 
drilled throuch the bottom fane and a 3/8 la. RL ritting soldered to 

the top of the probe. The probe mm warewed by meens of the BL fitting Into 
a probe handle wade of hollow copper tubinc which is tarn mm ntteched to 
the manfold of a liquid supply mystem vhich supplied H370, nolutlon to the 
probe in a continous stream. Glams bends were affixed to the probe to Mt 
M Inuulatine spncers between the probe and the drift tub nurface- A 
welding generutor MM connected between each probe and the drift tube-

In operatton, the H,ro, supply to ench probe mm adjunted by we 
of a valve end the probe mm postioned with the class beads resting on the 
drift tube surface. The probe vs paehert slovly noross the murface vhile 
the welding generator supplied the depleting eurrent- it mm found experi- 
mentmlly that a current density of aprroxrimately 25 mmpe/im of probe sur- 
face at 2530 v d.e. was optimm-

=m
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Probes were construsted vith variously eurved fuces to fit different 
drift tube curvatures.

at mui of H3POz 
tube uns aallaa tod la a^atalalooa t001 » and the run off 

। and recirculated
A11 of the plpe used la the mcid zecireulating 

mystem wms elther stanless steel, copper, or Pyrez. The pump wns • stanlesa 
steel entrifugal pup vith • special acid proof pecking made of shredded tef- 
lon.

Althouch teflon was Um only plastic permitted la the recireulating 
mystem, spray shields attached to Um probes m« mnde of sheet polyethylene.

HaPO, will leaoh exoess polywerizer out of all 
but too errct la very alow for polyethylene. Consequently, plastics were wood 
only where absolutely mecessary- too only plastics wood were teflon (gaskets, 
pnokings), tooet polyethylene, and polyethylene scotch tap, or electroplatere

except teflon.

* H3PO, conoentration vs 21 percent by welght, but Um valu wms 
and euld be alloved to go as high aa 25 pereent. The H»PO, mast 

to of N.F. (National Formulary) grade ar better. At the end of a depatng 
phase, Um H3PO, wns discarded and nev H3PO, Maa used far Um suo c eedi ng drift 
tube.

not erit.1 I

to deplatinc phnse lasted until all of Um dark stains remmining 
from too HNO3 burn were removed. In case an patches of mmeared metal ncci- 
dentally rowel at these must to removed before Um phase la fnished.

Xt la important durinc this phase of Um eleaninc cyele 
all of toe drift tube surfaoe vet vith ~

xr the H
face, a Miki to stain appers 
too stain is insoluble la H 
by further deplatng of the

solution is
I HaPO, solution vhlle the deplating ls 
allow d to dry on any part of the sur-

aad la not removed by rewetting of toe surface. 
O, H,PO,» and aleobol, aad can to mao wad only

4- H20 MWash. tola wash la necessary to remove all truces of toe 
H3PO, solution. Hyry4-is mot very poluble la #20 and exceas H20 must to 
suppIied far at lest JO to 49 minutes to insur cogplete removal. Xt la 
11kely that Um mechanical action of too H20 la most responmible far too 
cleanliness obtained, mince a jet of H20 directed at Um surfece la better 
than a etoady flow of E20 owr Um surace. Durine this phhane, it la tagara 
tive that no part of Um drift tube surface to oil owed to dry.

-r
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If the washing is not thorough, white staina of B3PO, v1ll appear 
when the drift tube finally dries. Distilled Hz0 must be uned- The smallest 
drift tubes (Nos. 0 and 9) were wushed for 20 mnutes and No- 8 drift tube 
wm washed for 45 mdnutes. The t*me wm prorated for drift tubes of inter* 
modinte size. The water flow wm about 10 gpm.

5- AlsohalRinMa Tbe object of the alcohol rinse vas to renove
the water ranatal ng after the vashng mm finimhed- If the drift tube is
allowd to dry with H20 on tbe murface, excessive copper ozide appears.

Absolute ether io preferable *o alcohol. but the fire hazard pre- 
eludes its uno on a large scae, no absolute ethyl alcohol (95 percen as 
gubstituted. Methyl nlcohol and MetoM are --t aocoptable bocause they 
leave rusidums. About 20 gallons of aloohol mm sprayed on No. e drift tube 
and 12 gallons on No. 0 and No. 9, with prorated amounts on the intermdiate 
•lead drift tubos.

6. Parted* The drift tube mm allowed to dry completely
after the alcoholrinse.Preferably, 24 to 48 hours should be allowed for
this period in order to insure complete drying- Sometimes, HPO4 
free fine pits in the copper surface, and this must be r mu: wail be. 
ping* or the wrapping paper will stick to the surface.

will oose
before vrap-

•Tinkled MM nJ After the drift tube mm dry, it wm wrapped with 
paper much in the manner of vrapping an automobile

tiro. The paper is vrapped until it is at least two layers thich over all 
of the drift tube surface. It is perfasible to one scotch man. ing tape to

l

bind the 
vrapping.

to 1teelf at the finsh of the wrapping phase. During the 
andling wm done with clean cotton gloves.

After the pape" wrapping was mecured, a special polyethrlene bag 
mm drawn over the whole drift tube and secured tight around the drift tubs 
neck. This bag wm used to protect the drift tube surface from oil ami duet, 
the paper is not sufficently impervious to protect the surfaca sore than an 
hour or too without too polyethylene bag.
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4. I-RAY MONITOR VACUUM SPARKS ABD KF DECAI

H. G. Heard, E. J. Lauer and R. V. Birge 
UCRL

memm

»

A study has been node of the spark phenomena and rf decay of the 
IAvermore accelerator. Ne control of total voltage or magnet current was 
exercised during operation. Fhotographin results show that the configuration 
of an x-ray burst is not changed with increasing voltage or the application 
of the magnetie field. The sparking rate and therefore the number of x-ray 
bursts increases at higher voltage.

Mothod

X-Rar Output. X-ray output under normal operation and during
sparking has been monitored with a stilbene erystel photo ■ultipller combina-

. tion utilizing fast amplifiers (see Fig. 1). Tine dependent phenomena vere 
photographed from a 51 Fil cathode ray tube in either a 513 or 517 Tektronix 
oscilloscope. The photo-multiplier was located on the north side of the 
accelerator in line with the gap between drift tubes ’’o. 7 and Bo. 8. The out
put of the terminated photo-multiplier wax differentiated (approximately 5 x 
io9 sec.) at the metering area, amplified and then divided so that a signal, 
triggered swep was initiated with a signal delay of approzimately 250 x 109
sec. The pulse response of the two ci 
bandwidth amplifiers is less than 5 x 
10-9 sec. per amplifier.

d Hevlett-Packard 100 mo. per BOO. 
sec. with a totul delay of J 5-20 x )

Ri Envelope De In measurements of the rf envelope decay. i-
flor and ceble delays Were measured and matched electrically with a 5 x
sec. rise tine mercury pulser (see Fig. 2). The delays for the amplifier and 
transmission lines were matched to within - 5 x 109 sec. The z-ray signal 
was applied to one of the vertical deflection plates while the rf signal from 
tank loop Bo. 2 was applied to the other vertical plate. Triggered sweeps 
were initiated by a second 1F21 phototube placed near the gap between drift 
tubes Bo. 2 and Bo. 3.

Phase of X-R^yat The relative phase of the background z-ray output 
with roepoet to rf wax aonitored by a technique which el Inina ted the-tine 
parameter. Continuous comparisons result from application of z-rays and rf 
to opposite note deflection plates (see Fig. 3).

/9o 3 --
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X-Rays, The x-ray output for single sparks- has the configuration 
shown in Fga.4, 5, 6 and 7. In common with the findings of Birge and Lauer2 
the x-rays are seen to occur on alternate half cycles. Thet to for a 
spark, all of the electrons cow frou the sane electrode. Further, if many 
photographs are wreninert such as Fig. S it can be seen that two or more sparks 
can occur independent in ties and with opposite phasing. Sparks can start free 
either the negative or positive reference phase.

All the observed sparks have a definite build-up ties. The mechanism 
which operates during the spark build-up oust remember from cycle to cycle which 
electrode is the source of electrons. It is thus possible to eliminate photons 
but not ions from this build-up process. This does not imply that photons and 
electrons are precluded frou initiation of the breakdown process.

If the circuit arrangement shown in Fig- 2 is changed so that the rf 
input to the bottom plate of the oscilloscope is now olid anted, this circuit 
becomes a coincidence circuit for sparks. With such an arrangement sparks have 
been seen which are of a relatively short duration. X-ray bursts occur of 1/4 
to 1/2 microsecond duration uhich have no effect on the operation of the aocel- 
orator whereas sparks of longer duration always cause loco of tank voltage. 4 
typical spark of short duration is shown in Fig. 9.

High intensity x-ray bursts which accompany sparks and usunlly last 
from 1/2 to 1 microsecond (5-10 cyeles of the rf). Occasionally bursts have 
been observed which last longer than 5 mieroseconds (greater than 50 cycles). 
These results tend to indicate that the high intensity x-ray bursts are of 
shorter duration than the actual rf decay tine accompanying a spark. That is 
many of the sparks in the accelerator are of self-extingu shing nature. Further 
comment on this will follow.

Rf Decay. Measurements of the tian required for the rf envelope to 
change from a high constant amplitude to approximately zero amplitude show that 
for natural sparks approximately 5-10 microseconds is required whereas sparks 
triggered by the rf crowbar require from 10 to 20 microseconds (see Fig. 10). 
The rf crowbar trigger cannot be expected to save the tank during sperking. It 
will find application, however, in bringing the tank down in response to error 
signals from the oscillators.

1. A spark will be defined as the phenomenon which results in the cyclic 
x-ray bursts shown in Figs. 4-9. Visual checks have shown that lumo- 
nisity appears on at least one electrode at large spacing and on both 
electrodes and frequently bridging the gap at small spacings when these 
cyclic bursts are observed.

2. Refer to R. Birge and E. J. Lauer, UCRL-1680 Feb. 1952.

<■
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Snce many of the high intensity x-ray bursts are of short duration 
it is of considerable interest to estahlish the tins zelstion between rf
decay and z-TA burst. In order that thia corrlmtion should be meaningful
all of the delays between the rf loop and the p 
■Mehed electrically to within 5 x 10-9 sec. T 
this neasurenent is associated with the propoga 

to-multiplier circuit vere 
> mmrimum error Inherent in 
on tine of the x-ray photons

from the sperk. Utilizing the Instrumentation sh^wa la Fig- 2 both x-rays 
and rf were portrayed on the same sveep. These resulta show that the high 
intensity x-ray burst vhich accompmnies the spark occur prior to the rf decay- 
Photographs with this coincidence arrsngsnsnt show that the high intensty 
burst which aocompanies the spark does not cause a sensible change in the 
amplitude of the rf train (so* Pig. 11). farther by the tine the amplitude 
doee start to decay the x-ray output is below the metering level- This sen 
tradie tory result is not in disagreement with data enspi l erf by Birge and 
Lauer3. The x-ray monitored vacuu aparks la the XC-cyelotron are known to 
last approzimately 500-700 x 109 seg- whereas the decey tine of this tank 
has been measured as 1000-2000 z 10-9 see. due to a natural spark.

FhaseofXays. It has now been established that the x-ray* ia a 
particular spark always occur on alternate half-cyoles of the rf. It is 
desirable to know the configuration of the han fr<r must x-rays with respect to 
the phase of the rf la the tank. Utilizng the instrumentation of Fig- 3 and 
adopting an arbitrary phase one can establish the dimtribution of z-rmv landing 
with respect to particular phases of the rf in the tank. Early work of Brg and 
Lauer suggested that x-ray leading cone from weai recti onal electron emission 
ooming from that electrode with the highest gradient. This result wes confirmd 
by x-my pinhole camera photographs. In contrast the constant gradient design 
of Murk I drift tubes should show bidirectional elec tree loading lor background 
x-rays. The characteristic bidirectional pattern for x-ray output has base 
observed however, it was found that the reiative amount of x-ray loading shifts 
preferentially with respect to the reference phase of the rf (see Fig- 12). 
This shift occurs over a period of several seconds which suggest a thermal 
origin. Inspection of x-ray pinhole camera photographs shows the loading to 
be almost equally distributed between opposite drift tube faces, though most 
of the leadlag oonee* as expected* fro* points hawing a mmaller radius of 
surraturn.

)

Renulte
X-ray bursts from sparks have a finite rise tins. Most of the 

obes read bursts require 3 to 5 cycles of rf to reach full amplitude. Though 
ths general rise of the x-ray envelope is exponential* frequently it is not 
a monotonia function.

3. loe. cit.

4. loo. sit.

I
I
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spark photographs show that nevezal high Intenait osmose of eleo- 
tron londing can soclst independently darlaB a given rf cycle. Ths so sourees 
usunlly de not start out la tim phase together.

Background -rays as well as spark z-rays een ssswr on both alter-
nations of the r cyele. la a t wbich el lorf as ted the time pere-
meter it was data rad as < that the divinion of baekgrowd --rage between poei- 
tive and negativ alternations aT tte rf cyele is epprozimately equmi. It 
was found, however, that this division shifts slovly vith Ite. This shift 
of iptensity occurs la a preferred direction and is nlov enough to be of 
thermnl origin.

Coineidence measurementa between fast photo-mltipliers located at 
videly separated mortions or the tank show that -ray burste of 1/4 to 1/2 
mieromecond duration occur whieh tew no effect on the operatiom of the ee- 
celerator vhereas sperks of longer duratiom mlvnys enumse loss of rt voltage.

Photographs of the rf train immedlately prior to sad durinc the 
spark show that the mmplitule of the were de soya to hers and froa 5 to 
mieroseconds (5 ts 50 rf ayeloa). Analysis of the adoresoaps study of a 
particular rf train reveals that the amplitude of the wave decmgs la a com- 
poud exponential fashion- This finding la not la disagreement with otter 
photogrphs vhich shew meveral z-rag terete developing independent of ome 
another la time during a single sweep. The ection of varioum safety cir- 
salts during this hooey was not determined.

ndicate that the high latmsity burst vhieh pmnies tte apart does not
caune a sensible chenge la the amplitude of the rf train. Ey the time the 
amplitude dons start to decmy the z-rag ii at pat la belou the metering level. 
Mhen compmred with the nformatlon from the IC eyclotron this meems to 1mply 
that the z-ry oatpat has decreased becsuse of a low impedmnce low voltage 
are between the associnted drift tubes. Biaos this phenomenon rquires an 
axial rather than cireumferntial mgmetie field vector, it enould be possible 
to confirm this hypotheesis by monitoring the oat pet of a qundratur loop dur- 
lag sparking.

Configurstion of z-ry monitored sparks or beckground z-ruys la 
not effected by the mngnetie field.

Gonalumi

1- The above results indicste thet mny sparks oceur la the secel- 
ereter vhich are of the selr-eztinguishing type.
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2. X* has been found possitle to detect vithin 1/2 an rf cyele 
vhen a spark occurs and to prodnce a lev impedanoe hich voltage trigger sig- 
■al for electromie equipment. Fast pho* --multi pliers can detect a spark 
vhich Is tee sall la amplitude and lee sb set la time to mecesaitate loss of 
rf voltag. They mhould mot be uned be comtrol the voltage level of the
accelerator.

tect the teak during bresMewa.
dissipate the teak energy la reap

IL can be utilised qulte esfully to
develop as a result of oseillator trouble.

4- IAmitatlons can mv be Imposed on any theory which develops 
conoerning th rf spark mechanism.

The muthors would like to eommand Hovard Smith for his valunble 
assistanoe in the coordinmtion of —eh—1eel facilities.

e
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5. THE ION PUP FROGRAM

John S. Poster, Jr. and E. J. Lofgren 
UCRL

)

Iba ion pump installed on the B-1 cavity (volume - 48,000 liters) 
has been set up to run automatically with only routin inspection. A cathode 
baa been tooted which will give more than two veeks of continuous operation. 
Iba tin* for vhich a pump will run is given by the cathode life.

A new base pressure of 8 x IXT^ mm. has been obtained under steady 
operation and the degree to vhich various sources Unit this pressure ban 
been nwestigated. Currently, experiments are bing aet up to measure the 
tea denaity and enerey distribution.

An investigation is under way to determine the practicality of a 
radio frquency ion pump.

The ion pump installed on the B-1 cavity has had several weeks of 
operation with automatic eontrola. As has boon deseribed previously, the 
are current la regulated through automatie filament control. In addition, 
there la a r-cyeling device which re-establishes th* are if a spark occurs 
la the cathode regions of the machine. Sparking has been reduced consider- 
ably by diss oaanrtlng the reflector cathode and alloving it to seek its own 
potential- Odder th*** conditions, about 7 sparks occurred in 2 weeks. The 
wait la left unsttended bet is chocked perlodically by the Inspection Tech- 
nieians on their regular rounds.

The characteristies of thia particular pump have been described 
proviously- At present it la being wood to dewlop a cathode with longer 
life. For this parpen th* automatie featur of the wait is desirable. 
Since cathode life varies with the gas load it is important to haw or 
al win to conditions usunlly encountered. Normally the unit is connected to 
th* B-1 cavity. However, if this ie not possible, an air leak of about 0.02 
ec/sec. (N.T.P.) is substituted.

Pre-ExitingDrficulties
It will be recalled that trouble was encountered in pre welting 

the B-1 eavity vhenever the iw pump was on. After saw simple tests, the 
treat lo was sunpected to be due to photons lead ng the are and producing 
electrons by th* photoelectric effect in th* region of the cavity liner.

i
l
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Simple light baffles were installed which considerably reduped this interfer- 
once. Recently, baffles have been installed which reduce the speed only 
slightly, but which act as rather good light baffles. Fig. I gives the gen- 
oral layout of the p«pf baffles, and B-1 cavity. Figs. 2, and 2a shov the 
Mu. curves which indicate that some light reaches No. 2 baffle but only 
electrons can reach Bo. 3. We have not yet tested the effect of the loa pump 
oa pie sir ti-1 ng difficulty with those new baffles, or studied the effect of 
baffle bias.

Under typical operating conditions the present hot cathodes lose 
weight at the rate of roughly 0.8 grams per hour. The mechanism Involved is 
mainly sputtering, although on— cathode material does combine nheerl sally with 
ions of the gas being piwpsil. In general a flat spiral filament undo from 
1/4 in. diameter tungsten rod seldom lasts more than 50-70 hours. Two dif- 
forest types of cathodes are being tried.

Kadi ant Cathodes, A radiant cathode consists of a thick tantalu 
plate radiantly heated by a tungsten f 11 eunnt. Construction details on this 
type of cathode have already been given. Fig. 3 shows two slightly different 
types. The first has been run for 95 hours and it is estimated that it would 
be good for another 25 hours. The second cathode has been operated for 336 
hours (2 weeks). Initially it had a tantalum button 1/2 in. la die—ter, 9/16 
in. high located in the center of a 21/64 in. thick tantalum plate. The pro 
cent pump operates continuously for a period determined by the cathode life.

A variation of the above cathode has been built and will be tried 
shortly*. This is also a radiant type, but differs in that the tantalus 
emitter is a cone. The notion here is that the are, torsi anting inside the 
cone, will sputter the tantalum at the usual rate. However la this design, 
a large fraction of the sputtered material will be deposited inside the cone. 
(There is evidence from the present cathodes that material sputtered from the 
cathode builds up a good natal layer on the surrounding surfaces.) The tan- 
talus cone is radiantly heated from the outside by tungsten filamenta, see 
Fig. 4. This type of cathode is considered the cost promising at present. 
A hollow carbon cylinder is also being undo up for the reflector end.

CerbonCathodesa Two types of carbon cathodes have boon used. The 
first type consists of plain graphite, heated either by passing a current 
through it or by using radiant heating as above. Because carbon has a high 
enssivity and low thermal conductivity, it is very difficult to get the 
surface hot enough (2200° <•)•

A aecund type is to use • carbon cathode loaded vith lb 02- (FIg- 5) 
This cathode runs at a reduced temperature (2000° K.) but so far no design 
capable of a long life has boon tested. The feature of this cethode la Ite 
very low cost.

■
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Cold 
it ie shovm in

er. A third type of cathode waa tooted and 
ure of operation. The cathode comsists of

a 1/4 in. tungsten red "tickler" filement and a water cooled aluminum cold 
cathodo. The wire* shonm ia the pbotograph have been plmced there only to
cast a shadov to indicate the wear pattern. This cathode was operated with 
an air or orygen exit leak and pumped well under amall lead a, with no forevae 
pumping. While this type of cathode ia eesier to control than straight cold 
cathodes it ia st111l too erratic for relieble operation.

Factor* yi nit lag the Bane

Since the last report. ita have been carried out to deter-
nine the sources which ontribute to the base pressure- 
sources are discussed belou.

Some of the possible

Ion Praia to the WpHo- Iona leaving the are and landing on the 
wall in the center section of the pump will neutralize and nay eontribute to 
the local pressure. The rate of ice drain ia affected by the magnetic field, 
the are diemeter, and the are current- Fig. 7 shovs the location of "drain 
plate** used for these measurements.

4

Normally, when these plates are at ground potential the current of 
particleo rec eh l the wall consists of both positive and negative partielec.
Since we are concerned with the positive lea ocapenont, it la woeful to vary 
the potential of the plate and observe the variation in current. Fig. • 
gives the general ahape of the curves for the different plates. Some of these 
plates are very large and hence when placed at a high potential can disturb 
the plena* balance. It ia felt however, that since it La found that platen 
Sen. 2, 3, 4 and 5 do not interact, a fair indication of the positive lea drain 
when the plates are grounded ia given by Linearly extrapolating the positive 
ion drain to zero volte. If the positive ice drain la nee cured in thia way, 
the effect of magnetie field, are current, and are diameter can bo Luvoot igetod.

The effect of megnetic field ia seen ia Fig- 9. 91 eeo the are fol- 
love the magnetic field lines, it was —w—ty to vary the megnetie field 
throughout the length of the pump so that the are diameter would remain eea
stant. Fig- 9 shovs that one gains only a little with xcessive field*, but
that it s important to have enough MgMtU field.

To mensure the effect of are diameter, it was sary to change
it and still knop the magnetie field eweteat in the vicinity la which the 
drain plates are located. To do thia the oad magneta, which eel etale nag 
actio field at the filament and reflector were varied. Now, al nee it ia 
difficult to decide just what the are diameter ie on any one eheervutiea, a 
plot waa undo of the ebeerrod are diameter in the centrel region of the pump 
against the equar root of the exit magnet curreat. Thia is shoun in Fig. 10.

r* J * “
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la amowri.^ the positive loa drains then, the red mo for am dl aam t er were 
reed from Fg. 10. at each ezit megmet netting. The resulte la Fig. 11. show 
that very few positive ions drala we til the d1 —tor -f the plasmm reaches 
1-1/2 la. (me magnetie field waa about 1400 gmuss).

Also on Fig- 11 ia plotted as a dotted curse the gas P e et
the central region of the peep. It ie neen to have a rath ar sharp minimum- 
The rise ia pressure at emall am diameters la understandable la part al nee
the meam free path or • molecule la the are la wpereble to the am diene ter.
aad hence one Iler ares bare lone speed. Aloe momhi net lea my play a role 
at small d1 amators. The pressure rise for larger dt nan bom mmy too attributed 
to the lea drains. Ia foot if can assumes that Une ee drains am the sole 
enema of orator praatow, then the flow of gas into the am amid too equmted 
to the lea drain.

(Pumping speed at each am diameter) (Freeware) n K(Drains), Fig.
12 gives the lea drains associated with each pressure. Umfortuately the 
drain to the helix itaelf waa not measured. Hovever, subeequent data indi- 
cates that the helix drain weald add about 30 pereent to the total drain.
This date then indicates that if all lone am singly charged atomie, then for 
each ion that arrives at the wall them am -1.4 alone ereated.

The erfect of inereasing the am eurrent wao to inerense the low 
drain. The resulta for one eollector plate am given in Fig. 13. The errect 
of changing the applied am milage waa —11. Alao. Ine man lag the center 
gas pressure had little effeot on the eenter ion drain.

la actunl operation the pump is adjusted so that the operating 
pmeewm la a art e1 nan To thia end, the magnetie field, are eerreat, and 
are voltag am adjusted for al nt — center preooom. der these a nodi tl one 
the total drain to the center section ia at most 10 am. If pho tee loo tri a cur- 
mat le neglected. Thia then corresponds to a pressure contribution of 
about 2.3 2 10-7 an.

BaskMffumldna Another general a name of pewooero arises from 
beet drrumion of molecules down the tube. It baa been eheoa previously that 
molecules from the exit recion do not surviv the exit constrietion tehee ms 
molecules la sufficient numbers to contribute to the center pressure. Ions
that land on the collestor plates P and P6 h r, can meutralise and drruse
dom the tube- It la for just this reason that the pump has long side tubes. 
Now the total positive ion drain to both ends under bese pressure condtions 
la about 0.8 ampe or equivalent to about 0.093 ec/sec. •f molecules. To tool 
the effect of this, an additional gas leak wns lot la at P6- Fig- 14 gives 
the result. It ia of course the initial elope that la lap art eat, and if we 
mssume that this elope le continued into the region vhere the souree la du 
to neutralized ions, thea thia Indiaw too that at most 3 a 107 aa of the bese 
pressure la due to dffusion f i an the wait face.
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a ill It may be that neutral atom lecve the ere as
a result of recombination of an electron and aa ion. Normally this la w 
sidered aa a very rare event la gaseous dischargs because usunlly the den
sity of neutral particles is quite comparable to the ioa density or 0*00 
larger. However, if there is an len density n+ which is then equal to the 
electron density, the number of neutral atons created per cubic eentimeter 
per soeond la 

a, the recomki nation coefficient has been measured for "low pressure din
charge" (102 mm) and temperature of 0.3 volts to be about 2 x 1010 for 
Argon, and say vary as (Energy)-1- The ion energies and density of this 
arc have not yet been measured. If one uses reasonable values however, it 
is seen that recombination could easily be a factor. Experimentally there 
is an indication of its presence. For instance, recently oss of the ion 
pumps has reached a base pressure of -8 x 10-‘mm, using nitrogen in the 
exit leak. This was obtained by using very little exit pressure and a high
er arc voltage and current then is usually run". The situation here is 
then that there are few positive ions and the current is on inly energetic 
electrons. Under these conditions, the probability of recombination is re- 
duced. One might say the pressure is reduced sorely because the chance 
for ionisation has been increased. But the ionisation increase could be 
achieved by using a higher current at the sane voltage, and usually this is 
found to increase the pressure, or have no effect.

ions are neutralized all along the surface of the tubes on each 
aide of the central region, but no measurements have been made on this par
ticular source.

Positive Ion Analysis
Equipment is being set up to measure the state of ions landing on 

the reflecting cathode. A smnll hole la the cathode will el lew a beam of ions 
to be accelerated and then magnetically analyzed. Also an arrangement of a 
probe and guard ring is to be established in the reflector cathode so that 
the nunber of positive ions and possibly their energy can be determned. Since 
the are has many volte ofrfon it, an energy measurement is very doubtful.

Prelininary measurements have been undo on the light given out by 
the arc. This light consists of a lino spectra and it is hoped that the line

•* A heavier cathode reduced the tendency to "run avay" and permitted 
operation at 400 V, 20 A instead of say 300 V, IO A.

/f •3- <
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I width can be correlated with the 1— velocity- For low velocities.

Ah=v,

Mherez AA is the chirt in —length- 
v, la the velocity along the direction of observation. 
A, in the source —length.

The doppler shift expected la wall within the l1mita of optical 
interferometers. It la seen then that the distribution of late—ity with 
—length from doppler broedening give a directly the —1—ity distribution 
in the direction of observation. Now —ally the doppler shirt la c —parable 
to pressure hr—dmlag. In thia case — ba— — a— r—n1 ng in a region aha— 
the pressure can be -105 am, and hence collisian breed—1^ la —t exp—tod 
to —tar. Stark broedening in the normal sense Co— —t —tor al—e it re- 
quites gradients of -1 Kv/em. Ho—r within the a— the— la a local field 
d— to the individunl charges the—el—a. If the 1— density la a, and the 
le— a— singly 1—i—d, the average mierofield la

2 = 1.74 x n2/3 volta/cm.
so that for a = 1012 the local field strength in about 175 volto/em. A field 
of thia order of magntude would Mt be crpeated to give broadening comparable
to the doppler shift. In fact, the Ka, I 
and the interference fringes a— equally

Er---- lines have been photographed 
ad for each 11m, indicating Um

local Tields do not contribute much to the 11 — width. At present an attempt 
la being made to improve the gas purity and instrumentation.

In the ion pumps dese ribod above, gap le ionized manly by a stream 
of energetic electrona which were initially emitted by the file—nt. The 
positive ions hit the cathode with energies of several hundred volts and the 
sputtering which tebee place la sufficient to make cathode life the most seri- 
ous lmitation of the pump at present.

An rf ion pump might be expected to operate in much the name way — 
present pumpa except that the ionizing electrons are —tod from the gas it- 
self at the exit. It is hoped that a high enough plasma temperatur can be 
produced so that neutral partieles falling into the plasm in the central re
el— of the pump will have an— whence of being ionized. As ununl the mobil- 
ity of the positive lone, being so much le— than electrons will force the 
plan— potential to be positive with —op—t to the oad platen. In this way 
it may be that the— will be little need for the application of any d.e. power- 
This’program has just beg— and while the initial — sults a— -new—ging a 
detailed description will be left —til the next —pert.

*7
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Mork on the large ion pump (No. 1O1} has been held up becaune of a 
materlal failwre la the aluminum tank- 

----------

Mork on the too pump during this period has been carried out by the 
folloving poopler Willtea tab, Paul Eyerly, Bruce Cork, Warren N»l, Forrest 
Farbrother, John Foster, Malter Hartsough, Marion Jonos (Electrical), Robert 
Richter and Hovard Smith.
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6. HOB FREUENCI FOGRAM

V. R. Bnker
UCRL

elimnated
the last paranitic proble#, the 70 Mb ome, haa boen 

the internal tube geomtry change mentioned previously. Two
tubes that had beon knoum to give trouble have been modfted, end now show 
no ndications of elther 70 Me, WO Mo or shorta du to mochmnical grid

It la two bob ably safe to msstume that our remaining stock of
ybl,— tubes can be recovered in this manner.

Oporation of the Mark I tank under we— conditions haa boen 
successfully accomplished over a several wee he perled, and we aww knou 
enough abort the pro bl boob to be certain that rf-uise the machin la going 
to be practical- Vo know that the initinl rate or rise of rf rguired la 
approximtely 2 Ev per microsecond, and that it should be made about five 
tims faster thaa thia for reliable starting. There are many leo leek lev- 
els, from about 10 Kv teak rf to meveral mogavolts. The higher leak levels 
are aloe mensitiv to drft tube magnetic field mettings, but, fortunately, 
at the operating field there la no bad lock problem.

Bocaune the sperking problem haa lmited opration to proton gre- 
dient la the tank, and the osciilators are ■—la* for deuterons instend,th 
rC power la only ab— 25 poreent of the designed valw. Also, four oscil- 
later positions were not la wee for varlous reasons, such aa missing trans- 
mission 1.1 awe and exporimental work. This all aided up to a marginal power 
problem that resulted la relmxing various protective interlocks, so that 
large overloeds could be foroed ea the rowel dag owe 111a tors. The remedy 
la to change the ooupling, either hr larger loops or by ocelli ator adjust- 
menta and to woe all omcllletor stations to supply uneful pover. Mateheo 
la relative loop oouplings also redwood the available power BoawiiBrehly.

First operation of the tank la vacuum —wired negative Maa aa 
tho drift tubes for a clearing field to permit ezcitation. Mhen mngnetie 
field aaa mpplied the prememaa of such Maa set up a discharge la the tank 
that rrsevented rf bulldap- Thio — fnally overome by pulsod Maa ap- 
plied simultaneously vith the rf pr-exeitation pulse. The reasoning aaa 
that the Maa discharg would rquire conmiderable tlaa to devlop, and 
with a properly planned, pulse the rf could bo bilt up before it occurred. 
Any sort of Maa however, vhether pulsed ar not will vry likely ba unnec- 
essary with a steepr rate of rise of rf woltege.

Erpormnta la Bl and D2 —111, otar positions have mhonm that it 
la possibl to eliminate the big rotatng loop pro-oseiters by a much simpler 
and more omvenient shift la aa induotive renetance at the normal node of the 
tranamission line. It la now plamned to aaka a permanent installation of this

I
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C
now aystem la at least two positions with wore to fellow whoa additional 2332 
tubes are a—liable, The ajstem pianned will a— them new type pro a—i tore 
as rf power amplfiers after the pre w—ltatl— cyele la completed. The orig- 
leal pl real ag of the 5831 type grounded grid perilla tor nystem was done with 
future raw—ret— to aa £2332 aapUflor nystem la mim, eo that the work in- 
volved la relatively wf—r. Uhen tubes are a—liable end all —al Hat ore are 
converted it will then be possible to eliminate rnet 
and the sub-exeiter as well.

A pre bl— that baa boen holding ap the prodwtion of more A2332 
tehee baa be— the preeere■ of ther—l grid —rt—1—. Italo meriously Had tod
the drive pover that could be 
current condition once it sta

4 and led to a nw wy plate and grid 
the effect la also present la the 5831

tubes but rot no noticeable at the desigped power level. Steps to oorrect 
thia are proving quite effectiv, and include keoping gun geometry mocurately 
■Ugawa to red—e the number of electrons b—bentlag the grid and comting the 
tungsten grids with molybdenum powder to 1—r— their emissivity.

Some model work with enapUag loops baa disclosed a simple and 
practical weeaa of —hi eg a very efficient and compec t dsgn for the A-12 
rf aystem. Xt will reduce the origina1 space requirement by apprzimtely 
three.

An latorla report on the ezporimental characteristics of Mark X 
and on phase correction stabilizing metworks will be published during the 
nezt report period.

C 1
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7. XBJKCTCB ELECTRICAL EQUIPIT

H. M. Ovren 
UCRL

■art eg thia period the Mark X injector electrleml equlpment sup- 
piled by V31I. vas delivered to IAvermor and installed- The operation of 
thia equipment vas very satisfactory aad no revisions were necessary.

Somo aborted vindings ia the 100 kw ipolation transformere uere 
de tooted during the nstallaton. Thia eeaditiee was a rosult of peer work- 
aanahip and the transformers were repaired by the supplier vithout eausing 
an delay ia the operatiag eabedale.

nary informtiom on this equipment was suppled to CM D 
ta were delivered to Lvermore.

The Dry Deck faeillt4.oc of Bldg. 51 were dismantled pad acred to 
Livermore during thia period. Thia equipment la to be installed at Lvermore 
with teat-lag of instaliation to begin la July 1952.

As all the equipmont and necessary information baa been supplied 
to CKO it would appear that thia part of the UCRL activities la completed.

1
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8. M.T.A. MCHANICAL DESIGN

V. M. Brnbeck 
UCRL

Pl^U-lbutAoc of Activity

■ During this period approximately yr members, ocapared to 42 in the 
last quarter, of the Mechanical Engineering and Drafting section were employed 
on the MD project. Their effort was distributed as follows: 11 persons a 
ths Mark X program; 15 on A-12j 11 on 16.

Hurt I Accelerator jTogrw -

All Mark X components ds at good by URL have boon installed at 
IAvermore. Approxrimately 98 percent of the service mamdnls (over 700 pnges), 
parts lists (over 400 pages), and duplicate tracings of dravings (over 2000) 
ar completed and have haem sent to Iivermore. following improvementa.
found demrable during the initial Mark I start-up period, were desgned 
durine this period:

1. Fro eaniter 11 w nutomatie node aborts with halfa owl tch 
contacta, and an alternative design with peumatically 
operated batton contacts.

( 2. Drift tube abcs-tlag tan to permit abort cireuiting the
rf

3. Teflon O-ring vacuum neals as alternates for the Crane 
teflon chevron pgekings la the cavity discharge probe 
and rf voltage pickup Haee.

The design of an lay need centering adjootaaat for the cavity dim- 
■barge probe was 50 percent complete at the end of the period. Auxiliary 
teat equipment requiring ■awheel aal design ineluded a portable pt a "hole 2- 
ray camera and an x-ray apart detector, using a photomultiplier, to determino 
the number and location of sparks between drift tubes.

-

Mechanical design stadlee are continuing aa the application of 
refractory facings for the drift tub surfaces to minimize damage dun to
gparks in the 0-1 and 1-2 
have been considered, but

- Qraphi to, eh mart aa, and molybdenum facings 
tide non seems the most proalalag at present.

c
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A-L2 Aaeelerater (FwU Seale Haan)

Ion Pumps. Wahaal eel design baa been completed aa (1) Ion Pump 5B 
which la being weed- to study pump performnce, (2) Ion Pump 101 uhich will be 
used to stuy desgns of large oathode structurs, (3) vurious cathodes vhich 
bare been heated la Ion Pump 5B, (4) a scanning collector far determinine the 
1ntensity distribution of the ions bombarding the cold cathode of Ion Pump 5B. 

Ma ehaal eel dealga baa been started on a aaaa spectrograph far analyzine tho 
constituents of the are of Ion Pump 5B.

Oscillator TransmissicnIAneTst. »*a1<a wns almost ■ —plate at 
th end at the period aa a l<'2-aaaa txwaaadoaloM Um (81/4 in. o.d. and 40 
ft. long) to be connected to the B-1 cavity. Ome-half of the l1ne, the cavity 
end, will ba rotated to permit umooupling the Llaa vhen aa oscillator la 
removed.

RfModela.- Demign was 50 percent complete at Um end of the period 
on the 0.03acalerf model of the low energy end (first 20 drift tubes) of tho 
A-12 Accelerstor. The eavity will ba 20 la. dim. a 44 in. long vith milver 
plated steel walls, and the drift tubes will tea adjustable la three plaaee.

Buyt, UCRL argil ewerl eg parenew■! contributed to the "bmse case" 
peliminarydesilen which was completed far a target producing plutomium from 
depleted urmnum, aad a —11 scale model of the assombly was constructed at 
LAwaraora. The joint DRL-CRDC design 
altereatlw target comppnents ( 
cooled Bannedary target) aad prepared a pre pa e al for

additional studies of 
target and a gas-

neering facilitles required to establsh final design specifications for aa 
MAA target.

-16 Program (CloverlesfCyolotron)
Ptetrm Badal 2« Only minor mochanical enginoering efforte 

have boen rquired by this mchine during the last qumrter. The aala portion 
of the ezperimental pregrum baa 1nvolved ezperimentation vith the magnetie 
chmnnel far the removal or the benm.

1s complete mgnetie
Construction of the wagaet for this mchin 

ipping is la progress. The automatic field
parginK edurent baa been eopleted “nd la To" la ue la the rietd "PPGme

20-inchEzelotron Operation of the mchine baa not ealled far 
mechancal engineering asmistance of ang magnitude.

/fo 3- ( s
F
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IMnznet, Nome of the proposala for buildine a cyelotrom In this 
mgnot tew teaa folia—it, the facilities havine been used tor comtinuing 
testa of a>a i *11 and the damage to surfaces assoclated therevith-

I-16CxlatToma Engineerng work om the J-16 mchne tea remched 
the point uhere it la believed not to be profitable to ■—tl— —ill muthori- 
aatloa for construction tea te— obtatned. Design vork la therefor being

a teal al — of the Commission on constrution of the fall scale

C
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G. M. Ebler,G. S. Mindle, a. B- Matt, Jr
O. J, KLfrt, D. E. Lord, H. L- Bushler 

caw

Helidtcvtretricette
As reported La the last qumrterly —port, satisfactory laboratory 

scale target mections had been prepared —ing an immersed casting technqu.
Further experiments with ths casting method have wided addition- 

of the fiveal infer—tl— leading to better dodge and operating
foot pilot wait. Problems investigate nolude {1) methods for preventing 
bismuth leakage between cover plate aad eover pressure plate with Ito —e — 
panying cover plate distortion; (2) methoda for correcting eover plate dis- 
tortion du to unequnl expmnsion of cover plate aad preaen— plate; aad (J) 
methods for igproving the quality of the Al-Bi-Al sandvich which involves 
improving bond qunlty aad the qunlty of the erystal structure of bismuth.

It baa been fs—d that blswwtb leakage between cover plate and 
pre— plate can be prevented by the wee of a stool pressure ring to elamp 
the cover plate to the press a— plate during fabrics tion. The pressure ring, 
witboat gasketing, epplies pe— sufficiently great end surriciently uni- 
form to p—v—t bismuth ft— —terlag the erevice betwoea the two aluminum

the cover plate distortion, which one are upon in—leg the cover 
plate - p— —a— plate assembly La the molten —tal (because of —eg—I —- 
panel— of two plites of differing thickness), can be corrected by —ire— 
p—so — from within. obtained by a 20° to 30° F tony — l—mne after 
p—■■ closure .

Imvestigation has al— oho— that g—aching improves the qulit 
of the target sandvich- The quenching operation consists la lovering the 
target sec fion after removal from the fabrication tank late a quepch tank 
HUed with —tor at room temperature. Subsequent alt—coals testing re
vealed that quenched —pies we— moze tr—er , rent to the sonio bemm and
that the— were fewer bond and MaMUi flau than La mections.
A possible explanation of the improvement - ca yet umconfirmed by metallo- 
grephic —1 notice » is that finer grain structur both of brio—h and amg 
ccluions mesulte fr— this treatment.

A study of the up<1w— tempera tw— of fabrics tion revesled that 
better Al-Bi-Al sendviches —cult from b—ding la the 5850 to 6150 F ta
pa— tare —age. Below thin lower Halt poo—r bonds resulted, while nb—a 
the upper Halt flavs La the bismuth we— moze and more p

Mm
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4 <1 —■1 — fell vithn the machining tolerance set

bismth lmgr v1ll be vithin desigm tol ce-

dwaero were not then available. In tee interim, two vendors — a

dF However, even ir mucessful, the use of ultresonie fabricatiom
for yilot size target sections la ala to twelve momths may, amd the first 
pilot sections (and probably tea probes) will be fabricmted mchmmically.

tee desigm of tee five foot, pilot —ala target eastine wait has 
bo— completed, equipment has be— requisitiomed, and constrction La immin- 
ent.

laltlal atteapO by Bohn 11 —la— mnd Brnaa te extrude tee order 
.er close tele—e, special alloy, aluminum target becking mections were 
a—p—4e< when tee die failed. Eztrumiom was rescheuled for atd f—e.

MeldimgofSolidTarretCoverPlate
4

tee design of tea solid target calls for covor plate restrmint by 
edg velding of tee wooer plate to tee lip of tee beck plate. tela weld 
was obtained relatively —ally uming vertical easting methods, tee chenge 
of fabricating pre* ■ dare to immersed casting has aocentuted tea velding 
problem bo—a— of tee bismuth trapped bet— tee 40 all cover plate and 
tee lip of tee 3/4 la. backing plate. Various joining —teed a have been 
law* istigated for mccomplshine tele eaid, ead it appears teat several molu- 
tie— to tee pro bl — era —I la hle.

Three ptable tpes of welds of eo—r plate to backing plate
have been mde usng the manunl heliare end 5 pereent **, alumimum filler
rod. The welds mede 1—1 ate tea beud veid, lap weld, and "erip" weld- tee 

e —14 combnes tee —re desirable fee tures of tea beed and lap welds 
so requires were elaborate weld surface pre para tiom. tee three tpes

of weld have te— mde — both praala—ea e—tie— ate mections from vhich 
tea — trapped bismuth tea not te— removed. It appear* teat prclenmed

• surfaces civ tee tetter veld although tee drference la welds La —t — 
great — might be ezrpected. Cover plate end beckinc plate bead a at the 
ezposed edges of tee mample wer• not —rlally affected te tee welding pro- 
wadera.

(
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Attezpta have been made to clean the bismuth from between the 
newer plate and hooking section by ma of a 6 mil jevelers alitting saw, 
bet these attempte were not particularly sucesaful- A better method of 
cleaning is mccomplished by bending open the cover plate over a template; 
machine grinding of the bismuth from the erposed inner surfaces of the cor
er plate and basking plates and electing the cover plate to its original posi-
tioo. It is also possible to design a rolling and grinding neg vhich

Several oawd ■ off mo tie and automatic welding processes for obtain
ing this closure have been attempted in the laboratories of welding machne 
vendors, such as 14 ado and Air Bod wo tian. It appears that the results ob
tained depend more on the skill and toehat sal beckground of the operator 
than on the weld design or the welding method. The experiences herein 
stated, do not imply an preference at thia time for the products or methods 
of ome ee nd or over any other vendor.

Acceptable lap welds of cover plate to has IM ng sectiom have been 
aado on bt swath contaminated sections uzing close novated copper "chill- bare 
with the "Heliweld" process (Air Reduction). The welding procedure st i lined 
• hand torch, holloa shielding, direct d.c. are with thoriated tungsten elec- 
trole and me filler rod. Very successful resulte were obtained when welding 
one netand noted aluminum eoctineo with the above procedure and a radiograph 
mounted toreh travelling 20-30 inches per minute. This seed -automa tie method
wns not sful with e on teal nated sections. If inert gas welding la weed
for the closure, it appears that the weld nay be an e oppl .1 shed by a akillful 
operator marl ng a head torch on contaminated pections or by a gemi-automstie 
process am bd snath free sections. The selection would be dictated by the 
■o wowdoe of heart welding versus precleaning bsmuth from target sections.

It •ay yet be possible to prevent biamuth pollution of the weld 
puddle by the use of water cooled copper "chill" bare, and this aspect will 
be investgmted along with other welding procemses as tme permits.

A visit was mde to the New Kensington Iaboratories of Alcoa to
discuss, among other things, possible weldng proceuree. 
the belief that the bimbI inert gas welding with an expo

Alcon confirmed 
riencod operator

wee a satisfactory closure. They felt that if the adap-
tation of vend cat nee tic or automatio equipment to this weld was desired toe 
revision of the I lade "Sigm" proc ee o nr the Air Reduction "Aircomtic" pro- 
eoec was feasble- They suggested that beeamee of the email diemeter rilez 
wire required neither Linde or Air Reduotion would bo aa qumlified to mke 
these revisions aa some welding spocimlity concern such as Schnitzer of 
heart, Mow Jersey.

i
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C Alcoa also demonstrated a hand operated pressure weldlag ("cold- 
- welding") antbod which nay be satisfactory if a good seal in more desirable 

than a strength weld. (Heretofore vela strength has been considered aura 
inportant than a good seal. Results of radiant heating experlaenta suggest 
that the importance of weld strength has been overwuphaalsed.) Xxamination
of the sample that they produced by premsure weldlag indicated that cars must 
be taken to prevent undue torsional strsses to welds obtained in this man- 
ner. A wore complete investigation of pressure welding proueduro a* applied 
to the welding of molid target cover plates would involve a reasonably exten- 
eive development program of approxlnately $10,000 for design and fabrication 
of a cleaning and welding roll line. Alcoa suggested that one of the fore- 
most American companies doing development work on pressure welding is the 
McKay Machine Cn^any of Youngstoun, Ohio.

(

Inspection of recently cast thermal stress tan and one 1 — nil 
casting target section has indicatnd oracks close to the bonds or la the 
center of the bismuth layer. Using the Techtroniz oscilloscope tha depths 
of these eracka have been determined. One immersed casting specimen vas 
mectioned, and the orack was found to be readily viaible to the naked eye. 
One ssction of the specmen vas found to contain a suall void about 0.002 la. 
dia. and 0.005 la. below the top bond which was readily found utrasonically 
uning the 20 megacyele crystal with 1/4 in. dia. collimation. Several targot 
nectiona were subjected to motallographic examination to determine the nature 
of different types of flaws found ultrasonically. Results indicate that aa 
ultrasonic reflection may be caused by aluminum oxide ooclusions in the bis- 
noth. One sample which ultrasonically indicated a very thia flaw (lee* than 
1/32 inch) about aa Inch long was found to consist of a line of minute o0- 
clunione. Another sample, which ultrasonically indicated a lower bond flaw, 
was found to have a large occulsion at the lower bond.

I

la the inspection of target sections. It was found that better 
results were obtained whoa the crystal was positioned free 1/8 inch to 1/4 
lank from the target using no collimation. At this range the boon exzhibita 
co11imting tendencies la that a 1/8 in. flaw exactly in the center of the 
3/8 in. diamoter boam area gives a large reflection and the same flaw given 
practically no reflection when the crystal la shifted approximately 1/8 in.

The 0.020 inch aluminum cover plate has been resolved directly by 
the technique of using only the lower side band of the transmitted pulao 
envelope) that ia, the crystal aad the receiver are tuned to center fre- 
quencies of 17.5 megacycles, and 15 megacyeles respectively. me 5 negi 
cycle band width allows a 2.5 mgacycle overlap from 15 to 17.5 megacycles. 
Xt appears that the carrier frequoncy, 17.5 Ns is rejected or reduced by 
the band pass characte ria ties of the receiver- Ths remmining lower side

4
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a, 15 to 17.4 He after —pltrt— tiesi mhowed two clearly sepmrated pulson 
the Techtronix omcilloscope ezactly 0.1675 mlero meconds mpart, the time 

ding to 0.020 inches of alumimum. Thess resulta are reprodwible 
and appear wiM. This wee used with an air baslead 0.020 inch
mheet and aloe on a bonded target mectiom. The air bnebod sheet gave a

band
on

strong back roflection and meveral multiple echons while the bondod target 
cover gave a lesser book reflection and no multiples, aa an all ba nspoetad. 
In resolutiom of thia mheete the normalness of the orystal to the sheet la 
much nan eritical then when resolving thicker moctions. This was found to 
be tree in resolving the bonded target over. herwalweeo reedjustmente hmd 
to be node at varlous potato on the mection to elearly rsolve the cover- 
This an be attributed to a slightly umeven cover, and therefore the direct 
inspoction of the cover bond bg this method is not adaptd to automtie 
mcanner operation as presently designed. The indirect cover bond method 
(attenumtiom of rear echo) la a more reliabl ays toe when weed with the 
automtie ecanner.

Another mothod of remolving the 0.020 inch aluminum covr plate, 
vhich any lend iteolf better to automatic soan operation, baa been sucgested 
by Dr. W. V. Salisbury of GRDC. This mothod transmits a qumr pulse sows 
lope of rf energy, and becaune the reflections an the sane shape as the 
transmitted pulse, the net bond echo would be clearly visibl aa a "step 
on the trailing edge of the >mr echo. The qumr pales shape is obtained 
by inverse food back to the crystal vhich promote the crystal from "ringine" 
after the energy pulse has passed. This cute off the pulse "tall* giving a 
sharply defined, nearly verticel trailing edge to the pulse- Than, the covr 
bond echo is not obscured by the oovr echo, and resolution is possible. A 
unit of this type, aa a modification to the wide band converter, has been 
designed with the assistance of Dr. Salisbury.

The ezperimental "D" scan electroale welt baa proved to be paws 
tical, and a larger two whs—1 electronie wesaner roeardor is in the presses 
of oonstruction.

Trolled nary design of the automatic motor-driven mechamical meanner 
has been a wpl a tod. This memnner equpment will need only a larger water 
tank and a longer length of guld rail to modify it for — with the fall
soalo produption target-

RevinionetmzgtDesim
It has alvnys been realized that the presently

design condition calling for a 29 foot
plated target

target vith 130 foot setbeck
and cireular precession, is not optimum fvr • given bemm mise sinoe this 
design is predicated on a besm dimmeter of 2 feet plus or minus 50 proemt. 
Recent nformation indicates that the beam dicantor mmy be mor nearly 30 in.
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It to also fait thet the calculated peak to average benm ntenait 
profile of 33 to 1 (Panofskr) my to upon.

Acoordingly, prliminary caleulatloms were eato with the assistanoe 
[repp members to evaluate toe effect aa target dealgo of too latest 
to toea specifications. Ie earl eg a JO in. tot, optima cirgular

___ _ (too = Tmm), and a muximm allowable peak toat fluz of 416,000 
ap. ft. (OK report SPL~51:20, 7/6/51)» toe folloving table mummarizes

possible desigm lap tet

tot back 
(feet)

Diameter 
(tot)

M/A (Bru/hr/eq- ft.)

33:1 
201
10:1

95

78

21-4
20-0
18.2

403% 
416%

If spiral mwveping way to idered, vhich would enta1l mmterial changes to
the psent mcnet nystem, it my to posalble to operate a 19 foot target at 
a pot took of 51 feet with • peak fluz of 404,000 Bru/hr/e. ft. If one con- 
eld ore that the present D-8 vensel netbaok to approzimately 40 feet, a 51 foot 
set-bmok would to a worthvhile achievement. Ito summmrise, it to probable that
vhen besm charesteristios ar actumlly etermined. iderable 1mprovemnts

(

eato too pretoe uming too flee foot 
casting of probes here been abandon

easting umit, and plans for vertical

Further comsiderstion of the design of the solid target probe too 
revealed meveral fnotors vhioh will limt toe recat of imformation obtanmble 
to operatiea of toe preto. These arez

(a) A F deuteron beam to not equivalent to a CW proton beam 
of toe same enere- Trirst, to duplloste toe target tem- 

. peratur profile, it to mocessary to edjust toe thiekness 
of cover plate and toeaatt. Second, pulsing caumes slower 
eyelie temprature varletlons of greater amplitude than 
deep toe aero rapid precesming-

(b) Because of toe dirferences between CW potona pad N deu- 
terons, it will to impossible to dapil 1 eato aimutaneoumly 
both toe teapore taro profile aad too cyelie temperature 
vuriations eqpoted to too target. For areapl e, proper

I
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(500 mjerommp) to reprodwse the 
290* F) result is a cyelie T of

rature profile (AT = 
F. Whoa irradiated

(with 45 wlTwaap benm) we as to reprodyne the eyelle tem- 
poratur variatiom, (AT = 17° F aevrago), the temprature 
differenoe from to back will bo only about 20° F.

(c) Failur of the probe irradiated by a low aoperage beam 
can be flaw only to the stremses induoed by the thermml 
eyoling, bet fuilure of the probe at high base current 
can result either becamse of exopsive fraat-to beak tem- 
pore tore Alfferweoe or, were probably, to large tempera- 
tore eye11eg. It will be dirficult to determine the 
eaune of failure.

(a) If the probe does not fail at high currenta, (900 um), 
it can be concluded that the target aa designed will 
not fall.

(b) Ir tho probe fails at low beam current, (45 un) the 
target aa designed will fall.

(•) if tho probe fails at high beam current, aa is most 
probable, the target aa designed may or mmy not fall.

Opormtion of a probe, vhile very valunble for understanding the 
flerl.gr, will not aaewer all qustions pertaining to operation of tho solld 
target.

The originml demign of Nark X prob support has been modified and 
simplified to conform to the design currently contemplated by tho Radiation

Thermal Czolineb Radiant Hentine
me radlant boat oyaliag toot has been torminated with tho fsplo- 

tion of 1010 cyeles - tho equvalent of two spark-dovs per day during tho 
perlod of irrediatlon planned for tho produgtion target. This toot waa de- 
migned aa a "go-no go" toat to determine (l) tho ability of the prodwotion 
target to uithstand the high front-to-back temperature differentiml expected 
and (2) the ability of the production target to withstand oondtions of stert- 
ep and spark flow during proton irradiation. The data obtaned are sow being 
analymed, bet la genera it mny be stated - subject to later modification - 
that the prodution target probably can vithstand those conditions vithout 
failure.

. 7 J

flerl.gr
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C In this test a spocially Assigned target replica was exposed to 
radiant energy striking its fuce from a port in a Glober fumes s at 2600° F 
while being cooled through water channels in the target backing. Cycling 
was obtained by manunlly oponing and closing a shutter placed between the 
fume so port and target.

Briefly ■ wrial^ the results, visunl ezamination after comple- 
tion of the test shows that there was little change in the target. The 
cover plate did not crack nor separate fro* the bimmuth. Edge wolds are 
apparently enchased, the one inch cold biamth-aluminum bend at either end 
of the nample provided sufficient restraint, and there was no leakage of 
molten Msunth. In crsw<o peel rippling is observable on a portion of the 
cover. Periodie ultrasonie examination revealed that during the course of 
the eyeling; (1) there was scan growth or extension of pro wrl sting bismuth 
flaws 1 (2) there was sons inerease la slew and number of "cover flaws*(so 
designated although the bonds th one elves appear to be satisfactory by other 
tests); and O) one apparent rear bond flaw has developed. The test is 
believed to have been particularly severe la every respect except in the 
number of oyolos applied.

Comparisons with the production target are summarized below; note 
that the peak face temperature moasured for the radiant heat target is above 
the molting point of bismuth although an leakage occurred and there was no 
observed evidence of mlting:

()
Calculated Conditions
forProdutionTarget

Measured Conditons for
Radi t Tarset

Thickness Bi layer, inches
■eat flux BTU/hr ft2
Peak target-face temperature
Front-to-bach AT, 
Cyelie AT, cover bond 
Cyclie AT, back bond

0.065
416,000 (peak)

485° F
260° F
14° F
38° F

0.116 
100,000 (app 
More than 6a
More than 400° r
More than 3500 T
More than 50° F

u avg-) 
F

Cursory ination of the radiated target and the above data sug-
goat that the present target design is conservative, but flm conclusions 
will await detailed analysis of experimental results.

Mechanical Stress Cyclist

Three bar pairs were sucoesafully vertical-cast and cooled by 
quenching in water. The quench cooling el lainstort the apparent cracking of 
the bismuth layer as shown by ultrasonic inspection. The bar pairs were

(
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1 z
d by ul 
and 2 X

mic equlyment before vibrating and after approgimately 
cycles. The folloving table summarises the data:

Bar Bair
Ho.- - - - -

1 
2 
3

390
255
505

Mnximum Simulated
AT - °F_______ Cycles

410
750 
41°

2.25108
2.05x10®
2.02x10®

Length of
Rippling-Inch

9-1/2
Entir Bar 

Bona

f

utrasonie inspecticn of the covered bars after 1 x 108 cyeles 
shoved that cover bond flaws had been extended in all three bars. Thia mag 
have been partially due to end effects on the unrestrained cover plates. 
Therefore new bars with welded cover plates will be tested as a check. Bla- 
muth cracks and lower bond flaws did not change materially af ter l x 1O® 
cyoles. After 2 x ID® cycles, ultrasonic inspection showed an increase is 
both bismuth creeks and lower bond flaws for the bars of the higher tempera- 
turn levels (No’s. 1 and 3)- Only a very snail increase in bismuth creeks was 
observed in the low temperature bar (Bo. 2) even though it was under a higher 
stress.

The unc bsr* showed no inerease in back bond flaw* or bismuth
cracka after 2 x 10® cycles. Uncovered iar Wo. 2 improved inoredibly after 
2 x 108 cyeles. Nearly all bismuth eracks had been healed and even the lower 
bond flaws had laprovwd somevhat.

Rippling (creep) covered the entire length of uncovered bar No. 1, 
at 390° f and 41® F AT, and it was especially severe at the high stress end. 
Rippling on bar No. 1, at 390® T and 41® AT, extended to about 9-1/2 in. from 
the high stress end. Wo rippling was present on bar No. 2, at 255® F and 75° 
F AT- It can be concluded that rippling increases markedly with increasing 
temperature level.

Corrosion Studies in Systau atoel-Blcmutb

Encouraging results in solid target development and United aanpowor 
available for Mark I Target work have necessitated reduction of the euphaels 
placed on molten target development. A Halted amount of thio work is still 
maintained in case unforseen developments should rule the solid target imprac- 
tical. As outlined previously, the feasibility of the molten target is de
pendent on solving the mass transfer problem, and only a minor amount of ties 
has been spent on this project.

Modifications have been made on the auxiliary equipment for the 
thermal loops. A reducing furnace to remove oxygen has been placed in the 
helium line. A water cooling Jacket to cool hydrogen gas has been placed on 
the outgas line from the thermal loop. Hydrogen will be used to reduce any 
bismuth oxide in the charge before hegt nnl ng the next series of runs. The
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J C nev loop of Bicreeo fa steel has been Installed and is ready for operation- 
ill other loops are now out of service duo to perforation of the reservoirs 
by air idation.

Deuteron Fate
Ensign and fabrication have been completed of sample holders and 

monitoring equipment for repetition of the deuteron fate experiment in the 
60-An- cyelotron. This experiment is being repeated in an attempt to receive 
the inconclusivo results obtained previously. Bcmbardment is scheduled for 
Md-June.

Mtallography
Up to the present time there has been a notable lack of correlatlon 

between the rosults of ultrasonic inspection and those obtsinod from metallu-
gicnl ination of Al-B-Al solid target sandwiches. For example in most

(

instances it has not been possible (1) to find bond flaws by ultrasonic in
spection, although metallographie examination Indies ted their presence> (2) 
to find bond flaws by motallographic emart nation where indicated by ultre- 
sonic testing, and (3) to discover any changes in grain also or structure 
produced by quenching of immersed cast target replicas, although ultrasonic 
inspection has indicated that none differences must be present. In a few 
instances it has been possible to discover cracks within the bismuth layer 
where indicated by ultrasonic reflections, and to find occlusions at locations 
giving ultrasonic indication of flaws, but those have been exceptions to the 
general experience.

it is believed that this low degree of correlation is um to the 
lack of success in obtaining satisfactory metallurgical polishing and etching- 
The difference in hardness of the two metals involved, and the sortness of 
each of them, facilitates flow or "aw ■ring* the metala over defecta which 
would otherwise be soon.

An investigation of various polishing media is now underway. The 
moat satisfactory polish yet tried consisted of finely divided chrome oxide; 
its sharp free-cutting particles cut but did not flow the motals. This 
polish did, however, leave seratches on the bismuth surface, and the true 
picture of the metal and its flaws was distorted thereby.

An alternative approach to a solution of the difficulty - electro- 
lytic polishing and etching - is now being studied. The investigation has 
consisted in searching for a satisfactory electrolyte and for optimum eon- 
ditions of temperature and electrolyte concentration. Result of the in- 
vestigation to date have revealed that:

1. Nitric add is an unsatisfactory electrolyte due to 
rapidity and unevenness of attack.

(
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2- Orthophosphorie Mid is unnatisfactory dum to the depomi- 
- tion of • nom-conducting film on the bismath surfmce.

3. Fluoroborie acid prved partinlly satiefactory at law 
tempraturs (100 C) and law oomoentratlons (0.8 per- 
cent) in spite of ita untypieml voltnge - current daw
sity relationshp- Ita etoh wns, h
ita attack hat wneven.

L. BLtria aoid - methy alcohol moluttom (1 to 4 ratto) has 
been the most satisfectory electrolyte yt triad. Ita 
voltago - current dennity relationship was found to be 
charactoristie of « good eleotrolyte. At 300 C the 
polish vas good though someuhat deep. It is believed 
that variation of temperature and concentration will 
prouce highly satisfmctory results.

■
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10. TARGET AKD uma HTSICS FCGAAM

C. M. Van itte 
URL

Aetivities of tea MDA target physics gyp uring the past Ow 
monthm have beon mminly oomoerned vith tbe follovine probleme:

1. Detailed neutron physies of the primary mnd mecondary 
targeta;

Calculations on neutron ezchange ate loss la various 
target ate lattloe mystem

3. Theoretienl and eqperimental determimmtiom of meutrom 
flur distributions;

Angular distributlon mnd prowtion of
simulated 
sectiom;

1*
uter-cooled w—1— targete of larg erose

5. y dstribution of evaporation neutrons from 
um bnmbiteil with 190 Nov be tear owe ate 340 Nov

( )
Resulta obtained on the anguar 4istribution ate approximate total 

yleld of neutrons about a target of large (3 ft. a 3 ft.) eraea mection and 
with polyethylene oboe to laterpeote between urenum plates to simulate the 
effeot or cool1ng water are most directly applicable to the A-12 target de-
sign. A water tank, largo enough to 
from the large target bg ateerpti nw i

t
la

nt of the total yield
dissolved

as Mn5Q, as mm pevlounly reported for targets of —all eross section, tea 
been costructed and will soon be la operation. Total yields determined bp 
thia method are rwgatete as mor valid ttea those obtained Ip integration of 
the long BT3 counter mngular distributionn.

Ba use of a —11 oaala water lattiee for the study or the noutron 
flu distrbution a bote bomberded targets la proving to be most instructive. 
Bl— the sloving dovm distance and tb—1. diffusion length for the water 
lattloe are both quite emn1l, many festures of the prouotion lattice can be 
studied on qulte a aaall sceie uthout gtting late mcaling dfrietties. P 
combining aaall model flux distributions with theoretieal interpretationa a 
maoh firmer grasp of the produot distribution ate meutron losmes la the fall 
soale 1-12 lattico will revolt.

(
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The effort of the target physies group is turmine mor tovmrd the 
mestigation of the FaM—ate 1 procesmes imvolved la meutron prowstiom ky 

hich energ pertieles. The engle and emerg distributione of hich emeror 
stripped and knook-om mucleons, the energ distribution of evaporatiom neu- 
trow from ezeited munlei end the process of muoleer ezeitattom by high emere 
pertieles are wader mtenmive ways ri wo tel and theoreticel etedy* A conmerve- 
tlw eztrapolation of meutron yielde to higher energies tbaa are at ppsent 
awl l able baa been baaed wpon a memi-empiricel method. A mjor objective of 
the phgslos program will be to provide throvgh a more detailed knomledge of 
the hidh enera wee I ear processes a ft near onsis for this eztrepolation. 
Sinoe tbe tieeawdew of the MD depende eriticmlly upon the yield as a fumetlom 
of enerE, mush a stuy way well shift our attemtion to the 450-600 Mew range 
with apprecimbly lower cost per gram of free meutrons or per mole of produst.

Varren Heckrotte 
URL

L- Alvarez rw?'* that the produstion of a high ener deuteron 
beam (340 Mev) miht be obtained by the etripping of He- The produetion of

is of interest for MD targt design sinoe most
t 190 Mev. 

' muclei.
deaicn problems have boea met bo ertrapolation vt rsults obtalned o' 
The He of tbe cyelotrom magnet allow the prouction of 510 Mev He3 
go that a deuterom stripped from Bal would have aa energ centered a boat 
(2/3)510 a 340 Nev- A caleulatian has been aodo to determne the strvpng

oru eo mectiom and the anglar and enercy die tri bet loco of the deuterons. The 
model wood by Berber to enleulate deuteron strppng wee artoedod and epplied 
to the stripping of He- Mithout gong late the detailed analyais a Few re- 
marks which pertain to the rsulte mhould be wade. Maw it la ooeoeeory to 
■h a eheiee of wow fumotions for the deuteron and He, the reowl to will 
depend oeaewhat upon that cholce.

For simplict, a Geussiam d 
with the pmrameters pieked to give the

dence aa the coordinetes wms chosen 
t fit to the Mediae energies. Be-

egt the angular nnd enre distributions de- 
at mmaller vidth than la netumlly the ense.

9m stripping cross mectiom obtained la 

a a 0,255 A1/3 z 10-26 aw?

dirt la about 1/20 of the deuteron stripping eross sectiom. It mhoud ba 
noted that one can obtain about the same result, witbeat explicitly introduming 
any partictlar wave funetion, bg wlrfa< appropriste approximatioms.
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p(a)an ■ - jL, an
•tor

The distribution has been normmllood tol. Qo is the angle at vhich the dis- 
tribution dropo to l/o of Ito value la too forrd direction an la given b

o,2 ■ (radians) 
E

ende on the constants la the — funotlom and B la the —re 
'or ■ • 910 Mev»

Qo • 0.805 rud. • 4.76°

The total mngular width is Um 20. • 9-52°-

The intrinsle Coulomb neattering or the Coulomb ; dum to 
or MIthe peanage of the besm through too target baa been Ignored tore.

atomic mumber Z, of lam tom about 40 though, too intrinsi Comomb sont- 
tering mey to meglected. The sonttering to to too passeg of too tom

(
throuch the terset has not been conmidered as yt but this will be quite 
mil if u* stripping tmrget is composed of mid Z < 40.

too enere distribution la given by
,----- _.,(E-2,2

F(B><B = /#e

tola distributiom la am—if ■■< to l- E, la too averace energ of stripped 
Boator— and la equml to 2/3 Hu.3. •• o—toat vhich depends on too
wmve fumnetion and la

GJ • 0.107 Mew

_______ vidth of too diotrlbatlm sbout too mman energ Eo is 
gven bg {Lo. too half vidth la bare defined ms that enm ray for yhich 
too distribution rope to 1/e of Ito value at E a Eo- For 910 Nov Be, tola 
gives a half vidth of 56.6 tor, or a total vidth of 113.2 tor. Becmue of

ead too addltiomal mprnd auped bg the load— 
» at least for low Z nuolel, to comparstive ly

Fig- l shov ■■orc distributiom of deuterons stripped from 540 Mev, 
He’- Tig. 1 shows angular distribution of a«wtorw— ■tripped from 940 Mev Be-

(

1
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RenommneeEseapeProbmbilitzaMTarzet
R. Lelvier 

UCRL

abilities for the MTA primry target 
by 1/10 la. of water) and ■ ■■ailary tar-

The rsomenee encmpe 1
QM6z-agmumrkppaztnzraophrataa 6 1/10 la. of ut.r) wara -vaznraa 
(uai~1800), uming the erperimntal data of Untermyr (ANL4350)- Unteryyer
had determined the effective re imtegral aa a function of mass to
surface ratio. The empirieal fit to his data wes modfied to read

dE
B L • 9-23 ° *e o.? barna.

where 0 la a correction factor Introduped to mocount for the reduction la
■arfaw absorption dus to the prozimity of nearb "lumpe" of metal- Far the 
teroat geomty in the XT aystem.

C=1- 223(a) (cP-2157 or UCRL1679)

where E(z) s the expomential ntegral of order 9 and a is the thicknena of 
Uto ootor layer lot uita of the neutron n free path. (For a > 1.6, then 
C > 0.9. la the present aaaa • a 0.999 and C a 0.436).

The rsulte ara

P = 0.71, primary
P - 0.42 dary

If one neglecte the sereening of the re flux incident on a
given plate by Ite meighbors one obtains a lover limit on P for the hetero- 
geneous mystem. This is done by setting C • ij 1.e., by considering a mingle 
•all of the target, 1/16 in. ar 1/4 la. of uranum plum 1/10 la. of water, 
with a full dR/ spectrom inoident. These lover limits ara

p a 0.99 for the primary
p a 0.96 for the ndary.

far homog
Mitehell (CP-1676) has t the erfectiv res integral

mystems as a funotion of the total moattering eross mection
per uraniu atom. If tea targets were homog 
Ml tohell’s Mate,

nystems one rinds, using

p a 0.67, primary
p a 0.39, dary-
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Summrizinc the resulte then.

Plover limit 
Meto-oca-c

Man
o.99 
o-n
0.6

0.36 
o-42 
0.y9

ha approzimte wrist limit on P nay be found from the fast that a mystem of 
matural uranium rods and water resent be made eritieal- The Unite found 
are p < 0.8 for the primary and p < 0-7 for the secondary-

The values of p = 0.71 end 0.42 for the primary and ndary, re-
spmctively, fonnd by modifying Untermer’s formula, are censidered to be the 
best estimates avallable.

Ne utronStrenmiminaGzlindricalCavitz
R. LeLevier 

UERL

The question uf the lenkng into the targt and out the beam hole 
of neutrons emitted from the lattice walls was considered. Assumine the 
flux is emitted vith a cosine • law, one finds the freeties of the emitted 
flux lost out the beam hole, FB(a), from • ring element of unit width lo
os ted at a La

FB(z) = 1/2 - 2x P a = L=a 
D

The fracton intercepted by the targt is

Fr(x) = Fa - z) ■

I
FB(z) has the valu 1/2 atx=o, that is, for a ring olssa at Located at the 
ead of th* tube, and deoreanes almost exponentially as s lee re seas. FB(1) = 
0-06; a ring element located one diameter away from the end of the tube leones 
6 percent of the emitted flan out the end. Using the experimental data of 
J- Ise for the flux distribution along the walls of the eavity. Gae finds that 
7.2 percent of the neutrons emitted free the lattice walls are lent out the 
bean hole and 16.6 percent of the emitted flux is intercepted by the target. 
The fraction intercepted by the target is greater than that lost out the 
bean bole since the experimentml flan distribution is strongly pa sited near . 
the target.

a
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C The figure of 7.2 percent la, of course, mot the aotul prodwetion 
lons, mor are all the neutroms interepted by the target abeorbed there. The 
fu level la Mm lattice pr source meutcon from the target and the albedo 
of MM target mast to evalunted la order to obtain estimtes of everell beam 
hole losses and targt production end heating-

R, lelevier 
UaL

Aa effective ouaroa funeton for epi-resonmnce neutroma, 1.0-, the 
fast group, baa been derived using K. Street’s chemicel data. analysls 
—tea une or Mm ome-dimensiona] trensport theory. The data at hand consista 
of — — aria profile of Mm Np239 activit ina2ft.x2rt- urenium bloek, 
13 in. thlek, irradiated by Mm 19 Mev deuteron beam. The data then provides 
— with Mm flux» (s), and ome can deteraine the resultant of the mouree f—a
tie—.

-L iJ $(s*)*"o
lna ds" = Qo(s)

from the integral equntion for (s),

Lctn) =,f (") +4 6"} E la - a' A

Lia the thiekmvss of the block
1 is the total man free path of the group (B - 0.1 Mev) 
vis the velocity

■Ma free pathRe la the oa 
a « 1 — E/e
%(a) to the eource distribution
E(x) is Mm expomentinl integral of order one-

The expression for Ra) BO —» a a— gy W model with an 1sotrope 
soattering law.

The resultant of Mm source functiom, Qa(m), ws fit by assuming aa 
simple a form as possible for Qo(s)- This form vas

q.(m) * .-7.3a - e-3.0s ♦ 2.3 me-3.0a
which is plotted i= Fig- 3.

C

#

-
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The strong mpenest lain la Q.(s) can not reasonably be interpreted 
in term of normal eross seetions, but rather east refloat the inndequncy of 
the eed el need. la order to be able to cutrepolato such a soure funetion 
to 350 Mew deuterons, one must devise a model for which the required emos 
sections haw sensible mines. Furtbermore, the model aunt be compntible 
with the extremely rapid variations of the neutron flux near the bean face 
of the target (see Fig. 4). It appears, therfore, that the quantities tar 
volved will not be interection ernes sections, but will instead be "eross 
sectioms" vhich represent probebilities for the production of a single near 
tron, l.o., interaction crows section multiplied by the number of neutrons 
per smut.

TxzetandlattlczGalomlatis
F. L. Adelman 
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Leos of heatroas tbrougb MaSO^ That Walla

Since a significant —her of neutrons can escape through a 4 la. 
thickness of H20, the reliability of neutron yield mensurements wade la the 
sum1l tank (OCRL->14dD) was under dimcussion early la this period. Although 
the tank wensurewenta are calibrated against a Ra-Be souree of known strength 
and energy spectrum, an error remains vhich depends upon the energy spectrum 
of the M neutrone.

This effect MM calculated (UBL-1736) for plane geometry, with the 
souree neutrons inoident normally upon • slab of thickness equnl to the ae- 
tunl thiekness of the MnSO4 solution, m— most of the neutrons must trav- 
erse a larger thiekness of the solution is order to escape, the rsulte will 
tend to overestimte the absolut leakage with either source and also to
inHin*T the dirference between the two sources. A two growy • 
tion MM chosen, vith • first-collision source and average valus or the
constmnts of the two es. For lack of better information, the MTA epee
trum was esswnil to be essentially a fiesion speetrum. The possibility that 
the avereging process may be ware a e nan hle led to aa mdditional computation 
la vhich the fast leakage was foue for a Ra-Be source consisting of 3 ana 
ponenta. The resulte are given la Table 1.

MDA

Ra-Be (3 groups) 
MTA
RaBe

Lone of Neutro 

_nidenn 
4 in.

6
12
12

Table 1
ns through Plane Slab

IEazt,, 

17.3 * 
26.7 
27.7 

1.82

TheraT Total

4.1 $
3.9

0.48
1.10

21.4 S 
>0.4

2.3
7.69
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G In Umoo calculations the errors du to the approzimstions appar- 
emly tend to cancel, for V. Crandall et al. compared the MCA 6 in. tank 
uitia Um MTA 12 in. tank and found -23 percent additional loss of neutrons 
from a Ba-Bo source in th* snal1 tank, and K. Street found -30 pereent loss 
of neutrons from a similar source in th* amall tank compered to a wry large 
tank.

From Table 1. then, one my conolude that th* results obtainod 
from Um 12 in. tank vill not be more than -5 percent in error, while ana 11 
tank results ootid b* off byy Uris* as much. Furthermor, Um looses fron 
th* will tank are no large that inaccurecies in th* constants used in th* 
caleulations could introduce another mgnificant source of error. There- 
fore, it would seem that 12 in. of MnSO4 solution (or H20) is a minimum 
thiekness for reasonably accurate measurements.

Ar Moderated Target
Calculations of Um leakage, production, and heating in 12 pri 

nary and mi o*da ty targets ar* undervay. Tuo-group diffusion theory, plan* 
geometry, and th* source funotion for 190 Mev deuterons (see above) was used. 
Sins* th* phyaical intorpraiation of the exponents in th* source function la 
not obvious, no attempt mu and* to extrapolate the souree function to 350 
Hev• For imilar reasons, the normlisation of Um scuroe function has also 
benn postponed until caloulations haw been completed for pure uranum tar- 
goto. The results per souree neutron ar* given in Table 2 for two primary 
targeta with no secondary.

Table 2

Neutrons per Source Neutron

Leaknge

Primarx._
0.065» V 
(0.3% *35)
40.1- H20

Q.045• v
(natural)
40.1" H20

Fast 55m i ml
Toward Away from Toward Away froa 

...Bean Hol* BW* 2*19 BW* Holy... Bwp..Bolo
Produo- Fia- 
tion_____ sion

0.506 0.066 0.064 0.015 0.25 0.069

0.557 0.101 0.069 0.012 0.30

The computation for a primary and dary combination la much mt*
complicated, and, in font, Um usual appronch requires Um molution of eight 
nimultaneous linear equmtions. In an attract to develop a scheme to reduce 
Um prrobability of oomputor error, I. P. Kramer has solved Um equmtions using 
a "Green’a matrix". The mthod occupies too much spnce to be repented here, 
but it nay to found in UCRL~1830.

l lb

i
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Ona of Natural OrualMi in the A-U. lattice

la view of tea revised basis for tea evaluntion of tea MH projeat, 
a brief investigation of natural I-H20 lattices mm undertaken. Um optimum 
triangular rod configuration for 1-1noh diameter uranium rods appeara to be 
15/8 la. center-to-center spacing- Since tee heating will be much greater 
than la tee baa* case, process tubes are inoluded. The actuml dimenalona 
used were

Rod radius
Al cladding
H20 annul us
Al process tube
Rod spacing (triangular)

0.500 la.
0-025
0.086
0.059
1.625

Using loeses as la tee bane case, 3.4 moles Pu39 per mole of neutrons la- 
prgizced (1.5 la the resonance region). (The 
Pu39 per nole of incident aoutroM, of vhich

cident ou tae lattices are 
base case gives 1.25 moles 
■ o—what wr Half mm res production).

ItoM Orow BgtmtloM tor • HoltlplylWC tattle*

Um three-group equations for a onedimensional multiplying modium
are

**-******2****
* - *** ♦ 5^ 4

s- - *,*, . , 7^^" •

(1)

U)

(3)

a • °

= 0

• 0

Xa tea past it mm felt teat tea easiest way to treat tela mystom for M MTA 
lattice mm to solve it without tea tern laLE- (1)3 and then to intro- 
duce tea resulting 15 141 E- (1). This iterativ procedure converged rapidly 
for a medium with depleted uranium fuel, and a second iteration mm not 
needed. For natural uranium, however, the multiplication la not a mall por- 
turbation, and convergence may not be m rapid. Therefor, the exaet solu- 
tion MM examined, and found to be quite trmcteble; la foot* it appears to 
be enaier in tea multimedium cane than tea iterativ method.

• Although the production ia quite sensitiwe to the choice of loss coeffi- 
cient, it appears that tea coefricients ate here an not everly optizistic-

L . 86
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The solution la straightforard (see UCRL~1855), bat requires the 
solution of a cubie equstion. There la alvuys one real root. negative for 
a pile (k > 1) sad positive for MT (k< 1). The ether roots are esgentially 
independent of k ir (1 - k) « 1, and are therefore independent of the pee- 
sibiiity of a chela reaction. They mny be either real er complex, la the 
latter case, the spatial omcillations ofr the flu are rapidly damped eat and 
do not show up la a flux plot of comvenient scale. Si neo there la ae perio-
dicity la the inane nystez with the aaae constants, these varlations
cannot have any physical significance, and must result from the aatnn of

in two or three riinane!onal geomotries, it may ho easier to see 
the iterative procedure than the event solution, bat this will have to be

latoreotioo of target —d Lattioe

Whoa noutrens from the lattice strike the target, they mny die 
there and give rice to production, beetle* and additionnl netirons. A 
"cookbook" scheme for evalunting this has been devised) it is qulte prelm- 
inary and it is hoped that later modification will provide mignficant im- 
provements.

In , the method connists la follouing each group of neu-

(
trons aa they strike either the first or mecond row of tubes. Any fast nou- 
trons which are incident upon the second row of tubes or vhich are produced 
by the real fianions are treated as source moutrons. The effects of such 
nuirons have been treated (eee abov). The number of neutrons vhich strike 
the target la 17 prcent of all those vhich leave the lattice face (see 
Noutron Stream eg by R. Lelevier earlier la thia report).

The numbers found no far from this approach and Um work of 
LoLovier indicate that the losses assumed la previous production estimates 
ar somevhat on the conservative side.

Sffnet of k?O Blanket between lacuna Thak Wall and Lcttieo

in any lattice arrangement contomplatoa for the A-12 neeblwe there 
will be some modaretor between the outside our face of the vucuum tank and 
the first rov of fool rods. Sinoe all lattice computations ore booed upon 
an equivalent homogeneous system, half the thickness of moden-tor associatod 
with the lattice cell in assumd to Ha la thia region. If, for any reason, 
additional moderator is placed between the wall and ths kugi wing of the 
lattice, this layer must be treated as a separate modum. For the case of 
■A H20 moderated mystems, a significant variation la the relative positiona 
of the first red and the wall mny be brought about by flezing of the vacuum 
tank wall. Therefore, the varlation of produotion with thickness of a Ez0 
blanket waa caleulated for a typical lattice. The resulte are consistent 
with those derived la CRD-TA-94 (IS-24299), and indicate that production 
will be rodweed by about 10 peroent if a 1 an H20 blanket is precoat.
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Unfortumately, tea dmenaions of tee H20 blanket water consideration 
are manll compmred to tee fast neutron mean free fate and to tea sloing doumn

Dirfunion theory, therefore, la not valid; nevertheless, dirfusion
theory wa employd. The use of transport theory is being studied la order
to obtain a better estimmte of the effoct. la exprimental investigation la 
also being attempted b John Ise.

It la obvious that* If tee caculations are rasonably clos, tee 
positioming of tee fuel rate vith rspect to tee waw tank wall will be 
eritical. Therefore, if these emleulntions are eonfirmed by erye ri rant er 
by a better caloulation, tea problem of placing tee fuel rate accurately 
wltela a amall distance (-1/8 la) of tee vacuum teak wall will tea ora lay"*1 
teat*

URLMatarlattise
John Ion 

URL

During tee past few mouth several rwae have been made with tee 
water lattico teak la tee external deuteron bona of tea 184-inch cyelotron. 
tee first problem to be studied e wee med tee dintribution of thermal and 
gold me ran new (4.8 or) neutron fluxes throughout tee water teak* particu- 
larljr book along tee beam hole, for varioum tmrget positions and configure- 
tiona.

Promedure 4

A ketch of the water lattice teak la <lvra belov.

Uranium Turget

4-8’
F

3’ i‘

x
Beam
Balo Cyelotron 

Beam

Aluminum Plates Holdine Gold Foils

Top View

i
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Xa all of the experiments to be described, the uranium target wAs 
or 12 la. x 12 in. erons section prpendicular to the bemn, and was placed 
at various positions la the beam hol~, vhile the gold fella were hung la 
tala alumdnum plates la the U-shaped water tank-

The cyclotron beam was monitored by mans of the activity induced 
la a 0.005 ia. aluminum fell. mhis givs, of course, only the total charge 
pnaning through the fell but for runs of a few hours duration any varlatio 
in the cyelotron beam la unimportant, since the half life of the gold activ- 
ity K 2.7 dnys.

The gold foils were countod on a revolving trafricounter, using a 
Tracerlab end-uindow Geiger counter, vhich was checked porlodically hy meana 
of a Q-metal foil aat ia a polystyrene disc.

4

uranium ( ■» r—1
The first experiment consisted

12 in. x
y la using a solid block of 
in. x 9 in., placed at the

rear end of the bean tube, and mking flux naaauraaanto throughout the water 
tank. Maw the neutrons which make their first collsions at some point la 
the water behind the target, and vhich, therfor, be a wan thermal near thio 
point (since most of the distance traveled by a neutron in water la traveled 
la the firat few collieione) » are eeoonfTally of three types: thooe a tripped 
directly from deuterons, direct-reco1l neutrons which escapo the target nu- 
•lew and the root of the target without auffering further collislons, and 
partleloe vhose energies have been degraded by further recoils. The higher 
energy neutrons shoud be better collimated amend the direction of the ini
tial deuteron beam, and since the mean free path ia water goes up with neu
tron energy, will therefore be distributed farther out la the water blanket. 
Thia of foot io seen graphically ia Fig. 5. These curwes show the attenuation
of gold-re flue along lines parallel to the beam, la a horizontal plane.

the continuntion of the douteron beam; Curve 2 la 
horizontally by 5-1/2 1n.; Curve 3 along a line dis-

Curve l la taken all 
along a line displa 
placed 7 in.; and so on. It will be noticed here that all the curves ezeept 
No. 1 show about the same logarithmio slope of 3.6 em, vhereas the central 
Curve 1 has a prrwmcneed tail, presummbly due to the well-col line tad high 
energy neutrons which suffer their first collision well late the water.

Figure 6 ahnwa the sam curves as Fig. 5 for the case of bare gold 
fella (i.e., thermal flux, since the resonance capture contributes only a- 

t to the total activity for uechl elded fella). The differencebouta2o I and the others, noticed in Fig. 9, has largely dieappaared 
here, due to the dirfusion of the meutrons la slouing down from 4-8 ov to 
thermn aworgiee.

Figure 7 above the dletrlbwtiea of thermal actvities la the aide 
vinge of the water lattice tank, along limes parallel to the deuteron bona 
la the acne horisontal plane and at various distances la the water. Curve 0 
io taken along the water interface. Curve 1 at a "depth" of 1 in.. Curve 2 
at 2 la., and so on. The position of the uranium target in blocked in at 
the top of the page.

1
mem
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Since the water lattice tank should ideally approximate the actual 
production target aa far aa possible, it ia inportant to recognize, la ezam- 
inlag the above curves, that there are two quite major differences. Flrut, 
the "I/D" ratio, whore L in the length of the winga from the target face 
book to the front end of the tank and D ia the effective diameter of the 
been hole, ia expected to be about 2 in the case of the A-12, vhereas la 
thia amali-scale tank it has been set at more nearly 4. Meoruwily, the A-12 
ia designed to have swept-back graphite reflectors inset at the front end of 
the bean hole. Thia should rale* the flux at the end of the tank and on— 
quently throughout the winga.

With thia in mind another experiment waa undertaken to measure the 
- fluxes along the bean hole with the I/D ratio not at 2 and with a graphite 

tunnel of 8 in. x 8 in. cross section, 2 ft. In length, and 12 la. wall 
thiciness not up at the front end of the bean hole. Thia graphite ia there 
fore inset 2 in. all around the front edge of the been tunnel. Curves 1 and 
2 of Fig. 8 show the flux distributions at the water interface along the 
bean hole for bare and Cd-shielded gold folia, respectively, with the uranium 
target position blocked in at the top of the pege. Curve 3 la mrely Curve 0 
of Fig. 7 redrawn for comparison. The inorease in flux near the graphite 
interface ia readily noticeable in the gold-resonance case, and somewhat lesa 
so for the thermals.

From the long boron counter mengurements of Roger Hildebrand it waa 
obnerved that for a beryllium primary backed np by 9 or 10 la. of uranum 
secondary, the flux ia the backvard direction vas greatly reduced, while the 
total yield as measured ia the water teak vas only slightly reduced, ir at 
all. Since the secondary neutrons which produce the multiplication ia the 
secondary are, in the case of the Be primery, of considerably higher energy 
than from the corresponding 0 primary, the collimation about the direction 
of the 2ncident beam will also be better. A run waa therefore wade using a 
Be primary 8 la. x 8 la. x 4 in. separated by 22 ia. fro* the veormdary 0 
target in the hope of both smoothing out the flux dlatrlbutloe elong the 
beam hole, and, through reflection of neutrons from the • secondary by the 
Be primary, decreasing the loco of neutrons out the hole. The reunite for 
4-8 ev noutrons are given in Curve 4 of Fig- 8, and the resultant smoothing 
!• quite striking- Comparison of Curves 2 and 4 ahowe that, in addition to 
the smoothing effect, a quite considerable decrnse of neutron flux must be 
attributed to the Be setup. However, the neper* tian of 22 in. between pri- 
mary and secondary waa whoeen quite arbitrarily and it would be expected 
that man neutrons from the Be primary would miss the secondary altogother. 
Further rune at leaner a*paratlone are ia progress now to see if an option* 
distance can be found vhich looks at all pmart el ng.

Comparison of Curves 1 and 3, Fig- 8, ahowe that apparently the 
only effct of changing the L/D ratio and introducing the graphite reflector 
waa to shift the bean bole distribution Curve 3 to the left, the slope being 
left the same. To conclude from thia that tee graphite nerved no real pur- 
pone in, however, not justiried, until a run la undo with an I/D of 2 and 
without the graphite. Presumably the curve should be momevhat steeper, cor- 
responding to lowered fluxes throughout the wingo, but the experimentai veri
fication of thia han not yet been made.
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Affect of Water ELani»t

As manntioned by F. Adelman la this report, the off—t of the water 
blanket between the be— hole boundary and the fl—t row of sawal — bn— la 
the tertiary target is being studied —perl —uta l ly. A lattice sonsisting 
of ten — of six 1 la. x 1 in. a 12 in. vertical uranium ba—, each bar 
being separated from the —art by 1 in. of water, and each rov being staggered 
l in. from the two adjaaent rows, has be— susspended la the wings of the 
—ter lattice adjacent to the uraal— target. The pluton1— production at

f
a given point in the lattice la meas 
2 halves of a 12 la. bar of uranium. 
20 mnutes, the folia are quigkly re 
—tielty of the 23.5 minute U39-----•

red by mana of thin usual— foil betwe 
After a deuteron b—hards—t of about 

vyed and th— counted, and the initial 
339 decay la taken — a measur of the

<

production. In order to minimize the rounding of the deosy a— dum to the 
varlous fission product half lives, foils of Q —tel were decided upon, and 
the —salting decay ourves (when the intrinsic beckground of the foils has 
bo— subtracted) a— very good exponentials. Considerable question exists 
— to the diwenaional tolerances nevesaary for the foils—if the— a— — 
appreciable number of ureal— —e—a—e neutrons in the lsttice (7, 23, 40 
ev) and if the folia protrude slightly from between the two bar ends between 
which they a— al nope ri, then — abnormal surface activity around the pro
truding foil edge will be obaer—d, since the uranum —ew—es a— very 
high (-10000 barns). It was therefore thought desirable to dll the foils 
and the ba— to as alow tolerances as possible (± 0.0003 la.). To date 
only two points here be— obtained — the loss of production vs. positon in 
the lattice. Xt has be— found that when the —tar blanket w— inorensed 
from 1/8 in. to 1-1/8 in-, the production in the fl—t layer (counting out- 
ward from the be— hole) increased by 64 percent, while in the fifth layer 
the production decreased by 27 pa—t. The initial increase is at 1—st 
qunlitatively reasonable, since the flux itself i—as— — one go— late 
the —ter tank, for distance a of the order of l la. (cf. Fig. 6) and th— 
starts to decrease.

Further, more precise experiments on this effect are under way at 
preecut and will be reported in detail at a later date.

ge “idupfgeptroneutcon. t
Halter E. Crandall, George F. Mllburn and Larry Schecter

UCRL

B—id A. Hicks ana A. Vay Shelton, Jr. 
cue

The anguler distributions and total yields of neutrons from moderated 
uranium targeta b—buried by 190 Mev deuterons bare be— determined by a—r~ 
of a shielded 1—g bo—a trifluoride counter. The targets consisted of a pri- 
nary ande up of alternate layers of 1/16 in. —uni— and 3/32 in. polyethylene, 
making a total thickness of 1 la. of uranum; and a secomdary hawing alternate
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layers of 1/2 la. urenium and 3/32 in. polyethylene, asking a totel thickne 
of 4 la. of uranium- The polyethylene wme uned to aimulate-wter, 3/32 in.

water. The dimnsions of the— _ a —hma ea m fn 4 • mfPe-J6t-02e D0-2 “Mv--e-- wo —e-- -He ox 
targot am raaa l to the beam were 3 ft. « J ft.-

The shielded lang boron tri flmoride ter2 MM mounted an an 11
ft. arm end was moved ia the vertleml plmne about the target. Becnume of the 
imperfect geometry of the eo—ter, combined with the scattering of neutrons 
la the axzperimental area, it waa necessary to mmke a beekground run with every 
regular run. For the be ii kgr n wart rum a 12 la. paraffin pl booked by 1/2 La. 
of boron earhide waa placed la front of the countor to proewet target meutrona 
from being counted. The only noutrons e own tod during this run entered either 
the al doe or hash of the couter, or were of a eery high energy. Removal of 
the target for a bankg rawed was not appropriate as the beak of the experimental

tz

Figure 9 gives oounta we. angle for a radium-beryllium source moved 
around the counter with the ping on and plug off. The difference of these two 
curves gives an erfecttve angular resolution of the counter. Fig- 10 gives 
the result of intensity vs. plug thickness when the counter war directed at 
the Ba-Be source. It was upon this test that the plug thickness was based. 
The basie assumption in the above tests was that the energy apeotrum of the 
Ba-Be source is comparable to that of the target. This is also true of the
aboolute ts reported belov. Because of the fairly flat energy re-
sponse of the counter in the region belov 10 Mv, the assumption is a good 
one.

is addition to the regular and baekground runs, masurements were 
also made using 1/2 gram lO'-Bs source to correct for book scattering and the 
absolute counting efficiency and the solid angle subtended by the counter- 
ru. 11 gives the resulta of th ace runa- The look of agreement at 90° la 
caused by the change of target position la the experimental area with the
rsulting change in beck scattering- The ehango of positon was 
la order to obtain all mngles with the long counter arm.

ary

I
The deuterom beam was peered through aa ionization rhea her before 

striking the target, and the charge collected- The number of deuterons 
strikine the target 1s

In = —... . ft ... —
D M a l.hoa X 10-13 (1)

I
I

vhere M is the mltiplication factor or the lonisation chamber (1520 lon 
peira/deuteron la the particular chawher umed) mnd q is the cbarge collected 
la microcoulombs (used as unit cherge).

1. Per previous experiments on ummmodersted targets see Png1 nearing Botes 
URL-1415 and MS Quarterly Progress Report UCRL-1573.

2. A. O. Banana and J. L- MeKibben, Phys. Bee. 72. 673 (197)-
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If A(C,/t) is the actual recorded counts per unit tine of the plug 
on Dinus plug off difference using the Ra-Be source, then

(2)

where In is ths nunber of neutrons given off by the Re-Be source ip unit tins 
£(2.62 ± 0.13) x 108 neutrons/minute in the particular source used] j A is the 
area of the counter face; r is the distance from the counter to the target or 
source; and €cis the absolute efficiency of the counter.

If (dN/dn) is the number of nautrons per steridian per unit charge,
then

an_Cr2 1 
det q A €c O)

where A(Ct/q) is the actunl recorded counts per unit charge of the plug on 
minus plug off difference using the target.

Therefore, combining (1), (2), and (3)

c 1 dN -
Ip dn 4mIp

(4)

Plots of (1/Ip) (dN/dn) [number of neutrons per steridian per inci
dent deuteron] vs. angle for the primary and primary plus secondary targets 
are given in Pigs. 12 and 13.

To find the *otal neutron yield, the above function can he numeri- 
eally integrated over the whole sphere.

Total Neutrons 
—■■—I l .....................„l—....... =Deuteron ‘o— (" 21p ) A(Ct/) sin O dfiA(Cg/t) °

Plots of (2m/Ip) (dN/an) sin O vs. angle for primary and primary 
plus secondary targets are given in Figs. 14 and 15. The area under the 
curvee gives total neutron per deuteron yield.

-$-3
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LovEnereNeutrom Spectre
Mrian N. Mhitehead 

UCRL

The statistics have been mproved on the enerey distributions of 
low energ, >-12 Mev, neutrons from thin U targets bomberded with 340 Mev 
protons and 190 U v deuterons- The spectre from 1/8 in. targets are obtained 
by mensurementa on the recoil protons produced by the neutrona in nuclear 
emulsions placed at 450, 90°, and 135° to the direction of the ipsident boom. 
Preliminary results and the details of the experimental method have been dis- 
cussed by Frank Adelmen in the previous qurterly report.

The statistics of the Individual points have been introvert by fur- 
ther scanning of Um plates and by combining the data obtained at dir’erent 
angles. The cnuhl nation la justified by the lack of any experimental or 
theoretical evidence that the distributions are other than isotropic. The 
two distributions have been nornallsad to the same total number of neutrons 
in the energy region covered. The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 
16. Within the statistical errors of the experimental points the curves for 
protons and deuterons appear to be identical. The most striking charncteris- 
tic is the definite peak of about 2 Mev- For comparison the slow neutron 
fission spectrum and a Maxwellian distribution. normalized to the height of 
the peak, are shown. ■either curve sakes even an approximate fit to the 
experimental distribution.

The study of the spectra is being continued and extended to lower 
neutron energies b Um use of proton recoils in a hydrogen filled cloud 
chamber and the Iab(n,T)He4 reaction in muclear emulsions.

I
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11. 12 TRGET THEGRETICAL AND EMGINKEAING FISI

D. H. Imhoff, V. H. Earker, C. C. Odd, J- R. ne wit
R. E. Bother, J. W. Flora, R. H. Orehan, 

E. Bernstein, S. B. Fitch and A. E. Farahaa

One of the most importan 
ton 12 fuel to toe poreentago of
l1mit set b Los ll—io being toe order of 5 peroent. 
lattice and targets 1 nd tee toe that they noy ho prooea 
a oat eat level a than to feasible to a thermal reactor.

rs 11miting the pro need ng level of 
to the final product, too uppr

marizes the of these calculations
relationship of Pu240 percentae 
nium.

All_________
Hanford Reactor
A-12 Lattice

12 Lattice 
A12 Primry 
*>12 Soonadary

A study of the A-12 
id to higher plutonum
Table 1 below sum-

to total plutonium concentrmtion to the ura-

Table 1

Characteristics
Thermal Beau tor 
52 Vol. $ U-H20 
65 Tol. $ U-H20
Slab U-H20
Slab U-H20

520 </t

4.5
3.1
2.2

- 3.5 
- 2.5

4.5

520
760

1000
700
900

The anmiysis vas bn and on toe folloving information and assumptiona:

1. product at 520 g/t contains about 4.5 peroent

2. To redo, one bare and one cedmium covered, were t me
diated to too same e/t level to a Hanford renctor. The
ratio of too percentage of to too bare red to tout
to toe nodal ua covered rod was 30:1, indicatng that

r

aa effect!'
neutrons are 
an an reson

3. The ratio of me

------—

ured by Pu2239 29 times 
energy neutrons.

ce Pu?39 formation to therani Pu?39
formation to a bare rod to a Hanford reactor to 1:2.9.

J
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A 12

me the reel to epicedmium aborption zatio in PuR39 is 
mot a fwllw of plutonium content.

the qure of the grams per tee level of the lattiee» 

tola assuption tea toaa obeerved to mtrodmpe a 1 
peroent error at Pu24D w i——teat»ear of 7 para eat 
(ccrresponding to 900c/tin the Emnfozd renctor), the 
calcuated PaUn level being toe hich.

iderations lead to the relatiom:

tp.-1.3z 10-5 (440) (oTotntkto)
(vhere * and t are the relative Pu?39 prouotions la 
the rsomanoe end thermml emergy reclons, rospectively, 
and the total plutonum comoentration la expressed ae 
grams of plutonum per toe of areal ae )

Fer tte -12 bame emse lattiee (1 la. <1 —ter 0-3 
percent 25 uranium rode on 1-1/4 la. oatere la 20),

A:r = 1:0.89 ana at 520 g/t

a 5.89 * MF9 (520 g/t) • 0.031 
total Pa

me t*1" Pu?40 fracton as Hanford (4-5 percent) la 
reached at 7*0 &/t.

\
A more closely packed A-12 lattice (1 la. V rods 

on 11/8 la. centers la E20), du to a lever resommnce 
escape probability, tea an B to T ratio eT 1:0.432.

At 520 g/t, - = 4.18 z 105 (520) « 0.022
" total to 

toe aaaa fraction ms Hanfore la reached at 1080 grama/ton.

Z PoJ- //2
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diven
ma an uper lmit, sinoe 1no- 
formod mminly la tee primry 

and secondazy targete will imfueno tee i ml aiai 
all awe tie plutomimm conzentratioms.

IMaea eertaia parti
ical 1**1— end handlng difficulties, tee effect on tee lattice produotio of 
rplacng a porttom of tee Inttice vith reflestor zterial tee been stuled.

umted vith ita mormal cnrg 
hole end of the lattice rep

tee previous qunrtery prrogress report- 
uranium-l1ght water Zattice was eval- 
e with tee latttes material at tee bemm

ed suocessively uith alumimum, heavy wnter, grapb-
ite, beryllium, beryilium cxide, Um, end licht water, and finally vith meitber 
refiector mor imttice mterial praeaat et tea team tele end of tee lattice.
The resuta are presented in Table 2 tele* far tee base case lattice vith 7.4 
peroent of tee mterial replmcen.

Table 2

Effect of Bepl

End Material

Relativ 
Lattice

pel: UtUM

Lattice 
Aludnum 
teeay terter 

an251110 
i*tui um Oxride 
Iroe 
U^t Water

1.0000
0.9643
0.9624
0.9598
0.9570
0.9560
0.9481
0.9009
0.8545

O 
0.0357 
0.0376 
0.0402 
0.0430 
0.0440 
0.0519 
0.099 
0.155

= Irnetiomaklen=
__ FiMle Ionian—

0.,s
0.51
0.54
0.58
0.60
0.70
1.35
2.00

It omn be snen teat tee removal of Ax poreent of tee bese cage lat- 
tie* material at tee beem tele end resulta n2n peroent lattice proustiom 

of tee material vith light wnter results la 1.35 / peroent
loss. repla
from 0.5 / to 0.7 /x p t

/-F
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A lattice funled vith naturel araalaa mlugs baa beam compmred with 
deplsted araalaa lattices. A wter modermted, water ecoled process tube 
lattice comtamne l la. diammter alumimum clad araalaa alnga waa stulied la 
aa attemvt ba optimze prouptom hy varyine tub spmcing- Two emerg greup 
dffumlom waa umed. Preliminmry resulta indiemte that the matuum
podustiom achievble for the 1inam 
the produtiom of the optimine.
vhile the bent loud {m the natural 1n 
of the depleted lmtttoe.

uzamdum ro<a la about 2-3 times
■riaia licht wter lattice, 

i 4 times as great ma that

The mgmituie end distribution of heat loada la an important eri- 
terlon la the Maiga af A-12 primry and mecomdary taapata. mhis heat la 
gemnrated la the targets br

1. Enm 
ing

2. Renetioms induced la target mmterials by the partieles 
law! Mat on or prouoed la the target.

molid blaaba of mtal, baa beem
duned la "bare" tergets, Ua. 
method la besicully a mmse-

qt “ The target heat 1oed
Puamm = Bemm emergy lari lit on target, (current * voltage) 

£M» = Mnas change la the fisslon rencttomg 1.e. the aaae

• The emerer carried meg from the tamale b meutroms, 
gemmas, and meutrinos-
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to calemlatinc Oo» too quntit to dependemt to som eart wet om 
fisalom mde, 1-e- ratio of manes of the too fisston fregments, aad ar toe 
mumber of pertleles mla road. Eence, it are considered more comwenient to 
ealculate toe qumntit (A. - E, rather than the sepmrate compoments. to 
tola caleulation, it was i a in Hire ■ that only neutrons are role a aad to high 
energ fimclon renetions, and that all those moutrons are re la weed with aa 
evereg emergy of 2 too. Thia will overestmte the re at raw enera, tot to 
believed to oompesato at leest partially for the energ carried off ao V- 
rys.

Figaro 2 mbous the qumntit (Mo - Ep) aa a ftoetlea of fission 
mode and mumber aT noutrons released. Figur 3 to a compmrison of the aym- 
metrie lumary mode of fission, most pobable mode for fisaion by high waargy 
partieles, with fission to toe 111.9 mode, toe most probable mode for fision 
by th in real a eat me a. This comperison fadlee toe that to toe range of fisaion

d to practice, toe depende of emero relesse on fission
mode la neglcible. Spallatiom renotions, 1-•- those resulting la only ome 
real deal muoleus, my abeorb energy according to Figur 2- However, report 
eqporiments imdicate that this resction will release an mverage of three or 
four neutrons, and resullt la meglgible enere change.

Sample caleulations ar baaed on data from the Muclear Chemistry 
and Erperimental Physies Oroups ard are used directly la the ease of 190 Mev 
dawtar woo, aad extrapolated to the higher energ to the aaaa of 350 too deu- 
torons. These values are given to Table 3.

Table 3

Tissions to Primary Target 0.4 per deutero
Houtrons Produced to F»toary Target 6.5 per flea toe
Tissions to Secondary Target 0-6 per dawtora
Neutroms Fradw ad to S

Target 2.0 par fissiom

Primary Target

Spallatiom Resoti
Fission Energy

Total

190
190 Mev/d 

0

246 Mev/d

leeeedary Target 
Fission =e 1X1 Mev/d

25%vDeuterone
1-1 por deuteron
9.7 per fission
1.3 per deuteron

3-1 per fission

350 Mev deuterons
350 Mev/deuterons

0

4 Mev/acuterons

226 Mev/d

d

z

Thio method led lee too a beat toed a ppr wo,irately 30 parent, higher 
than that of previous caleuatiom aetoada. Ag edditional heat lead * Tiro ad 
by toe effects of coolant, elmdding, eto. mst to added to tola to obtain 
toe operating heat laada.

o

' ■

. —
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walled mickel cap—laa. The_p 
are— per seccd — My 8, 1952-

Eleven pal—1 — far jilt— ant— mourees were 
the qumrter. Ome mouroe vith — actiwity of 
— April 1, 1952 will serve as a emlibration 
stanta. mhe other tea soumes are a—tal wad

d a fatal ezissivi ty of 6.46

Most of tbe qumrter has been devoted to calibration
of correction factors, and devel-

opmnt of experimental techmiques. Counting room procedure la nov qulte — 
tine and seems satisfactory a* tea present- tea routine calbrations» such 
— fell calbratioms, mbelf and scaler factors, owl—ide—a corrections, and 
tea effest of a— fell — —other are —11 la hand- Lucite w— chosen —
tea chief material of aa—tr—tl— after — —part—at showed that l« was

trons. Indium fella were acti-
—ted la the —ter teak* aad eompmred with a there exposed identically except 
that they were placed bat—aa —d a—loot, two 1 1a. 1—Ite cylirders» 1 la. 
la die—ter* end to end. te differensn la maturated counting rate wms ob- 
e—hlo withla the statistics of 0.3 percent.

11— — dzavinga were a—liable for tea Ra-Be souree, tea exnc * 
center of tea active —la— —a not knovm. Xa — attempt te determime thia* 
tee — a a was radiograpbed, and tee rosulting film examined vith a densito- 
meter, tee ee*1— center, a* 1—at of tee gamma reys, was etermned vithin 
at met 0.03 la. bg tele method, tele la leper*—* because comperison of Acta 
vith existing data of ether la—stigators it ape nd e — the position of the 
a—ter end al—at all our work th— far tee he— Ac— with the Ba-Be sourree- 
Ac tee te te acuroee are a— a—liable • they are beine "ubetatuted for the

PrototzpeEperimnta. The Ra-Be souree vas uned la a protctype 
exporimmt to moasure neutron fl— dintributions la aawll cavities of vary- 
lag laagth to Ala—ter ratios. Thu far tea ezxperizen te have been of aa 
approed—to natur, mogtly te show how tea experiments mhould te performed 
end ndicate rouchy wha* effects a— te —pouted.

tee co—— was mounted la a 1-3/8 la. 1.d. 1—Ite re-entrant tube 
la a 40 la. by 40 la. —ter t—t. The mource rsted — a 1—Ite pod a at al 
aad the mnnulns bet—ea the pedestal and the tube was filled with —ter. 
The leapt* te 41 e—ter ratio w— varied by adjustinc the 1—1* p—octal, 
te— the souroe rested a* tee te— of — air filled cavity am i e—did toy 
—ter. For each length to die—ter ratio, a single fell was —paced at 
the e—ter of tee wpem wad of the cavity. Indium folio* — aluminum
beckings, were used so that all capmble of mctivatine ndium foils
mcht be —a——A. tee varistion la saturated counting —te — a funotion 
of I/D of the cavity la shoun la FIg. 4. A fell trover— Ao— the center 
of tee cavity was r— ter — I/D of 4-C°» and —other for — I/D of 1-9- 
tee remulte are plotted la Fig- 5. tee experiment had aw* previously been 
perf—ed and the mnalymis of this date la quite difficult. Therefore, 
■ a—1—la— a— not yet mvalable.
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la the process of doing thia expert mat., it becam naaaaaary to 
know the activation of indium foils by the unmoderated an area la air. Data 
wore procured, with sows prrecautons to avoid reflections, and the saturated 
counting rate with the foil at 5.05 centimeters from the source proved to be 
94 counts per minute. For the beem hole experimente thee far, with greater 
dirtances from source to foil and large counting rates, this correction has 
beea negligible.

Series of horisontal traverses at various altitudes above the souree 
la the emn1l tank tew been obtained, and profiles dote i nf ned with the re- 
entrant tete filled with water, filled with air, and filled with water to the 
level of the source and air above. Analymis is la pr agrees.

GurrentStudiesa Several studies are under way, but the results
obtained thus far are not sufficiently conolusive to justify detailed die- 
cussion.

Oke Men plate lattices appear to eneyte with uranium rod lattices 
on a production besis. Further work will be done la aa effort to e ah low 
optimization. Lattices of close peaked spheres will also ba nvestigated.

Iattices consisting of 0308 rods la light water are also under 
study. Preliminary resulte show a podustion of about 65 parwaut of that of 
the optimised uranium lattices. However, the oxride lattice la believed to 
be too far from optimization to justfy any conclusions at thia time.

Preliminary work on browy noose lattices indicates that beery 
water should be the most promising moderator. UO2 - D20 slurry and UO2F2 * 
D20 polution both haw their 0011,0000 production well vthin practical e awe on 
tratica regions. Farther studies will be carried out on these materials and 
also on U02(103)2 - D20 ay st ewe.

Da analytical study has been initiated to rowel the depthise ds- 
tribution of plutonium produotion, thermal fissions, and teat genoration la 
the primary and eon tindery targets, as well as the number of neutrons escaping 
from ths target and impinging on the lattice.

Ite results of those studios will be reported in detail at a later

I
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12. NULEAR cuDASTY

K. Street 
CMC

Capture la
*

R. E. Batzel, O. ■. Coleman, W. V. Crame, R. S. GIlbert, 
B. 6. Bioko, V. H. Hutchin andG.M. Iddings 

case

P. C. Stevenson
UCRL

Studies om the i :ssion and capture -vents producod by 190 Mev deu- 
teron irradiation of uranum blocks with beryllium and uranium primaries were

c

largely suspended during the last qunrter- Thia vas dus both to a shortage 
of uranium foil and to allow concentration on the isotopic n—pool tian measure- 
ments reported belov.

Bontroc Halda

la order to supplement the information already available on the 
capture and fission evente occurring in the uranium targets, the yields of 
neutrons external to the blocks were moasured with the same target configura- 
tions used in measuring the internal evente- Two series of runs were made; 
one in tho water tank with 6 in. of solation around the blook, and
a second la the "large" water tank with 18 la. of solution around the block. 
Tho uranum blocks vere 12 la. x 11 la. la the direction perpendicular to 
the benm, and the uranum primary targota were in all cases 12 ia. x ll ip.
X 5/8 la. The resulta of the measurements are given la Table 1.

, ■

t Conri

11

on

Table 1

Various Target Configurations 
neutronsyveuteronNeut

Uranium +5 an. Uranvm
Uranium Primary 4- 10 la. Uranium

Uranium +10 in. Uranium
Cadmium Wrapped

uraniu Primary + 16 in. wranium

Beryilium Primary + 5-5/8 la. Uranium

Beryllium Primary + 10 la. Uraniun

I1WaterTank
3.3

HaterTank
3.2

3.6 3.2

3.3 2.8

3.0

3.3
2.6
2.9

Beryllium Primary 4 16 in. Uranum 3.4

/903- /J J
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tee data to the table show that the emwrimete to the snail wmter 
teak give larger note ire of matrons per imeldent dewterm than he oompareble 
monsurementa to the water tank. Thim diserepancy arises becnune all of 
the neutrons from the Bo-Bo no era a wood to calibrate ths water tenks are not

teak are valid only if the
la equnl to tea 
neary tea aaaa la

free tea target eonfiguratlons. tela is very

tee camium vrapped blocks aw run to place an upper Halt on way 
effect of tearaal neutron food took frem tea water teak to tea block white 
woula i»w fiosion la tea 35 jrweast la netural uraniu- tea results 
mhou aa effect of abate 10 pereent» end as discumsed la tea last quarterly 
report, tela mhould ba aa upper limit.

torn of Bowtroos free tee 11 Water teak

la order to get an estimnte of tea number of neutrons fron tea Ra~ 
Ba source escaping through the walla of the am 11 water tank, a meries of 
xeasurementa ware ando to determine the effeet of inereasine the thieknesm 
of nolution around the source, tee runs were node with tee calibrated Ra-Be 

ta were omrried out tosowrce and a calibrated Po-Be source, tee
cylindrical tanka with the ezception of the 30 la. z 30 la. x 36 in. tank,. 
Ezoept for the mil and large water tanks, the neutron sources were sum- 
pended within a 11/2 inch auminum cylinder- tee results were mormalined 
with the 30 la. x 30 to. x 36 la. tank given a valun of 1.00 and were cor- 
rooted for volume differences, tee resulte are shown to Fige. 1 and 2.

As can be seen from tea data to Fig- 1p only 0.7 of tea inoident 
neutrons from tea Ra-Be source are captured to tea mall water tank, and tea 
large water teak captures essentinlly all of tea neutrons.

plotted at
their effm

tea values far tea ■ —11* and "large" water tanks are
their nominal thiekness but because aT the rectangular go mm toy 1 
tire thicknesa is eons what larger. The point for the large water tank falls 
below the 1.00 and tbs diserepency cun to exzplained, at least to part, by 
grture of the moutrone to tee 1/* la. 2s aluminu of which the tank to co-

la the course of the a 
and Po-Be sources were eross-che 
tions check to vithn 3 pereent.

uremente, tee calibratione of tea Re-Be 
d, and it was found that too tee calibr-

Fission end Capture
An uranirm block 24 In. high, 24 to. wide, and 13 ia. deep was 

bate art ri to the enter of the 24 in. z 24 ia. face with a team of 350 Mao 
protons, 2 in. to diameter- This bombardment with prat laws was designed to 
approximmte the qunli tattoo behavior of an aorta nd ad primry mouree fane tin 
i.e., 340 Mev deuterons.
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Thin uranum foils were yAa—4 at various radiml distanoes from the 
center 11— of the proton beem. Two seta of fella were used, one far the pri- 
mary target <2*3/4 la.) and ome for the secondary target_(10-1/4 la.). Arter
bee—a—tbs— fells were 41aeelva4 —Pna"

masure af the fiesiom gvents. T 
ment, and waivea are tabulated ia

wns chemically sep- 
chemically separmtod as a

area 3-6 mhow the results of the bombard- 
dle 2.

fable 2

Tission and Capture ia — Urenium Cylinder 24 n.
la Ma—r —4 13 la . B—y Bn—e4 witb 350 —v Pre—।

Primmry - 2-3/4 In-
Secondary - 10-1/4 la.

- 13 tn.

Capturs/Froton
1.0
2.0

3.8

YIsaion/Proton
1.45
1*45

2.9

c

Val—a for fiasion events ia large uranium blooka (24 ia. a 24 la. 
a 5-3/4 la. er 13 la. deep) reported ia the last quarterly report have been 
revised la view of the work done — abcolute beta ee—ting- me revised
valuns, which are lover than tbs— reported previously, are tabulated in 
Table 3. Capture values are unchanged bet are reported for completeness.

Table 3

Revised Valuns of Fission and Capture Eventm in 26 in.
Miamter OraniumOzlinders Bombarded vith 19 Deuterons

26 In. W. Infinite Diam.
—KT- . -I"- 0357

26 in. Diam. Infinite Dlam.

5-3/4 ia. Uranium 

13. la. trentum 
First 5*3/4 ta.
Last 7-1/4 la.
Total Tarcet 
13 ia. Uranium 
Beryilium Primmry

0.65

0.7
0.25
0.75

0.85

0.85

0.85
0.45 
1.3

0.90

0.5 0.5

0.6
0.35
0.55

1.25

0.7
0.4
1.1

1*45

t
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of Produst in Primry end Se

V. V. Crane, G. K. IAdings, and R. 1 Tellefsen 
mac

oonfigura । has been exxtended to the folloimg meq 
la prmry and mecomdary A-12 targetes

of zenetions uhieh

of ite high sp fisslon rate.
Um ratio Pu238 atoms formd by the above path to Pu?39 atoms 

(Ma/N,9) can to oaloulated bo Um folloving expressions

Primry KLa — m 
249

S

(,2)+ C‘:p]- , 2,2
28

The rmtio of 
seotion ra

Primary

Mes

then depends Ml the g.t. level k,9/2s and Um eross

[r (at 2a) ♦ < (4, 2 ay)] 
e 28

28
and

of the ratios for the primary of an
configuratien and for the primry end mecomdary p
modersted -12 target uitn 190 Mew d

Umi W a aaak g0F"*

a
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primmry mren

If < 3 ana
37
32 < 10

The rattem 1* the prmmry amd

Prmmry
37

<30

dary

< 0.4
37

nte eomfirm the wpper 1 tad la estimmted ang.phow 
tiom m2.suald not be mfuvorable for the Pu39 ea

that the 1so- 
It

i mo tbit the

hg

, the ezeitatiom fumetiom the formmtiom of
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0 ) of the ezcitation runs mnde on the a ■ anta land
an eluminum momitor foll, tbe valu being based upon the A27(a, a 1

This monitor gave valuna for toe erwao sectionm ot too C1 renetion 
in satisfactory egreement vith an experimntally determined Faraday cup run 
for toe (a, « a) renetion.

InduedAetivitiez
9,2)7. 0a. E. Bates l ate 4. B. Cole

The eross section for forum tion of Be7 from a

*

1, CR D)

irrediation
of beryliu has been measured as a funotion of deuteron energy fr— 70 to 
190 Mev- This netivity would be important la shielding and heat land eonsid- 
erations if a beryllium target were to to end for an A-12 nr Lawry target. 
The results are listed la Table 4.

Table 4

Crons sectton tor pn)
Energy(Mev)

Seetton (Wb)

/U TOT 190
11 11 12 11

o Erperimnte are water way to determine toe number or BeT recoils 
to be erpected from a bo ry U I on target irradiated vith high energ deuterons.

The eross section for formation or c1l from deuteron irradintion 
of qgycen 1s 1mportant ta shieldine eomsideratiore for the cooline water or 
a water cooled primary Frget- Preliminary resulta tone that the urea sec- 
ties for formation of C- to 190 Mev deuteron irrediatiom of oxygen la -14 mb.

Corromiomofzireomiu (U Ute, s. A. Rine, ate V. a. Balkwell, caad)

Four runs were made la vhich 190 Mev deuteron bombardea mireontum 
foils vereimersed la water at 300° C- The amount of redionctivity trana- 
f erred from the foils to the water and the steel oontainer foil
off rapidly with imoreasing time of imeraion. In one mertes of three con- 
pecutive rear with the same set of foils. the activity on the container after 
the senate ran of B days vs 14-3 percent of that after the first ran or 6 
days ate Mae 4.0 pereent of the initial rumn after the third run ef 13 days.

Very little ziroonium was found either on the wrMn1 of the con- 
tainer or la the -ter- Oto anjor activity was dun to strontium with mmaller 
amoumnts of yttrlum ate selenum- 4 trace of atoM aw was found la acne enses.

-

— -
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I The "mjori of the activity appears to absorb on ths walls of the 
containing vessel and is very difficult to renew entirely. Techniques for 
removing this activity are being investigatedl.

The weight,gain of the zirconium foils in the first run after 8.2 
days was 0.051 mc/om- The weight gala after the secgnd set of three rumns 
with another group of zireonium foils was 0.079 mg/om2. The results indicate 
that there is a high initial corrosion acoompnuied by high loss of activity 
to ths solution after Shiah both the corrosion rate and rate of leaching of 
ectivities free the corrosion film drops off rapidly. Quantitative compnri- 
sons of the ratio of activity lost from the foil to that in the foil are not 
available as yet.

The study of the distribution of ziroonium spallation products is 
continuing, The following isotopes he vs been identified emong the longer- 
lived products from the bombardment of zirconium foils with 190 Mev deuterone - 
mb-90, Zr-88,-89s Y-85, 86, 87, 98, 90, 93; Sr-82, 83, 85, 87, 91 j Rb-82, 84; 
Br-76, 77; Se-72, 73; -71, 72, 73, 74; Ge-69; Os-67.

Absolute Beta-Cotaatlag. (F. C. Stevenson, UCRL - K. S. Gilbert, B. G. Bicks, 
andW.H. Hutchin, cb)

and

( -5 days. .06 Mev P

In order to improve the accuracy to be obtained from bete-counting 
of veighably thick namples on heavy beckings, a program of investigation of 
the self-scattering, selr-absorption, back-sca tteri ng, 
interaction has been initiated. A semple of Aglll (7.
no gammn, no daughter actvity) vas obtained from Oak Ridge in the form of 
plle-bombarded palladium foil and was seperated carrier-free. The tracer 
solution so obtained was assaged on a very thin backing (-10 micrograms/em?) 
and a snail amount of high-specifie-ectivity silver natal wes prepared. Using 
this, alloys were prepared of -99 percent Cu, 1 percent Ag, and of -99 percent 
Au and 1 percent Ag- Samples of these alloys and of silver natal were prepared 
in various thicknesses and counted on various backings. Similar measurements 
were an de using the tracer Cu®‘- Work is st1ll in progress. It seems possible 
that a general formula for the mecessary correction factor for the eombined 
influence of enmple and backing will be developed.

As the decay ooh e— of Cu67 was not known prior to the start of this 
investigation, the tracer used in our investigation was investigated with a 
ecintillation gama spec trees ter and with a circular double-focussing megnetie 
beta-ray spectrometer. Gamma rays of energy 96 Kev and 191 Kev were observed

1
both the scintillation spectrometer and the bote-ray spectrometer. Al- 
chape beta spectra of upper energy limits 388 ± 5 and 570 A 10 Kev were

observed. The following decay scheme is tantatively postulated pending further 
laves tigs ties, (hoe Fig. 22.)

-- - - 4 3e
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I

The backscattering by thick backings of varlous energles of beta 
radiation from various wadi a waa measwred, folloving the techniu need ky 
Burtt (mleonies. August, 1941)• In every case the becksesttered radiation 
intensit (l.o. the inwrenent of the Meeting rate du to the presenee of 
the becking) was found to depend on the atomie number of the heating accord- 
leg to the relationship.

IB = K W (z-1)
vhere IB la the intensity of backscattered radiation, I is the atomie mumber 
of the backing ante rial, and I la a function or the maximum beta energy E. 
Gema-emttine tracers were not need in order to avoid effecte due to second- 
ary emission.

Instrumentatlon
G. D. O’Zelley, 3. L.Olgen, ana 3. a. Tarzant 

CRDC

The long magnetie Iona beta open trucetor has been completed, and 
preliminary teats of the apparatus have been made. Axial focusins is used; 
the trowed salon and resolving power of the instruent being determned by 
a single annlar slit miway between the source and the detootor. Using
the beta and internal conversion eleotron spectrum of Co—7, the trmnamnai 
and resolving power were de tom teed for three slit widths. Bosel to are 
given in Table 5.

Hit width
i ineh 

3/4 inch 
1/2 inoh

Tmble $

2.6 pereent
1-9 peroent
0.91 percent

Rosolving Power
5.5 pereent
4.3 pereent
3.5 pereent

_____it la antieipated thatmodifientiom of the baffle myatem to permit 
ring focuning nstead of atrial focuming will 1mprove the resolving power for 
a gven tranamiasion by a footer of two. Phot agro phi e films ocpooed in the 
region of the detector indicate that good mziel focusng la obtained. With
this AM M» that the mngnetie fleld shape ie setlafactor, s series of 

ezpermenta is under way to determine the optim position of
baffles.

/
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A dry baz for handlng thnllium mUwW sodium 1odide crystals 
baa been assenbled, and considerable experience la cleaving sodium Lodide 
erystals has been abtataart. Iha resolution and efficiercy of ssveral erya- 
tala are being stuied na a functiog gf energy- Under conditions of high 
resolution, the •p L z-rays from Am241 decay (17 Kev) are resolved from 
the 59.8 Eev gamm ray vith a "peek-to-valley" ratio of about five, and 
occasionally the 33 lav gama trnnsition of lav ntensity can also ba seen. 
Erypton z-reys of U Kev have been resolved, although pbotomulti plier moine 
severly 11mits the precision of such masurements.

A cotneidence apparutun has been tested vit whieh the gama-ray
spectrum Sa coincience with beta purticles can ha

preliminary results with a sample of 
satisfactorily.

th_the seintillation 
Np?38 indicate that

*

c
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13. A-12 aMuns 
' 3 J

E-D.nnst.

BemmSvnepimestudtes
Spiral —laplt studies havo been cont- vd vith omphamis on ue 

full sine spiral beoause ths la the patten most emsily obtained la prao- 
tice. Aa optmisatlon study has toea completed uith reference to the fol- 
long pnrameters: target sime, 12 ft. to 12 ft., beam Blent or, 2 ft. to 
• ft.s 11 enter of umsept center ("hole") 0 ft. to 6 ft.; and centrn1 over- 
lap H—tor, O ft. to 2 ft-; all vith the 33/1 poop to mr^» bemm.

Several modon or optmtumtion were foua, vis.,

a. If beem sise and target mise are fini, teen la aa 
■ pt Ian Mae of overlap or hole to minimze the peak

If target mize and hole mise are fized (for example 
to allov for central coolent dupt,) there la an 
•**!■■■ bemm sise to minimize and

Table 1, taken from report CRD-T1114 for 12 ft. mb* 14 ft. tar- 
pete, clemry illustratem tee nlee of optimizatiom listed at—.

■win tin of Table l mhova teat opttmum Tnm values for a fIzna 
target also are obtaned for ten H — requiring aa —pt. area at tee 
target seat ar. Por ten Hanten greater then 0.4 times tee target Ain 
eter, optimum teas values are obtaned for overlapping —epl eg conditiona. 
It la of lateeoi to note teat tea minimum max can be &uv_ _________________________ _______ _  by severml 
drrterent —eplag patterns and beam M—. This a—, or oo nee, teat 
spirml —eplag all— andLaaak flezibility la accomodating for possible varia- 
fl on la beam aloe at tee target.

I
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c Table 1

Trgot
Diam. Ft. Diam. Fte

6

C

*.

12

1
—

2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

138
109
110

- 173
* 120

105 97
103 105

• u1*•

110 
91

104 
245*9

9
104
15800

107
187•

e

Lsnnjou
opt. Fall Wave

ata

73
70
91

100 
77
72
&4

103*•

73
42
82

106m

76
113=0

71
82

126•

Valms are estimated to taw a probable error of 5 peroent-

Ft.

12

12
u.4•

Table 2

Baas Diameter "Hole" Diameter
Fte Fte

■■

6

4
4

O
2

E
Qma 
amp laab

6150 ±85

7290 a 8 $
5670 ±8$

• A 1.4 fte spiral pattern tercat compares directly with a 12 ft. qumre

—— e

»
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Table 2 with the Q values computed for the optmised

the Beta la TubLo 2 show that the computod Quas for apiral ep
om a 14.4 ft. target la lover than that for tte onr"r»eyea<teg optimised 514 
Lasajou —Offag. although the diffovnce la of the order of the eat lae tail

A third qunntit useful la the egmparison of sweepng got tens la 
the pesb-to-average ratio ia the target, Umz/Ur. This talas is indicative 
of the degree of mfformit developed b the owoeptag method. Data for 
various types of mweeping and various target el wee are given la table 3.

The effecta of various beam shapes and peate-te awry ratios on 
Dn for cireular veeping have been surveyed. It has been fowed that for 
the center-peaked beam a reduction la posh to awrago beam intensity from 
17/1 to 10/1 la mch less of feetlw than a farther decrease free 10/1 to 
3/1 for aw pi eg at P = Rm. the values of max/Uave for these ratios 
arez 1.145 for 33/1; 0.82 for 10/1; and 0.46 for 3/1. It was also found 
that a bear with a central "dmple” (1.0., aero intensity at center) gives 
abort c 5 percent decrense la the mmx/Uava ratio for sweeping at p • Basat 
vith peak to awry ratios of 10/1 mnd 51.

The max/Ur values for these benes are also given la Table 3 for

Table 3

Current Intenmities on Target
type of target Sloe 
Sweeping Ft.

Peak

Xa Boam
Center 
leak

Im*
TM—eter 

Ft.

"Hole 
Diameter 

Ft. "Sq.°2n.

—
I

Saeejee 12

Fud 5:4 
IAssnjou
Opt. FaU
Here Sine

Spiral
cmeuar

12 Cir
1 Oire
12 Ciro
12 Cire
12 Cire
12 Ciro

12 Cire

s
target.

33/1

33/1 6

91

107

3.57

4.20

33/1
33/1 
10/1 

—2, 

"dimple" xo71
SA

0 
2

6
6

b
6

97 
68

u2 
101
•0
67

3.16 
3-18
4.62
3.28
2.61
2.18

95
75

3.10
----- -—-.....t.------ ---------------------------------------------- —----2.44 
as the average current Intensity in the vept area of the

/57

mmamTTT
i
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e
The dmta of Table 3 indieate that aweeping the beam produces sign- 

ficant redustians la Dmz/Or, even far beams vhose peak-to-average is already 
doum to the order of 5/1 or iower.

Aa estmte of the off—t — ultimmte neutron prod— tion of a "vin- 
dou inserted la the A-12 be— has been node. The window vas taken to be a 
cylindricel eluminum shell 5 ft. ia radius and 0.144 inches thick, backed by 
a earl— of trope—ide l —ter enamnels about 1.7 in oboe a 0.375 lashes in 
al— famed by a shaped aluminum sheet 0.144 l—hoe thick welded to the first 
obeli.

Assuming fall — sine spiral aweeping pattern, the averag loss 
la beam energy mod the bow attenuntion were calculated. There was a 7.5 
para ent ie ere awe ia boaa power, free 175 megawatts to 162 megauntta, and aa 
estimated net loss ia potental neutron produotion of 8.5 percent. Utile 
the latter waive w— o—pet»i for a specifie case, it is reasonable to re
gard it as gs—r^y representative of the lose la potential neutron prod— 
tion for such vindows.

Bile ter Prohl— la Clad Platea

The influence of blisters upon the boat transfer characteristios 
of alad plates and upon the related thermal stresses is being studied. The 
molution of this problem is not yet available. A detailed analysis is now 
la progress and la about 50 percent complete.

One-Cooled Frj—ry Target

The geo-pooled uranium primary target study is complete. Both 
oonionl and flat plate al—ants were studied, and the flat plat— appeared 
more favorable. The best design ia — la vhich the plates are completoly 
tailored ia thickness such that all coolant when—is re—iw — equnl heat 
dut. With e—b tailoring, the total wight rate of heli— for the di—ipa- 
tion of 100 megawn tts to 200 1b/sec compared to 400 Ib/sco for the two step 
tailoring gystem originally proposed. Oao pooling studies of uranium targets 
have bo— deferred been—■ or the unpredictable growth problem at high ten- 
peratur. If this problem can be solved, gas cooling should be neriously 
considered for a produstion target with the us of a wind—. The le— la 
potential produo tion —need by a vinow is now estimated to be about 8.5 
pereent; and slam a gas pooled target on bo node very efficient, it was 
possible to design a high prod— tion target using this n intel —ties.

2

SnloremetrislentRelenzeFensibilitz.Stuz

A funsibility study of a direct experimental measurement of the 
heat rlenme ia a primary target for 190 Mev douterons is ia progress. Com- 
putations indicate that the heat release of the 190 Nrv deuteron boam of the 
184-inch URL cyalotron ia a uranium primary target la measurable, the rate 
of tamperature rise boing estimated as 1 degree F ia 4 minutes. The —ti—ted 
aocurocy of ware a—t la ± 10 percent.

M
*
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The doslgn of the eayorl aortal probe for the Mark O hear for the
study of radiation effecte is about 60 
penk hent duty is nov estimted to ho 300,000

The moat probeble 
! er half of the

originally —ted estimate. Thia redwetloa le emused hr two effootes 1) 
the beam la nov being all—d to pemetrate the outer shell ard to dissipat 
a aignificant pert of ita energy la the water coolant; and 2) the deal hi 
tiwe averege hear intemsity la 42.5 mieroampa/eq- la which la a 25 poreent 
decrease la current intensity. Thia daoTwe.ee la current ntensity world re- 
ewit from the use of the most effictent hear mweeping for the assumed hear

The currently conoeived
supported at the upper eud of •

obe consiste of a stainless steel thimble 
▼■•■■I repel■ and eztending about 4 ft.

late the vessel eevity- The exposed end conssts of a semi-permenent 111/2 
la. o.d. waterjacket la vhich aa opening about 1 inch la width and 24 inobes 
lorg will he cut. A dewhie walled hallw a eeled vindow la aligned behind the 
—■lag la the water jaoket. This vindow all — the useable partiole beam 
to pame late the sample ehawher. The mamples are —ted la a aample carrier 
vhich la 1 wearied and re— d from the probe through the nomale opening. The 
carrier le positiomed hr mans of guides so that the gauge lengths of the 
maa" aa m- Ln“a 4 m —-a444.m 4m 4%. —a4 am a..m H6 —2 PO8IE102 12 $0 fTT IO DDAe

It now appears that vindov designs are a vers importent festure of 
design, and a meries of tests le planned to establish vindov l1m1-

tations mnd specifications since long prrobe life is 
use of aocelerator tiro.

ry for efficlent

F. J. Charley and D. F. Casey
CROC

A 1/48 eerie we del of the hear came target and lattice arrene 
has hear completed.

Ill equipment required far the construotion of the 900 EVA resist-

t

area the—I qQcler has hear requisitiomed. Thia apparatus will he located 
in ihlldlag 21 until the propneed raw buildine la available. It la now 
anticipated that this cycler will he reedy for operation la Oetober, 1952.

O.R.N.L- has been rqmested to shp the —11 resistence eyoler 
(uithout ye war t—afe—r) to U—re thia July- A law wait—- high cur- 

it hms been purchased. This apparatus has 
h ar "enurance strength" curve for a 

water-coolo uranium sample la vhich the alternating (thermal) at—e are

rent t former for this equ

—
e J - >s" $

daoTwe.ee
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prnmdua 2"m

dstamoe 
ally ob

heatng- Uranium corresion du to the water
d toe test reeel to*

124**, a Wei a er* "a used tar tost t reactor, are being
• teaflic Frews resistent to attack therein, tola l1qutd

An im-pile irrndiation test of an A-12 target elemnt la belnc
to thla teat, it la necessary 
premturely dum to improper

designed an apparetu to subject elementa to to ■ me 1 czelime as toe tort 
available pre-test and purebassble ey* facet has town ordered-

" 'J
—...... - - —2_

JU E. VLaear«lv B. u. Ha, J. Mval mnd P. V. Ouborne 
CROC

F. J* Sterbents

I 
c

B. Spies 
SOU

a

€

Banecane
A

-----“ 
etod ul -.. ;.. - ...............,.. . - - an both pri- 
as la toe lattlee, atoemte* eat cooled

hy 11ght wmter which alao serves as toe meutron reflector mnd blologle shield.

During toe early part of tola qumrter, it ums decided to proceed 
with tho al a tore tl ca of a dofinite targot toef,^ for ^rt to
hn.pase emeo, vis., for a Pu aratoanr uping depleted • _

la both primary and atowadary terget eeetf aaa, as wellto ia "toe lattice, 
Maturely actors to* end eooled alto light water vhhich will alee screw as toe 
neutrom reflector and biologio shield.

to (prmry. dary, end lattico) will
t mimpliflestion la uMmi by tola

ment la mo far an toe enter morves as a mutron reflestor and biologie 
besides fwmotioning as a moderstor and heat tranmfer medum.

toe denian will provid tar mocosmibilit of all targets oonstitumnta 
$ zplnoementa, repnirs, or subetitution of modifiestions by race to

/F« 3-/4”
——eem

, ■ -
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Ezoepting the fwal >1—ata, most parte will to mde of alumzu-

PrimmrzTarmet
me primry targot will to vorttcally Anserted ia a horinomtal 

aylindrienl vacuum venmel at a point neer the flat closed end of the latter 
oppomite the opemng for the bemm from the mccelerator. Th* fuml elementa 
la thia target nectiom will be la the form of long flat rectangular pletes 
conaiating ef a 45 Ml core of Zr-U alloy (I pereent Zr) with 10-uil Br 
cladding M emch mide and momvhat more at th* edges.- Th*** plates will be 
hung la harn-T m th* internal open-ended cylinders or beyonet tubes, and 
they will oocug bath the inmer air* alar and the ofr M—1 ar chamnels with 
umiform interplate spmcing mo prnpertl—< aa to equmlze the mream for the 
flaw of coolimg wnter through the two chennels la meriem- The cooline water 
cfreulmted ia a separate clomed aystem will be deserated and treated to 
minimine corrosion and surface deposits.

Alternmtive mmnifolding arrangements for the tee — begonet tubm 
teak ar* gt11l Mier consideratiom. The first desigm, originally devised 
for the •33 breeder, emn he readily adapted to the bese came- it comprises 
21 sopmrate manifolds emch accomodating two hayn—t tubes- Elther th* sep- 
arete mamifolds with their respective pair* of tubes ia pl— er th* plate 
bundles to particular tubes can be handled, a* micht to desired. Ench 
bayonet tub has ite ov water flow comtroller, and eech mamifold has shut- 
off valves for use la th* removal operation- Th* meccmd design has a oommon 
manifold for all the bayonet tehee. With this arrangement, the entire assem- 
bly wart to trunsferred to the baeWHag ares before indvidunl tubes and plate 
bmdles wee to vithdrmm. Comparutiv t at MR time and relative adaptability 
to various amticipated operating —flap—1** must to emrefully studied befor
* choice MB be made betwmen the two arr ta.

Th* estimmted veight of the vhole primry target is aroumd 42 tom- 
ponxg.03 ot wee eomet tute, -meludine ate Plate bendt"a, to ebott 1,600

Th* secozdary target, iaMaiaM la ite ewe roetangular tank, will 
to located outside the cylindrical vaouum vesael, wary elose to the flat end 
of the lmtter, and aximlly la lie* with the primry target. The externml 

mmniy tea*— it will facil-looation of the mecondary targst le
itate modificmtions l1kely to be rquired ouing to 4 Ml— in theoret-

e, but
structural drrfieulttes occasioned bo

tly besause it redwpes the 
lerge opemizgs in the vaoum

vessel- Th* teak will be divided bg aluimum partifl — late rous of leap 
real a*<wl ar cells 4 inohes deep mnd 8-3/4 inches vide, ontaining spmond 
Zr-clad • pi a terr. mede llto those ia th* primar target but with thioker oores 
and sufficiemt la mumber to provide 6 nohee of equivalent uranium thiekness.

i
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me— will bo a pl a tea la depth, of these the first ad—, which era designed 
for the peak heat load of 4.1 Idle—tta per cubie look, will oaob be 220 alia 
thiek an mmiformly apeaed 190 alia apart for —tar oooling; the iw—1a1 w 
12, uich are designed for the avereg heat load of 1-9 kilou tta per cubie 
laab, will eneh ba 340 mils thick with 190 adl nterspaces. Appraxrima tely 
110 to— of —ail— will ba repbl rad for this targt.

lbw total best lead la the seoogdary tarpet to estimated at 221 mega-
—tta uith a pant ta —rape ratio of 2.16. The mocosmmry cooling —ter flow 
rate la about 43,000 pall—a per al all uith a 35° F rise la the
ture. The design cals for a —ter pressur of 120 pal at the inlet aad 90 
pel at the outlet. Ute the primery, the —tery terget has — independent 
coolant mystem cireulmting daearated treated —ter.

C

It la pi a—ad to aate the reer lattice strutur integral vith the 
necondary target tank. The arrangement will eomprise rectangular cells eom- 
tainine flat al—1 — al ad urenum plates, each 340 mils thiek speced 340 
alia apart far the cireulation of cooling —ter, vhich will amoumt to about 
1 per mnute.

The
rear lattioe 1

bundles la both the secondary target and la th ected
ed.

lattloo

Apart from the a—dllary roar lattice just mentioned ahnee, the

"«

« tiom la
• will be about 90 feet.

med la the theoretical enleulation of Pu 
ystem. Th overall of thbe cglindrical 
The inaide la—tar of the e—ot—oaor C-

a*"11111"1"1'"".. *

--
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The aidoo and back of the C-frame will be closed, while the front

wdl.

Cooling water from a elosed cireulation aystom will be introdwped 
from a hender into ench C at qumrter are points airway between the vertienl 
and tin ■■■fl axes and will exit at the top and bottom. To prrevent grosaly 
— ■<—1 l1quid eweeping of rod and w—1 surfaces, it appears mecessary to 
install lateral gaskete between the mide of the C and the vacuum vessel-

Two ar three importent effects have not yet been taken late awwat 
qumntitatively la the above-outlined estimate of the lattice cooling lomd, 
nnanly.

1. The variation of the film beat transfer coeffielent 
amend individual rode may entail a ne linen tw wvwrage 
ratio of 2/1 in the local fap era, tare diff erne w between 
the surface and the vater.

2. It any too possible to permit the red surface temperature

various pointe in the lattice and still maintain non- 
bolling conditions.

edjusted in such a wny ms to prevent cavitation, espe-
•tally al nee many of the rods have to rwle in 
the lattice for long periods of tim.

In caleulating the abov-cited cooling datA, it wns
effecta (1) mnd (2) roughly ii—

d that

Ench C-frame will be mounted on a four-vheoled flat war which can 
toe zolled pary ndl Til r-fr tord or away from the vaouum vessel by means of 
a mchanism attached to a gantry orane traveling parallel to the vessel- 
mhis erane will too equpped to lead and unloed the Q-Fraw and transport 
thom to and from the to wad 11 IM or service arena. The gantry will toe driven 
by electrie motors from ah ewe the water tank level through a nystez of gear 
and chain drivs. The electrie power for this purpose will he supplied from 
a rail-typo installation eataide the water tent. There will be a alip joint 
betwsen the piping on the C-fmge and the peeltag water header, mo that re- 
mote -tt th weep r*«-i can be effected when the fraon tone to bo moved.

P! IWWO'I
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The average valun of the heat gneration rate is the lattice reds 
is estimated at approzimately 61.5 BTU per cubic inch per hour, equlvalent 
to about 210 watts par cubie inch. The radial variation of the beat flu 
is the individuml C’s has been caloulated, and the ratio of earl nun to 
averege la indicated to be around 2/1. The heat lead variation from C to 
C axially along the rami vessel has not been determined yet, but mimum- 
to average ratios from 3/1 to 5/1 here been envisaged la computing the poo- 
sible cooling rquiremnts.

With foot rods, there will be 26 C-frames altogether. The average 
heat evolution per C will amount to approzimately 25 million BTU per hour. 
The cooling design la based primarily upon the avoidance of boiling at _ way 
point, so that, for example, a maximum surface tonpirntaro of 232° F would 
be tolerable at a spot with a hydrostatic head of 16 feet.- The following 
tabulation summarizes the caleulated cooling data for the case in which the 
axial mazimum-to-average ratio of heat load is 4/1:

(

Inlet Water Tip., T 
Av. Water Tbsp. Rise, F 
inlet Water Press, pals

80
40
15

100
32

15

120
27
15

Outlet Water Press 30 32 >5

GPM 33,600 41,000 49,000

Alternative Peniene
During the last part of this quarter, a subgroup (Mahlmeister, 

J. Smith, Hollister, T. Batzer, C. Hay) was organised within the Target 
Peel ga Group to investigate other possible arrangemnts of the primary 
target, secondary target, and lattice as well as complete alternatives to 
the base case. The following is a cunnary of the various pm polls thus 
far studied:

of a vindow
i thet the 
la theore

feasible. This study covered preliminary studies of fabrication, boat, 
transfer, and fluid flow. The window would be located down at reen from the 
bona sweeping equipmont and in front of the lattice iter tank. It would be 
of aluminum construction with design features permitting romoval by remote 
control. The irradiated area consiste of three alii aim pl 
coolant passages. The loss of production is approximately 9 
differential coolant pressure of 90 pci with an allowed 
15,000 pal.

with iter
---t for a

strews of

The currant effort la to devise ard tabla performanoe teste on 
typicel sections of the envisaged design.

■
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la stanless steel 
the base oaa* demign.

_ The ume of berylium plates 
siderd a prromising altornativ to

This studyp uming the beyonet bah* vith plates la the
a desirable arrangoment. Cho merlous

difficmty la ocoasloned b the low therml oapmcit of helium azd it* rela- 
tively poor heat trannfer characteristies. According to prwe>at ndications.

—old bo grenter than for tb* water1 *aeled areal — 
ts,

^Bellpo-Coo^*^ gocoodary Target, Ahgorvthanl oat —ehewl eel dnoke 

plat** wouaa be subjeotoa to temporaturos an high a* 1000• r. Mechanicn 
layoute have been completed to show possible arrengementa uming a wntor-oooled 
lattice or a graphite, moderated, helium-cooled lattice Wohl al th* neoondary 
target. These appear to be feasible arreag—at* bat mmn aspecta, such aa 
th* dimensionnl stabilit of th* uraniu plat**, produotion etimatos, and

Eizd-RugtTrmeIattica A study boa been mede of lattice arreape 
menta vith foal rods located la passageways formed by ezternal rib*, Xa this 
comeotion, the edventages and disadventags of charging and discharging th* 
fuel rods la th* lattice area her— been evnlunted. 
would aloe reinforoe the vacuum vosnel. Although
appear denirable, some features might be eppli

The ribe la thie mchem 
this arraapeae nt does not

advantegeously to th* b***

Pagknd-BadIattiexithSpborlaalPunl. A boat trmnsfer and fluld 
flov study of the porfornmnoe of a lattice with a pnoked bed of spherical 
fuel elements indicates feasibility of such a design. The boat lead condi- 

I
tie** la this typ of lattioe permit re ble bed lengths and prssure
drop*. Work 1* eontinuing — mochanical layouts, th* optimmation of ball 
diamoter and cladding and the study of heat distributiom.

TursetSpeeifientlone
A. c. Gorber, L. B. Robbans, r. J. Duval 

CMC

Preliminary dosign studies hare been sterted on a handling and 
storego aren to hanle C-frumes and rod erstes from the lattice and plat* 
asnemblles from primery and seoondary targete. Motor shielding promises 
to provide the mimplest type storage eren end handling equipment. The 
water tank bilt aroumd th* targete, la the *baeo ***** design, would be 
extended to furnish sufficient area for ***lfa«, storage, partial essembly 
and disassembly of the targets and C-frames.

(6
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Estimates hava been mede on shutd heet l—<■ for primar.
socondary, and lattice targeta as E faetfea of tlae after remorel from toe 
oparating position, mhe rmoved lattice C-framea can to effegtively eooled 
b netural comveotiom of weter la toe gtoreg area tank- Mork baa been 
stmrted om a foroed wmter cooling mystem to riaw beat from primary target
plate dlles.

beater demign has been revised to provide for removal 
of plate essemblies toile toe outer tubos mz• left la place and vaouu menlm 
remmin tight. Contaners are being taMgaet to receive plate essemblies at 

, to maintain to at torn eeellag and mhielding, and to towegert the

the

Prelmdnary demign specifiemtions for the vasum wssel have been 
vritten to guide studies on ite definite design. Work has been startod to
•Mala weisht estinmtes, to determine the shape, mterial, end locatiom of 
supports and zeinforoing membere, and to detormine toe mngnitudes and natur 
of possible deformmtioms. Zstimtes have been oompleted on beet generatiom 
la vessel walls during aoceleretor operation and on toe eerreef—iiag tem-
erature dstrbution and thermal strsmes la 

tut la CRD-Tl-116)»
typicnl stirfening rings

* •

/fe J- f-------a
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14. MATRIAIS RESEARCH

C. C. Moolao, Jr., M. *. Boyer, V. B. Bronming, 
J. F. Frunkel, B« Majors, Jr., B. B. Smm1l

CMC

a

Pragzona la matariam remoayh at LAvermore has boun lintbed rather 
neverely by the lack of Iboratory facilities. Meat work has been limited to 
extensive mearehing of th literature preparing for the experimntal researah 

wand vhich will got water way aa soon aa these facilities become available. 
Some limited ezperimental work ban been worried on with facilities at the 
Standard Oil Materiale Laboratory and at the Oniversity of Celifornia Holla ilea
Iab TJ•

nmbleR hma been achieved la the fabrication of miroomum
elad uranum fwel plates by edge welding techniquns. The process Involvea the 
rolling of a sandvich of uranum and ziroonum, Jeetented la titamium killed 
stoel evacunted prior to the heating and rolling. The resulting wreal to 
mirocmnum sanduich la shesred into atrlpa of the desired size, and the edges
are grooved b acid pieklng, which removes the core material to a unform 
depth. A sironium-ntekol alloy filler wire la pi need la the groov aa* the 
edge la welded by the heliere method. Use of the alloy filler wire wee found 
neceseary to rodwee the melting point and thus rodwoe the wool on dilution of 
the weld head. Ude work baa been perfumed b CaND personnel at Oak Ridg 
deft anal Laboratories.

Xa eddition to zous
■if mnd for corrosion testing, a
aledding on both nides of a 0.047 la. uranum core, 
rolling and edge welding techniqu.

es produoed la developing welding took 
te, 2-1/2 in. b 4D la. with 9 alia of

hns been prodwed b thin

ResistmmoeCyeler
om uranium rods at varlous power lewels aa that

a fatigu type eurve any tee obtaimed. Cyoling conditionn were* total ayele 
time, 150 miilimeconda; duration of pulse, 90 milineconds; doty o/olo, 33-1/3 
peroent, polse power input varied from nori nen obtainable dovmrdp coolent, 
distilled water at abort 90° C, water velocity 17.7 ft-/mec. For power levele 
of 48,44, aa* 40 kw/UP, little chenge la numbr of egeles to failure one 
■ be ■!"»■*. Testa wore then mnde at JO and at 25 ku/in3-

16,000 
cyeles

la the ens of the JO ku/n3 rum, a ermck woo noticed after about 
eles. At 262,000 eye loo toe opinee were apparent, and at 204,000 
o semple woo very rough. Ao were op*, eno appeared, it becam 
that the eross ano ti onal area of the red wan deorensing, as ndi-

hr aa inoreane la eleotrical resistmnee; thun, the power denmity wea

_c7

)/
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,--a--ne input waa botng hela conatant. After 806,920 oyoles, 
Ube amput wam dnofeaned la proportioz to this change.in resietonce
Erngnr paZr enaity leve1 to the intended 30 ku/in3. Sample failue
occurzed at 862,120 eyeleo-

-es25mza-s-52283 Ertasca52na
of the run•

,maa.paet,rsmznxubn.znd: 22.20.az4.*8.25 32 
fatigus aww.

2

*
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15. ^-12 CHMIICAL FROCESS STUDIIS

UCRL~1903

Process Researoh
W. N. MoVey, P. O. Auer, F. J. Brutachyp R. H. Gereke,

*• J. Horn, D. Lewin, K. L. Mattern, W• Ludewig
CROC

-
Gerxanio Me-*"-

A Work wan ext ended on the corrosion of stainless steels capable of 
being mod for equipment to dissolve droouim clad ureal we or thorium ele- 
menta,/ for simitaneous dissoluton of both clodding and fuel, a Mixture 
of 20 perwent HNO3 - 3 percent HF by weight gives satisfaotorily rapid dis- 
solution rates at 57® C for total hydrofluoric acid to aircoal tae ration of 
10 to 1; but all tank ocaatTmtim mterialo tented no far show corrosion 
rates > 500 mdla/year la thin aolution at 57® C. Stainess steels of types 
302, 304, 316, 321, and 347 have been tented. However, in preliminary teste 
309 Cb aad Durimet-20 have shonm favorable corrosion-resistance. A status 
report on corrosion in being prepared.

Etrisacidmecoven-
AA propound solvent recovery eystem for the chelate process included 

an ezalic acid-nitric atrip of sirconum from the waste organie-TT 
atream before zecyclng thin stream, /The strip solution was to be nnaMned 
with all other waste aqusous acid afro one for nitric acid recovery by distil- 
Lation. Ezperiments were carried out to detormine if the recovered nitric 
acid would be contaminated with oxzalie acid which could eauee plutonium 
oxalate procipitatLon when recycled in the prooeea.

it was founa that the nitric acid could be diatilled until the con- 
centration of nitric acid la the still was 6 M without contamination of oxalic 
add (11mita of detection were 0.1 perwont of total oxalic acid). No oxalate 
decomposition wee observed under these conditions. However, at nitric add 
concentratiana of 8-9 M. there won considerable oxalate decomposition (- 50 
percent) and 1-2 perwent of the total oxalic add waa found la the distillatee

-

Thorlum-ranumSopnratione
Calculations were made for a three colum Thorexz-type protiM flou- 

sheet for the eztraction, decontemination, and separation of thorium end 
uranium-233 from neutron irradiated fuel element. This flowehoot la similar 
to a Mlousheet proposed by (ML ezcept that a water sorub la used in place of 
an acid deficient aluminum nitrate eorub. Since prevlous ezperience, reported 
last quarter, has indicated a clone correspondence between caleulated and 
aotui colums in thin system, it As felt that the following caleulatione have 
real significance.
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me condtona and calculated resulta mre:
IA Colunz 6 extraction stages 

A sorub atagen

Feca: 1 Tol. 1.6 x (3),0.0028 I U02(1032
0.5 M H03
0.6 vola. water

■

- ■

Serub
■ ■ . 7 " : ■

Extrctant: 4 vol*. 35 percent nr

Vutet
/

0-51103

1.6 vola. 2 x 10-4 M Th,
2.17 Jf HNO3
10-6 MB

IB Calami 6 serub stages
6 extraotion stages

Feed:

Extrectant:

Sorub:

6 vols. ,0.233 M Th 
4210-MU
O M HNO3

6 vols. 0.2 J| HN3

1.2 vola. 35 peroent TBP 
0M103

The Produot: 0.233 JI Th,

IC Colums 6 extraction stages

Feed:
4 x MU

Ertractent:

0.05 JI H°3

2 vola. vater

MemEMggm

■

9
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la eddition to echieving excellent separation and recoveries for 
uranium and thorium, this ■■h—» of course» requires no molid wait or eddi- 
tional nitric acid for the scrub nection of the XA «n1— di nee this ayB- 
tem — a low thorium distribution ratio in the sorub section, vhich allove 
thorium to reflux la the coluzm, the distribution ratio of fisslon produnte 
should be lower also la the sorub section. This would result la more erfi- 
cient morubbing than la achieved la a smited scrub, provided certain fismion 
produste do not form highly organi eztractable species at low aoiditiese 
Lattle data are availabe for calculating fission produot and protactinium 
behavior, and these points will be investigated experimentally, aa well as 
the ectunl stagevis T-U behavior.

111

UranyMitrate-MitriecidrTBPInternetione
me erfect of nitrlc maid on the extraction of urany nitrate by 

TSP at high uranum concentrations tea been investgated. Xt was found that 
the eztraction of uranium la depressed by the addition of nitric acid la 
the high uranium due to a competition botween nitric acid and uranivm 
for TB. This effect la not evident at lcwer wanlaa ooncentratons minoe, 
far from saturation, the second power nitrate depondence on the eztraction 
la nearly approximated and increasing nitrate ion comcentration Inerenson 
the eztrection. A similar depressiom baa been reported prrevlously for thor- 
ion extraction by TBP.

Pro taa tint — Bet me tion

me extraction of protactinum by TBP tea been shom to follow a 
direct necond order nitric acid concentration dependence. Sinoe thia la 
probably a oonMnad hydrogen ion and nitrato ion dependence, it baa not 
boon possible to separate the effects, nor tea it boon possible to draw 
definite conclusionn concerning the protactinum species la witter phase 
from these data alone. Nitric acid conoentrations in ezooss of five molar 
are required for extraction coefficient of the order of unity. The eztrao- 
tion of Pa-233 from thorium with TBP la not possible although thorium may 
be extracted from protactinum.

Dissolution of Zirconium and Bra nl —

Th* disnolution of nirconu elad uranium has been simulated.
Attempts were made to dissolve metallic zirconium and uranium in nitrie

- — -- ve, on complete dissolution, a oolution
la sirconiim and hydroflvoric mcid

acid-hydrofluoric acid,mxtures to 
1.35 Ila uranium (002*’), and 0.4 
(Zr*3). Ite metals went readily into solution, though with some hydrogen 
gas evolution. Hovever, neat of the sirconum precipitated leering the 
solution only 0.04 I in dismolved sirconum. The precipitete oontained only 
zirconium and no uranium an shovm by spectrel analysis. The z-rap diffrme- 
tion pattern did not correspond to that of either ZrOz nor ZrF,• At the

-/7/

8
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* zr*4 Ke6z 105,

the sol1d la
unity. A stmble siroonium solutiom • be pzep 
Sr raid— — has been obeerved elsehere (ANL)-

atable la aolutiona la vdhieh the HF to Zr ratio 1n

Both mas and •BV, are — equmUy good —a of fluoride HT» 
thowdh ther la — miliem pocipttatiom to the — of HS6*

rfecta or mg Eerg Pission ami Bpallatiom Prodwte
of high energy fl—1 — end ally

C
A ar1~ targot whioh bombarded vith 350 tor protons (—tunlly 

performed for other than mubject experiments) — subjeoted to a Pure —pe- 
rail—. Becaune or — undul long —lit period of ato montha, the only 
renary identriable spallatien produot — thoriu 228. Coumting — - 
rinstom a——to wore — lav to give —■1—1— resulte- Aa anticipated, 
thorium 228 toato to follov the plat——. However, -ala may — to too 
—ria— toa— a decontamination fnetor to the —ar of 100 to all that to 
required.

Big— current bombendment and —r —If eg 
f—» womd to— given mom• —mprehemaiw tof—all—- 
or course, toll to possible la proposed future work-

I for the rirst
1 of conditions.

c
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T. E. Blate, J- L- •loom, L- D- Christensen, 
J. M. Davis, L- M. Gumnther, J. Jost, A- A. Leuis, 

A. L. LAndamy, R. M. Robinsom, B. Rubin, G. R. Tully
CMC

recovery end decontemination of plutonum from Hanford mterial. Simoe nlo- 
bium -- 95 (vhich denays from siroomium — 95 during Um ziroonium tremeit
tim la Um first colun) Hatta the pl 
feed to Um ft rat n1aa mm moavenged 1

tion faetor, tte

lemrimg Um plutomium la Um m—w atraaa. The equnous stream leaving 
UM scmvenging was tremted with nitrite to ozidise plutonium before
being fed to tte extraction ■■lai wher tte plutonium (Iv) wns extraeted 
muay from araalaa and fission prateata.

In the first run, Um ume of carbon tetrechloride for a TDA emrrier 
resulted in hydraulio drriculties vhich not ip correeted la Um
ezisting equipment- Xa subsequnt runs.
tuted as the nolvent and no furtber hydrsulie dirfieulties were tered.

or the al wl—t 95 percept wes removed la the moavengimg colum-

tion colum.

ototpe has bmen amse 
neale mizersettlera.

d

in mizer-

• ,7
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aysteme involwing 0614 law hydraulies vhich dirfer from kyro- 
oarbon mysteme. Physieal desighs and flaw rates mgst tab» late mccoumt the 

parzuencmzdsirerocgpuok.rers,caratau: 25.0822g.,"2oaroo5a 
b repid camonding throggh wt^ea of tta bun orgamie lmyer- Keromene 
nyeeme appar mgh ensler to operate, dieplaying more predletable Behavior 
and ■eval t« rally less phgrmical entrimment than mysteme-

MimiMzer-Bettler
mhe miniatuze mizoz-aettlur, denignod for smal1 noale experimentml 

mepmrations on high eotivity mamples, wms mssembled end is mot being tested
aa cold molutioms. The mew pump ata peddles for the wait operated satis- 
faotorly vita hgdrocarbon ejsteme, but the Interfaolal twawiai mnd hydraulic 
effeote of T2P-C14 molutions prevented ■■aptItaly satisfactory operation 
vith the CCI gystm. A new mizing box cn 1/8 la. moele wms built and la now 
being tested with TP-keromene mystems, vterv mizing, flow rate, and urface 
tensom problems ata less troublemome.

I G

Honomteirueecolum
A novel ozperimental 5/8 in. by 18 la. laboratozy model tort momtal 

puse oolumm was supoessfully oprated vith a H20-CClg mystem- The 
este au a series of mizer-settler steges givine cood lrng and settling la 
emoh of the steges. At high pulm ratos and law flov rates emulaifiestion

red as , but at lower puls rates and

Solution

me fonmibanty or WUC atr as « meana of ^CltaUa« tanks of 50 
. enpacit ws studied end a suitable meries of inlet talw and oonical 
Mles designed to give edequmte mixing vith mmmll mmounts of low pressum

afr.

L. R. Mlehels, R- D- Chaffe, D. U Pry, M. C. Feldman, 
*. J. Eaven, R. J. Marter, H. Bchmeider,

J. U Seb

A study regardinE methods of hmndling dlmmolver off-gasms to •vo14 
discharg of redlomotive noble gnses lata the atmosphere was bmgum- Prelimi- 
nery zesults Indieste that the most ■■■■■■*■ al mmthod of operatiom la to 
disnolve la aa wpa mtmosphhe re and to compress and store the entir off-gam 
output, mhis method drfers from that comsidered for attar A-E.C. Inetalle- 
tl ate la that #20 destrutiom eat chareoal abeorptiom of the rvAt—moble 
geses at law temperatures la mot required. Further evalumtion la comtingent 
upen receipt of more detmiled end rliable Aeta aa inert gas volume ratios.

3- /7
meee
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A now type of horizontal pulsod liquid contaotor has been proponed, 
pared describing this oretMtor and Ito pond bio ad ven

.ve meperations work. Preliminary designs were treao ferrod

Work was initiated on eliminary pre on no designs for the extraction 
ted thorium by the RIL, 23 Pronene (hezoneof U-233 from long oooled,

■alft). A materials flovsheet for this process has boon prepared.

A revined mnterinls fl awah i a t baaad upon tho aNL Perea Mo. 3 Mlov- 
mheet and ncluing th areaevery feed preparation, acid recover, vaste dio- 
posal, molvent recover, and fuel recoverj steps to give an integrated pro- 

mpletou. fvoping of forte for a Perea-type ahead eel 
r facilit are currently under way unine the above 
Preliminary to the sooping studies, equipent oo.be 

flow diagrms are being developed for the varlous unit

Uranfum recovery froo m Purox molvent extractton erocens im deneribed 
la a recent report. In eddition, tho study of M decomposition has oontinund 
end a flovsheet mimilar to wan la ano b Hanford ban boon towel apof. The study 
is aantland ng to develop possible economic laoewtlveo for changing the batch 
type portions of the process to continuous.

A graphical method haw been developed for assisting in the caleula- 
lion of equbrium relationships la solvent eztraction contactors la the 
eztraotion of uranium end nitrie Mid from urangl nitrate - al trio Mid - 
water mystems vith tri butyl pbosphate - kerosene solvent mixtures. This 
method an boo use of the Moore equntion vhich ezpresses ureal an and al trio 
Mid distribution coefficients la terms of aqueous phase nitrate ion aoMerz- 
tration and organie phase, unoomplezed tributyl phosphate concentration.

A number of eoomomie studies by the Process Design Group on various 
provess alternatives have continued with the following rsultes

(a) The effeot of A-12 operating costs vo. g/t level in 
the lattice for the bare case over the range of 
uranium fuel costs free $1o to 830 per pound has been 
initiated. Preliminary resulta indicate a considerable 
1 amative for operating at higher g/t levele in the 
lattice.

M Aseuming nventory M ceptal vith delayed
return, the yearly operating costs for a new MD case, 
similar to the bare were ezcept for a lithium alloy 
lattice, were estimmted to be about 2 poreeaat less then 
the bare new lmetal costs meglected).
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(e) the ecomomie ecmpmrsom
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Unn the pm pin end Cholate
prim nr and the Furex procesa is beinE modiried in 
the light of recent cost informatiom obtained on the 
HannordRedoxz plent.

Technieal asaistance has been given the grn spa charged 
vith the deriga of the Live more site Waste Disposal 
Facilty. Dravings, (Equipeent lobe—tie Fif wotoeet, 
and Materials Hlovsheet) for the facility have bone 
prepared to serve as a preliminary basin for design. 
Frei 1*1 nary design of the Waste Facility evaporators 
and deentrainmept towers has been completed.

De al lad drvinge for all procesa tanknge la the celle 
of the Dnit Operations Laboratory have been completed. 
Design specirications for the solvent extrection pulse 
colums have been forwarded to the Process Engineering 
Division. Work la continuing on the development of 
mnterials handling devices, sampline techniques, flov
control set , and instrumentator

A three day visit to the Hanford Works was node in April by Mesars. 
H. W. Crandall, A. C. Miller, L. R. Michels, R. 1. MeCarter, and E. J. Haven- 
The Redox and Metal Recovery planta were inspected. Design, operating and 
cost information was obtained on these and allied processes. Scoping work 
oa various projected Furex alternatives was reviewed.

- The Process Design Group’s representatives aasigned to Omk Ridge
hmve investigated the problems of decontamination fluid recovery and INT-23 
plant operation and have kept abreast with process developments from that 
site.

f J < 7 L
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16. EIITC MDEL curaww CICLOTOS STUDIES

KI—tr— MbOI 12

Robert V. Pyle 
UaL

It was meatiomed in the preceding report that red type dees do not 
provide the field-free regions nsoo saury for space charge neutralization, and 
that solid tipe, 100® wide at their outer radian, had been out from 6 in- 
radius disks and attached. The bean was clipped vertically from 3 la. to 9 
la. radii and eraaieert for possible defocusing effects at the transition radius 
of 6 la. There did appear to be a tendency for the bean to blow up vertically 
at about 6 la.

This ezamination vas aada vith the clipping gap fixed and baa been 
repented with adjustable elippers on the chmnce that the beam was not being 
started la the megnetic nedlaa plane. It was la fact found that with proper 
positioning or the clipping gap, there was no indication of defocusing of the 
bean at 6 la. radius. The threshold was also determined and found to be slightly 
lower than without the solid tipe, presumably because of the larger energy gain 
per turn at emall radii.

k
Another attempt was made to investigate the effocta of accelerating 

systems vhich tend to drive the orbits off center. The electrode system con- 
sieted of three sets of rod does, one ir each volley, connected at 6 la. radius 
to two solid 180° does. Two rod does were connected to a single 180® section 
is this arrangement. We were unable to accelerate electrons beyond a radius 
of in.

A single, solid 90° dee was then installed. This had the — 
energy gala per turn (1.3 Vo) and the same inpulse tending to drive the orbits 
off center as the does describe*. in the preceding peregraph, but without the 
complication of the change in dee structure at 6 la. The threshold peak rf 
voltage for accelerating electrons to full energy was 500 V, or about three 
tines the doe to ground voltage necessary la a three phase system with the 
sane energy gala per turn. The orbits could be well centered by appropriate 
adjustment of the "C-term" coils, but the radial oscillations were large, 
about 1/2 la. at the larger radii.

An att ■■pt vas node to excite rod dees at a frequency three times 
the cyolotron frequency, but consderable difficulty was experienced la the 
tuning and tailoring of the dees to got rensonable voltage distributions, 
and this project was abandoned la favor of boss extraction techniques.

c

wc-
/$o-/77
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A segment of maxi mem depth 2-1/2 In- and vit a chord length at 24 
in- was cut from each of the poles at one at the hills to provide removable 
pieces of iron in vhich megnetie channels could be machinad- A channel de- 
wlgnert by H. Keller was cut in these pieces, and the spill beam distribution 
was swam inert with fluorescent probes. Several modificationa of the magnetie 
field appeared to be desirable and are being ande.

I
Klee tree Model III

E. L- Kelly 
URL

The new electron model construction has been largely completed. 
The tank and poles have been assembled and magnetic measurements started. 
The vecuum system is 95 percent completed and should be ready for testing 
soon. Design work on the does is complete and construction started. The 
electroncs installation is on schedule and should be ready and tested by
the time it is needed.

Preliminary results indicate the megnetic field before an lai ng is 
Opamtinsal datawithin one percent at the theoretical valus desired.

should be aviilable by the end at the next quarter.

z f o J- /78
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17. 20-INCH GYCLTON FROJET

Mark Jakobson and Laurence Ruby 
UCRL

Centerourge
Through advice from the cyclotron group at Oak Ridge, the ion source 

was moved to a radius of 1-3/4 inches and adjacent to one dee. A hood patterned 
after an Oak Ridge design was used over the arc. Considerable work was done to 
find • good injection radius, source, and dee slit design. With the geometry 
as shewn in Fig. 1 it is typical to have between b and 7 ma. at 1 Nev. This 
current does not change with 450 volts of d.c. positive bias on the probe. 
However, when the current probe is moved into 6 inches, the bean begins to 
increase rapidly and is lowered by positive bias on the probe, indicating some 
loss of electrons by secondary emission. The beam is a linear function of the 
d.c. input power, of which about 40 kv is available, and also of thr rf voltage, 
of which up to about 30 kv is held when loaded.

Houtralising lines Added

The amount of inter-dee coupling and consequent instability in the 
servo system was very sensitive to either removing any part of the doe shields 
or changing the size of the deo tips. Some improvement was secured by adding 
a variable speed of response to the servos in the form of an adjustable coupling 
pulley system betaMen the servo motors and dee turning capacitors. However, the 
problem was effectively solved only when a neutralising system was installed. 
This involved a set of inductively coupled transmission lines between ench doe 
stem. The coupling loop on one end of each transmission line is rotated by a 
motor controlled from the console. By exsiting one dee only and adjusting the 
neutralizin loops, the voltage appearing on either of the other dees can be 
reduced to less than 5 percent. The pcess is then repeated by exciting only 
the second doe and further adjusting. When the third dee alone is excited, it
Is found that the system is already neutralised, i.e., no induced voltages appear, 
and this is weed as a check. The entire operation must be done at atmospherle 
pressure to prevent smell induced voltages from being obacured by ion-lock. It 
takes about 45 minutes to let the cyclotron down to nitrogen, neutralise, and 
pump down again. This would be impractical on a large machine and a new method 
for neutralizing la now being designed.

C

At timos there vas considerable sparking and it vas repentedly nec- 
essary to restore the exzcitation vhch was removed by the rf-de- fault cireuit- 
Hence, a recycler vas added vhich would do this automatically, after a time 
delay which could be set by the operator. Recycling would often be repeated 
continuoualy requiring several attempts before the rf came on, especially if 
the voltage was high, and it vas found that during this period the servos 
received e purl oua signals and tardad to creep away. So, an additional tins 
delay was added, also adjustable, which would deactivate the mervos during the 
recyeling periods and until the rf had been on a short while.

*
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At high been levels, tbs servos picked up, in addition to the rf 
signal, a large quantity of "arc hash”. This "hash" has considerable audio 
component and rendered the servos inoperable. A special filter network 
added to the servo amplifiers was necessary to eliminate this interference.

Settings of the tuning capac i tore are quite different for operating 
with high beams and operating with no bean (due to change of capecity with 
hooting of the does), so that shutting down after having the base on requires 
rotuning before the rf can be made to come oa again. A Csvice to do this 
automatically ia now being designed.

Further details of the rf system are to be found in the report 
UCRL~1884 by B. H. Smith.

After about 8 months of operation, the deposit of cracked oil on 
ths does and inside the tank had inereased to such an extent that it bee asm 
difficult to hold full voltage on the does. A glow discharge would occur in 
tbs tank. The liners, does and probs were then removed and sand blasted to 
remove the deposit. This eliminated the glow discharge in the tank.

Froferaamung the Bean

It has been possible to program the beam for two complete turns by 
putting graphite slits on the does. No decrease in the bean at large radii 
was observed. The first turn passes over the cet of the cyclotron and misses 
one doo entirely, then comes around and skirts the ion source. The programming 
elite run cool only through a narrow range of rf voltage. Figure 2 is a plot 
of the lom paths for the first two turns.

One of the questions st1ll unanswered at the end of the operating 
period la that of the effect of the beam coupling on the phase of the dee 
voltages. The resistive component of the beam load will reduce the Q of the 
tank and reduce the problem of phase control, since low Q cirouits are easier 
to control than high Q cirouita. The effect of the reactive component of the 
beam is more obscure and difficult to predict. The operation of the machine 
has indicated no effect other than the phases appear alightly more stable 
with the beam on than off. This would indicate either the reactive component 
is negligible for bean levels of the 20-inch, or that it ia not detrimental.

The difficulty associated with neutralising with the tank at air 
has been described above. An alternate method which has been suggested but 
not o ruyt-tr'* would be to neutrulize under vacuu at high voltages. This 
would be dons by modulating the 2526 buffer plate on one des with 60 cycles, 
and then adjusting the ns nt rail action until the 60 cycle component on the 
other two does would be a minimum. This would be done successively for the 
other two does.
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nr. SUARY or INFGRMATION OBTAINXD WIT THE 20-IMH CICLTRON

A hooded arc operated 1-1/2 inchee off center baa provided the most 
beam with a mini an of rf power loot in defocumed bean. A curved moceleratine 
elit to pull out the lone la attached to B dee- The Lond helps to shield por
tions of the pie own from the rf fields. Off-center operation provided a better 
focusing gecaetry for the starting lens. The first fev turns in the cyclotron 
are discrete and off center about 3/4 inch. They can be ends to pass through 
necelerating slits on the does with negligible loos la he an .

A phase control syatem has been necessery for aatiafactory operation. 
In eddition, in order to operate the cyelotron with no hunting of the phone 
control oystem, and equal doo voltages. It has been necessary to neutraline 
the dee-to-dee capacity. Been with the neutralizing lines, there la • alight 
msymmetry in the dee voltags due to the feet the accelrating elit for the 
source is attached to B doe. As a result B amplfier in more hesvily loaded. 
With a larger mnchine, thia extra load should have lose effect.

Stable operation ban been maintained with 6 of Mev protons for 
doe voltage of 28 ire. From the progressed onbU the gein la energy per turn 
hue been found to be about 2.5 eVo. By changing the pt ee sequence from ABC 
to ACB and using deuterium gas la the souroe, 6.5 ne of 0.5 Mev deuterons have 
been obtained. Similarly, uging helium gas in the source, 1.5 an of 1 Mev 
alpha particles were obtained. The gala la energy per turn for this node la 
approximntely 5 eVo- A more e reap lets report on the operstion of the 20-inch 
cyclotron la given in URL~1889.

u
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